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ABSTRACT

Containment integrity could be challenged by direct heating associated with a high
pressure melt ejection (HPME) of core materials following reactor vessel breach during
certain severe accidents. Intentional reactor coolant system (RCS) depressurization,
where operators latch pressurizer relief valves open, has been proposed as an accident
management strategy to reduce risks by mitigating the severity of HPME. However; de-
cay heat levels, valve capacities, and other plant-specific characteristics determine wheth-
er the required operator action will be effective. Without operator action, natural
circulation flows could heat ex-vessel RCS pressure boundaries (surge line and hot leg

piping, steam generator tubes, etc.) to the point of failure before vessel breach, providing
an alternate mechanism for RCS depressurization and HPME mitigation.

This report contains an assessment of the potential for HI'ME during a Surry station
blackout transient without operator action and without recovery. The assessment included
a detailed transient analysis using the SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 computer code to calcu-
late the plant response with and without hot leg countercurrent natural circulation, with
and without reactor coolant pump seal leakage, and with variations on selected core dam-
age progression parameters. RCS depressurizativn-related probabilities were also evaluat-
ed. primarily based on the code results.
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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Molten core materials could be ejected by a tional depressurizafion could provide an altemme
high-pressure reactor coolant system (RCS) fol- way to minimize the potential DCH r;.sksby mit-
lowing reactor vessel lower head failure during igating HPME.
certain severe accidents. A rapid rise in contain-
ment temperature and pressure, or direct contain- This reportcontains an assessment of the po-
ment heating (DCH), could result from the high tential for HPME in the Surry NPP resulting
pressure melt ejection (HPME) into the contain- from a severe reactor accidenL The assessment
ment building. In a severe case, the pressuriza- was limited to evaluation of a station blackout
tion and associated challenge to containment scenario because it is the single largest contribu-
integrity could lead to a significant increase in ra- tor to the frequency of core damage for the Surry
diological risks. NPP. The specific station blackout scenario con-

sidered was a TMLB' sequence, which was initi-
Intentional depres_rization of the RCS has ated by the loss of all ac power and a

been propose_.,,as an accident management sw_- simultaneous loss of auxiliary feedwater. The
gy to mimmize the potential DCH risks (in cases potential effects of operator actions and accident
where cooling water is unavailable for either pri- recovery were not considered. A two-part as-
mary or secondary feed and bleed operations). In sessment was completed including (a) a detailed
this strategy, plant operators latch pressurizer SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 analysis of the TMLB'
power-operated relief valves (PORVs) open to sequence and (b) an evaluation of RCS
reduce the RCS pressure and mitigate the effects depressurization-related probabilities.
of an HPME. However, decay heat levels, valve
capacities, and other plant-specific characteris- Pan one of the assessment consisted of a
tics determine whether the required operator ac- SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 analysis to quantify (a)
tion will lead to an effective RCS the time and location of the initial RCS pressure
depressurization. Analyses have been completed boundary failure, (b) the associated RCS condi-
that indicate intentional depressurization could tions at the time of the initial pressure boundary
be a viable method for mitigating HPME in the failure, and (c) the RCS conditions at the time of
Surry Nuclear Power Plant (NPP). Subsequent reactor vessel _ower head failure. Modefing was
analyses indicate that intentional depressuriza- included to allow for the development of full
tion could also be effective for many other pres- loop, in-vessel, and hot leg countercurrent natu-
surized water reactors (PWRs). ral circulation based on previous work. Natural

circulation flows provided a mechanism for the
Without operdtor actions, natural circulation potential generation of ex-vessel failures. Code

flows could develop following accident initiation calculations from accident initiation through the
and reactor coolant pump (RCP) coastdown. A time of lower head failure were performed with
previous analysis of the Surly NIP identified the and without hot leg countercurrent natural circu-
significance of full loop, in-vessel, and hot leg lation, with and without RCP seal leakage, and
countercurrent natural circulation modes with re- with variations on some of the more important
spect to severe accident progression. Ex-vessel core damage progression parameters. Best-
RCS pressure boundaries (surge line and hot leg estimate parameters were used as inputs where
piping, steam generator tubes, and so on) could there are data or where the effects of the pamne-
be heated by the natural circulation of high- ters are understood. For parameters with a high
temperature steam to the point of failure before degree of uncertainty, va!ues were selected to
failure of the lower head. Under those condi- minimize the time to lower head failure, produc-
tions, RCS depressurization through the ex- ing a conservative evaluation of the potential for
vessel pressure boundary breach could then oc- HPME. It was assumed that there was sufficient
cur without operator actions. As suc_,, uninten- plant air and battery power to operate the PORVs
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Executive Summary

throughout the transient. Furthermore, the po- at the time liquid in the RCPs reached saturation
tential for PORV failures as a result of extremes in those cases. The initial leak rate represented
in temperature was not considered. Simple struc- leakage associated with the loss of seal cooling,
rural models of the ex-vessel piping were includ- resulting from the loss of ac power. The higher
ed to track the potential for creep ruptures leak rates represented me potential for failures
induced by the combined effects of elevated tem- associated with high-temperature, two-phase seal
perature and pressure. Any predicted ex-vessel instabilities
failure was appropriately rccorded, although an
associated RCS blowdown was not simulated. In Case 3, leakage was increased from 21
Instead, the code calculations were extended to gpm per RCP to the most probable leak rate of
lower head failure without RCS depressurization, 250 gpm at RCP saturation. In Case 4, the leak
providing an approach for estimating the possi- rate was increased to 480 gpm per RCE repre-
hie timing difference between all events, senting the maximum leak rate corresponding to

failure of all seal stages. Case 5 was identical to
Parttwo of the assessment was completed to Case 3 wifl3 the exception of how heat transfer

provide inputs for an independent analysis ad- from molten materials was treated during reloca-
dressing the risk impact of intentional depressur- tion. In Case 3, molten materials were relocated
ization of the Surry NPP. Probabilistic risk to the lower head without heat transfer. In Case
assessment (PRA) techniques will be used to de- 5, molten materials were assumed to quench dur-
termine the risks of intentional depres._urization ing relocation tup to the limit imposed by the
compared with the risks that could be expected if amount of available water). Case 6 was identical
plant operators take no action. RCS depressur- to Case 4 with the exception of the treatment of
ization probabilities were evaluated based on fuel cladding deformation. In Case 4, it was as-
current calculations for use in the risk analysis, sumed that deformation was limited to 2% due to
The specific issues considered included (a) the an oxide buildup on the outer surface of the clad-
probability that an ex-vessel failure will occur ding before the onset of ballooning. In Case 6,
and depressurize the RCS before lower head fail- the limit on cladding deformation was increased
ure and Co)the probability of being at a low RCS to 15%. The SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 results
pressure at the time of lower head failure. The listed in Table ES-l summarize the predicted re-
probabilities were not simply derived from the sponsc of the Surry NPP for all calculations per-
calculational results. Instead, uncertainties in the formed in this assessment.

results were evaluated through sensitivity calcu-
lations and the api_iication of engineering judg- SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 results indicate
ment. that natural circulation of st,-am and steam tiow

through the pressurizer PORVs can _.._uce creep
Six different SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 cal- rupture failures in the surge line and hot leg pip-

culations were performed in the first part of the ing before failure of the lower head when the
assessment. In the Base Case, full loop, in- RCS is not depressurized by leaks. Without RCS
vessel, and hot leg countercurrent natural circula- leaks, the RCS pressure is maintained by pressur-
tion flows were considered. Those flows are con- izer PORV cycling. During each valve cycle, en-
sistent with conditions that could develop ergy is transferred from the core to the surge line
following TMLB' initiation without operator ac- and hot leg piping. Hot leg countercurrent natu-
tions. Hot leg countercurrent natural circulation ral circulation is established between PORV cy-
was eliminated in Case 2 to minimize the core cles, which also transfer core decay heat to the
heatup time by minitnizing ex-vessel heat trans- hot legs. However, the surge line is hezted to a
fer. Cases 3 through 6 were designed to account failure condition before the hot legs because it is
for all modes of natural circulation and the po- relatively thin. In all calculations performed,
tential effects of RCP seal leakage. A leak rate steam generator tubes were assumed to be free of
of 21 gpm per RCP was introduced at TMLB' defects. Given that assumption, failure of the
initiation, and higher leak rates were introduced steam generator tubes would not be expected in
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Table ES-I. Summary of SCDAP_AP5/MOD3 te_ts (in minutes), a

Case

Event Base 2 3 4 5 6

Core uncover), 176.7 177.3 189.3 167.7 189.3 167.7

First fuel clad failure 235.5 206.0 220.5 197.3 220.5 205.2

Surge line failure 237.5 215.5 337.2 >463.3 337.2 >396.7

First hot leg failure 258.3 234.3 334.8 >463.3 334.8 >396.7

First fuel melthtg 278.3 253.0 241.8 234.8 241.8 345.0

First core relocation 480.8 257.8 403.3 426.0 403.3 383.8

Lower head failure 482.0 260.1 405.7 433.0 479.6 389.8

RCS pressure at lower 16.0 16.0 g.56 1.36 6.48 1.37
head failure (MPa) b

a. A greater-than sign (>) indicates that the event had no*.occurred by the end of the calculation at the
indicated time.

b. Without credit for depressurization that could occur following potential ex-vessel failures.

cases without RC_ leaks because the circulating rent natural circulation, heating of the steam gen-
steam loses a significant amount of energy before erator tubes is minimal.

reaching the steam generators, leaving the tubes
relatively cool. Although the calculation was not Surge line and hot leg failures can be expect-
performed, previous studies indicate that the ed before failure of the lower head if the RCS
RCS could be effectively depressurized from the pressure is reduced below the pressurizer PORV
PORV set point pressure before lower head fail- set point by seal leaks of 250 gpm per RCE
ure through either a surge line or hot leg breach. Surge line heating decreases when the RCP seal

leaks reduce the RCS pressure below the PORV
set point and the PORV cycling stops. However,

If the RCS is not depressurized by leaks, ex-vessel heating continues as a result of hot leg
surge line and hot leg failures can be expected countercurrent flow. Although the hot leg is rela-
before failure of the lower head even if hot leg tively massive, it would be heated to a failure
countercurrent natural circulation is not estab- condition before the surge line because it is ex-
lished. Hot leg countercarrent natural circulation posed to the highest-temperature steam leaving
does provide an effective mechanism for the the reactor vessel and because surge line heating
transfer of core decay heat to the ex-vessel pip- is minimized when PORV cycling ends. If the
ing. If that heat sink is eliminated, heatup of the steam generator tubes are free of defects, failure
core and in-vessel structures will accelerate, with of the tubes would not be expected in cases with
corresponding increases in steam temperatures, leaks of 250 gpm per RCP because they remain
Under these conditions, however, the surge line relatively cool.
and hot leg will also be exposed te higher tem-
peratures. As a result, both surge line and hot leg A lower head failure would be the first
creep ruptu_ s should he induced before failure breach of the RCS pressure boundary ff the RCP
of the lower head. Without hot leg countercur- seals leak 480 gpm per pump. The progression
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of core damage is accelerated as RCP seal leak- The accumulators were essentially emptied dur-
age increases. However. higher RCP leak rates ing the core reflood, which eliminated the possi-
also depressurize the RCS, allowing earlier accu- bility of effective cooling during the subsequent
mulator injection, which can delay further core reheating. A relatively large relocation of ap-
degradation. The most important aspect associ- proximately 44370 kg of molten UO 2 occurred
ated with RCP seal leak rates, however, is the el- as a result. With a deformation limit of 2%, peri-
fect on ex-vessel heating. The total core decay odic accumulator injection provided only partial
energy is split into the portion that is deposited in cooling of the core hot spots. However, the par-
the vessel and ex-vessel structures by circulating tial cooling occurred over a prolonged period and
steam and the portion that is dissipated through was sufficient to delay relocation, which consist-
RCP seal leaks. The results indicate that seal ed of about 12940 kg of molten UO 2. The delay
leaks of 480 gpm per RCP dissipate a relatively in relocation produced a corresponding delay in
large fraction of core decay energy, leaving a re1- lower head failure of 43.2 minutes (compared to
atively small fraction for ex-vessel heating. In the higher deformation case).
fact, the results indicate that ex-vessel failures

would occur befor_ lower head failure with seal The SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 results were
leaks of 250 gpm per RCP but would not be ex- reviewed to identify potential uncertainties that
pected with leaks as high as 480 gpm per RCP. could affect the predicted response of the Sun3'

N-PP. The review focused on uncertainties that

Debris/coolant heat transfer during molten could affect the timing of the RCS pressure
relocation to the lower head can significantly de- boundary failures because that timing is critical
lay failure of the lower head. Minimum and in this assessment of the potential for HPME.
maximum debris/coolant heat transfer options
are the only debris/coolant heat transfer options Uncertainties in (a) the current oxidation
currently available in SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3. models in the code, (b) he core decay power, (c)
With the minimum option, it is assumed that the the initial steam generaZ3r liquid inventory, and
debris relocates from the core to the lower head (d) the nature and rate of core damage progres-
in a coherent stream without heat transfer, which sion tend to accelerate or delay both ex-vessel
results in a rapid lower head thermal attack, failures and lower head failures. For example,
With the maximum option, it is assumed that the the current version of SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3
debris will breakup as a result of impact with wa- only calculates oxidation of the zircaloy cladding
ter (and structures) in the lower plenum and low- of in-core components, which is terminated as
er head. The code then calculates a complete soon as rod-like geometry is lost. As a result, the
quench of the debris, up ".othe limit imposed by rate of core heatup could be underpredicted in
the amount of coolant available. A large RCS the current calculations because the oxidation re-
pressurization can result during quench; howev- actions are exothermic. If core heatup is under-
er, lowerhead thermal attack is delayed until the predicted, core and circulating steam
debris reheat.. The calculations indicate that the temperatureswill be underpredicted. Therefore,
delay co:,.d be more than 1 hour. Since the ex- the timing of both lower head and ex-vessel fail-
pected result lies between those extremes, refine- ures could be delayed by the current treatment of
ments in relocation modeling could be useful in oxidation in the code. A more detailed treatment
future analyses, of oxidation would be expected to accelerate

both lower head and ex-vessel failure times with-

Changes in deformation associated with hal- out a significant change in the relative timing be-
looning of the fuel rod cladding can significantly tween the events.
change core damage progression and the time to
lower head failure. With a ballooning deforma- Uncertainties in (a) the treatment of in-core
tion limit of 15%, an accumulator injection cam- crest heat transfer, (b) the flow and heat transfer
pletely reflooded and significantly cooled the characteristics of a degraded core, particularly
entire core before formation of a molten pool. during accumulator injections; (c) natural circu-
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lation flow and heat transfer, and (d) the effects tainties in the SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3 calcula-
of repressurization resulting from vapor pro- tions. The results of that effort are reflected in
duced during accumulator injection and during the RCS depressurization probabilities listed in
molten relocation to the lower head tend to Tables ES-2 and ES-3 for (a) TMLB' sequences
change the time of ex-vessel failures relative to without RCP seal leaks (at full system pressure),
the time of lower head failure. For example, if (b) TMLB' sequences with seal leaks of 250 gpm
the heat transfer from the molten pool to the in- per RCR (c) TMLB' sequences with seal leaks of
core crest is overp_edicted, relocation and lower 480 gpm per RCP, and (d) TMLB' sequences
head failure could occur earlier than expected with stuck-open/latched-open PORVs.
relative to predicted ex-vessel failures.

There is a low probability for an HPME in
Sensitivity calculations were performed and the Surry NPP during TMLB' sequences without

engineering judgment was applied in an attempt operator actions based on the results listed in the
to account for the potential effects of the uncer- tables. In scenarios (a), (b), and (d), natural cir-

Table ESo2. Probal_ilities of the Surgeline/hot leg failure issue given the occurrence of the specific sce-
narios in the Surry NPP.

Scenario Probability

TMLB"sequenceswithoutRCP seal leaks 0.98

TMLB"sequences with seal leaks of 250 gpmperRCP 0.98

TMLB' sequences with seal leaks of 450 gpm perRCP 0.0

TMLB' sequences with stuck-open/latched-openPORVs 1.0

Table ES-3. Probabilities of the RCS pressure at vessel breach issue giventhe occurrence of the speciic
scenarios without ex-vessel failures in the Surry NIP.

Probability, at vessel breach, for

High RCS Intermediate Low RCS
Scenario pressure RCS pressure pressure

(> 6.89 MPa) (1.38 - 6.89 MPa) (<1.38 MPa)

TMLB' sequences withoutRCP seal leaks) 1.0 0.0 0.0

TMLB' sequences with seal leaks of 250 gpm 0.21 0.75 0.04
per RCP

TMLB' sequences with seal leaks of 450 gpm 0.13 0.40 0.47
per RCP

TMLB' sequences with stuck-open/latched- 0.0 0.0 1.0
openPORVs
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The assessment contained in this report wasculation and flow through the PORVs led to
surge line and/or hot leg failures before failure of based on a detailed SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3

the lower head without any required operator ac- analysis to determine the Surry NPP response
tion. After accounting for uncertainties in the during a TMLB' transient without operator ac-
calculated results, it was concluded that RCS tions and the corresponding potential for HPME.
pressure reduction below 1.38 MPa would occur Therefore, the conclusions of this assessment are
through the ex-vessel breach before lower head specific to the Surry NIP. Evaluation of the ap-
failure with a high probability. Specifically, plicability of the results to other plants was out-

probabilities for a surge line or hot leg failure side the scope of this program. However, some
with RCS depressurization below 1.38 MPa be- of the factors that would have to be considered

fore lower head failure were assigned values of include the capacity of the pressurizer PORVs;
0.98, 0.98, and 1.0, given the occurrence of see- the decay heat level; the accumulator capacity
narios (a), (b), and (d), respectively, and initial pressure; the steam generator size,

type,andinitial liquid inventory; and thegeome-

An ex-vessel failure was not calculated be- tries of the hot leg, surge line, and upper plenum
fore lower head failure in (c). For that reason, region of the reactor vessel. Those factors are

the probability of a surge line or hot leg failure important because they could influence core
with RCS depressurization below 1.38 MPa be-
fore lower head failure was assigned a value of damage progression and the natural circulation

of steam throughout the plant. Without operator
0.0. However, the probability of being at or be-
low 1.38 MPa at the time of lower head failure actions, natural circulation provides the required

mechanism for generating ex-vessel failures.(without an ex-vessel failure) was estimated to

be 0.47. In addition, the probability of seal leaks The timing of the ex-vessel failures relative to
as large as 480 gpm per RCP is very small. In core damage progression determines the poten-
other words, the results associated with scenario tial for HPME. Therefore, a plant-specific un-
(c) would be relatively unlikely. Therefore, there derstanding of natural circulation and its
is a low probability for an HPME during TMLB' relationship to core damage progression would
sequences in the Surry NIP. be required to extend the results to other NIPs.
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Intnxluction

ASSESSMENT OF THE POTENTIAL FOR HIGH-
PRESSURE MELT EJECTION RESULTING FROM A

SURRY STATION BLACKOUT TRANSIENT

1. INTRODUCTION

Molten core materials could be eJected by a spect to severe accident progression. 3 Ex-vessel
high-pressure reactor coolant system ORCS) fol- RCS pressure boundaries (surge fine and hot leg
lowing reactor vessel lower bead failure during piping, steam generator tubes, etc.) could be
certain severe accidents. A rapid rise in contain- heated by the natural circulation of high-
merittemperature and pressure, or direct contain- temperature steam to the point of failure before
merit heating (DCH), could result from the high failure of the lower head. Under these condi-

' pressure melt ejection (HPME) into the contain- tions, depressurization through the ex-vessel
merit building. In a severe case, the pressuriza- pressure boundary breach could then occur with-
tion and associated c';allenge to containment out operator action. Thus, unintentional df'pres-

integrity could lead to a significant increase in ra- surization could provide an alternate way to
diological risks, minimize the potential for DCH by mitigating

HPME.

Intentional depressurization of the RCS has
been proposed as an accident management strate- This repon contains an assessment of the po-

gy to mitigate the severity of HPME, thereby re- tential for HPME resulting from a severe reactor
ducing the risks in cases where cooling water is accident. The assessment was limited to evalua-
unavailable for either primary or secondary feed- tion of a station blackout scenario in the Surry
and-bleed operations. In this strategy, plant op- NPP. The station blackout scenario was selected
erators latch pressurizer power-operated relief because it is the single largest contributor to the
valves (PORVs) open to reduce the RCS pressure frequency of core damage for the Surry NPP.4
and mitigate the effects of HPME. Risk reduc- (HPME is of concern only in scenarios that could
tion is expected, since the potential for contain- lead to core melt.) The Surry NPP was selected
ment failure as a result of DCH should be because information needed to complete the
minimized if HPME can be mitigated. However, evaluation was readily available. (The selections

decay heat levels, valve capacities, and other were also influenced by the number of related
plant-specific characteristics determine whether and supporting studies that have been per-
the required operator action will lead to an effec- formed.) A two-part approach was used to com-
tive RCS depressurization. Analyses have been plete this assessment, including (a), a detailed
completed that indicate intentional depressuriza- SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 5 analysis of a station

tion could be a viable method for mitigatin_ blackout scenario without operator action and
HPME in the Surly Nuclear Power Plant (NPP)? without recovery and (b) an evaluation of depres-
Subsequent analyses indicate that intentional de- surization-related probabilities.
pressurization could also be effective for many

other pressurized water reactors (PWRs). 2 The objectives of the SCDAP/RELAP5/
MOD3 analysis were to quantify the (a) time and

Without operator action, natural circulation location of the initial RCS pressure boundary
flows could develop following accident initiation failure, Co)associated RCS conditions at the time
and reactor coolant pump (RCP) coas_down. A of initial pressure boundary failure, and (c) RCS
previous analysis of the Surry NPP identified the conditions at the time of reactor vessel lower
significance of full loop, in-vessel, and hot leg head,failure. Modeling based on previous work3
countercurrent natural circulation modes with re- was included to allow for the development of
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natural circulation. Natural circulation flows tentional RCS depressurization of the Surry NPP.
provided a mechanism for the potential genera- The risk impact is being studied in support of an

tion of ex-vessel failures. Code calculations Accident Management Program sponsored by
from accident initiation through the time of low- the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
er head failure were performed with and without (NRC). Probabilistic risk assessment (PRA)
hot leg countercurrent natural circulation, with techniques will be used to determine the impact
and without RCP seal leakage, and with varia- by comparing the risks of intentional depressur-
tions on some of the more important core dam- ization with the risks that could be expected if
age progression parameters. Be=t-estimate plant operators take no action. Probabilities of
parameters were used as inputs where there were RCS depressurization-related issues were evalu-
data or where the effects of the paramete_ were ated based on current calculations for use in the

understood. For parameters with a high degree risk analysis. The specific depressurization is-
of uncertainty, values were selected to minimize sues considered included (a) the probability that
the time to lower head failure, producing a con- an ex-vessel failure will occur before lower head

servative evaluation of the potential for HPME. failure and (b) the probability of being at a low
It was assumed that there were sufficient plant air RCS pressure at the time of lower head failure.
and battery power to operate the PORVs through-
out the transient. Furthermore, the potential for
PORV failures as a result of extremes in tempera- A description of the approach used to com-
ture was not considered. Simple structural mod- plete the two-part assessment is provided in Sec-

els of the ex-vessel piping were included to track tion 2. Pertinent details are provided with
the potential for creep ruptures induced by the respect to the station blackout scenario, modeling
combined effects of elevated temperature and of the Surry NPP with SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3,
pressure. Any predicted ex-vessel failure was ap- and assumptions used in performing the code
propriately recorded, although an associated calculations. A description of the method and
RCS blowdown was not simulated. Instead, the basis for evaluation of the RCS depressurization-
code calculations were extended to lower head related probabilities is also included. SCDAP/
failure without RCS depressurization, providing RELAP5/lVIOD3 results for all calculations per-
an approach for estimating the possible timing formed in the first part of the assessment are de-
difference between all events, scribed in Section 3. Section 4 contains resulting

probabilities for the depressurization-related is-
The objective of the second and final part of sues. Conclusions and recommendations based

the assessment was to provide input for an inde- on this assessment of the potential for HPME are

pendent analysis addressing the risk impact of in- given in Section 5.
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2. ASSESSMENT APPROACH

A two-part approach was followed in corn- and closing pressures of the relief valves thereaf-
pleting this assessment. In the first part, a de- ter. Water in the steam generator secondaries is
tailed SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 analysis of a completely vaporized, as heat is transferred from
station blackout scenario without operator ac- the RCS to the steam generators. Once water in
tions was performed. In the second part, proba- the steam generator secondaries is depleted, the
bilities associated with depressurization-related steam generators no longer remove significant
issues were evaluated. Both parts are described amounts of heat. Core decay energy then heats
in the following sections, the RCS, resulting in system pressurization con-

trolled by cycling pressurizer PORVs. The RCS
2.1 SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 pressure can also be influenced by RCP seal

Analysis l_ks, which could developfollowing the loss of
seal cooling water associatedwith the loss of ac

The SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 computer tx)wer. After the RCS saturates, a high-pressure
boiloff begins, ultimately leading to core uncov-code was used to calculate the transient response

of the Surry NPP during a station blackout see- cry and heatup. Without rezovery of power or
nario without operator actions. SCDAP/RE- equipment, the transient proo_,eds to severe core
LAP5/MOD3 is an integrated code package damage and melting.

designed for reactor accident analysis. Simula-
tion of thermal-hydraulics, heat transfer, severe The Surry NPP was selected for analysis be-
core damage, and fission product transport are cause the pertinent information required to corn-
supported. A more detailed description of the plete this assessment was readily available. The
code is provided in Appendix A. Surry NPP is a Westinghouse-designed PWR

with a rated thermal power of 2441 MW. The

A station blac_kout scenario was modeled in core consists of 157 15x15 assemblies with an
all SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 calculations be- active fuel height of 3.66 m. There are three pri-

cause it is the single largest contributor to the fre- mary coolant loops. Each loop contains a U-tube

quency of core damage for the Surry NPP. The steam generator, an RCP, and associated piping.
specific station blackout sequence selected for A single pressurizer is attached to the hot leg pip-
analysis is designated TMLB'. This sequence is ing in one of the three loops. Two PORVs, with a
initiated by the loss of offsite power. Onsite ac combined capacity of 45.1 kg/s, can be used to
power is also unavailable because the diesel gen- relieve excess RCS pressure from the top of the
erators fail to start or fail to supply power. De- pressurizer. One accumulator, with 29,100 kg of

cay heat removal through the steam generators 322-K borated water pressurized to 4.24 MPa by
cannot be maintained in the long term because a nitrogen cover gas, is attached to each cold leg.

there is no ac power'for the electrical pumps, and [Accumulators are the only operational part of
the steam driven auxiliary feedwater pumps also the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) dur-
fail to supply water, ing a TMLB' sequence.] A subatmospheric con-

tainment building surrounds the reactor systems.

When the TMLB' sequence begins, power is
lost to the control rod drives and pumps. A reac- Six different SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 cal-
tot scram follows, with coastdown of the main culations for the Surry NPP were performed in
feedwater pumps and RCPs. Feedwater is quick- this part of the assessment. It was assumed that
ly reduced to zero as the main feedwater valves there were sufficient plant air and battery power
close. The turbine stop valves close, and the to operate the PORVs throughout all calcula-
pressure in the steam generators increases until tions. The potential for other PORV failure
the relief (or dump) valves open. Steam genera- modes was not considered. Models were inelud-
tor pressures are maintained between the opening ed in all calculations to track the potential for
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creep mlxun_ in the ex-vessel piping, As wevi- straightforward. For that reason, a panel of ex-
ously noted, all predicted ex-vessel failures were perts was assembled to make a pmbabilistic de- '
appropriately recorded, although an associated termination of RCP leak rates in Westinghouse
RCS blowdown was not modeled. Extending the PWRs during a station bladwut. 8 [The resulting
code calculations to lower head failure without expert opinions were used in a comprehensive
RCS depressurization provided a way t23estimate PRA of the Surry NPP (and four other NPPs in
the possible timing difference between all events, the United States), as documented in NUREG-
In the Base Case, full loop, in-vessel, and hot leg 1150. 9] The panel concluded that the highest
countercurrent natural circulation flows were probability leak rate was 250 gpm per RCP,
considered. Those flows are consistent with con- while the maximum leak rate (at a low probabili-
ditions that could develop following TMLB' ini- ty) was 480 gpm per RCP.8 (A leak rate of 480
tiation without operator actions. Although hot gpm per RCP is consistent with failure of all
leg countercurrent natural circulation is expect- three seal stages in a Westinghouse RCP. 6)
ed, uncertainties exist with respect to flow mag-
nitude and the effectiveness of heat transfer to Based on results from the experts, a leak rate
ex-vessel structures. Based on those uncertain- of 21 gpm per RCP was introduced at TMLB'
ties, hot leg countercurrent natural circulation initiation in Cases 3 through 6 to represent leak-
was eliminated in Case 2. As a result, Case 2 age associated with the loss of seal cooling. In
represents a bounding calculation where ex- Case 3, leakage was increased from 21 to 250
vessel heat transfer is minimized (which should gpm at the time water in the RC-'Preached satura-
reduce the time to reactor vessel failure). Cases tion temperature to account for potential two-
3 through 6 were designed to account for full phase instabilities. In Case 4, the maximum leak
loop, in-vessel, and hot leg countercurrent natu- rate of 480 gpm per RCP was introduced at the
rat circulation, along with the potential effects of time of RCP saturation. This case provides in-
RCP seal leakage, formation on the depressurization rate and its po-

tential impact on HPME.
Under normal operating conditions, high-

pressure systems supply cooling water flow to Case 5 was identical to Case 3 except for the
the seals to offset adesign leak rate of approxi- way heat transfer from molten materials was
mately 3 gpm per RCP. However, the loss of all treated during relocation. In Case 3, it was as-
ac power results in a loss of seal cooling water, sumed that molten materials would remain intact

Without cooling water, leak rates increase as during relocation from the core to the lower parts
RCP seal temperatures increase. Leak rates of 21 of the reactor vessel. This approach minimizes
gpm per RCP have been calculated for intact heat, loss from the debris so that a relatively rapid
RCP seals subjected to normal RCS temperatures thermal attack on the. reactor vessel can follow.
and pressures. 6 In contrast, it was assumed in Case 5 that molten

materials would break up during relocation. This
Leak rates will obviously be higher if one or break-up could occur as a result of the molten

more of the three seal stages in a Westinghouse material pour interacting with vessel structures
RCP fail. The primary factors affecting seal be- and with water below the core. However, the
havior during a TMLB' sequence are high- break-up of molten materials maximizes heat
temperature survivability and the potential for transfer from the debris, which delays attack on
hydraulic instability under two-phase flow condi- the reactor vessel until the debris has time to re-
tions. 7 High-temperature survivability involves heat.
the potential for O-ring degradation and blowout.

Hydraulic instability is related to evidence sug- Case 6 was identical to Case 4 except for the
gesting that flashing could cause one or more of treatment of fuel cladding deformation. In Case
the seal stages to pop open. Unfortunately, the 4, it was assumed that deformation was limited to

prediction of failure of any particular seal stage 2% because of an oxide buildup on the outer sur-
(which leads to a particular leak rate) is not face of the cladding before the onset of
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ballooning. The oxide layer is relatively strong 1273 K was used in an cases. Since less cooling
but less ductile than the underlying zircaloy. As is' required, this input could lead to a relatively
a result, oxidized cladding tends to fracture at early fragmentation of the core. As a result, core
small deformations, leading to earlier oxidation beamp, relocation of molten materials to the low-
of the inner cladding surfaces with the potential er head, and lower head failure could _ occur
for earlier core heatup associated with the exo- relatively early.
thermic reaction. In,contrast, the limit on clad-
cling deformation was increased from 2% to 15% Debris formation during core degradation re-
in Case 6. This deformation provides a potential suits in a flow restriction, leading to core beatup.
for larger in-core liow blockage, which could af- AS indicated in Table 2, the minimum flow area
fect core heatup by reducing convective heat through cohesive debris was set to 11% of the
transfer to the steam flow (driven by natural cir- nominal flow area in an cases. At values of 10%

culation). In addition, core heatup could in- and less, SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 sets the flow
crease, because the surface area available for area to zero. However, a flow area of zero corre-
oxidation increases with deformation, sponds to coplanar blockage, which has not been

observed in limited test data. On t',mtbasis, 11%

Appendix B contains a detailed oescription represents the maximum flow re,,triction consis-
of the SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 model of the tent with current understandin C. By maximizing
Surry NIP that was used to complete the six cal- the flow restriction, core hex,mp and lower bead

culations. The remaining inform_-tionin this sec- failure should occur relatively early.
tion is provided to clarify the differences among
the six calculations. The ZrO2 failure temperature controls when

oxidized cladding will fail, provided that the ox-
Trip valves were used to represent RCP seal ide layer is less than the specified durable thick-

leaks in the SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 model, ness. The failure temperature can vary between
The relationship between transient time and trip the 'melting points of Zr (2023 K) and ZrO2
valve flow areas used in the ,_bject calculations (2963 K). A value of 2400 K was used in all cas-
is summarized in Table 1. es, as recommended by the SCDAP code devel-

opment staff.
SCDAP input is required to define certain

parameters that control severe core damage pro- Durable thickness is represented by the frac-
gression. In general, best-estimate parameters tion of oxidation necessary for the cladding to
were selected where there were data or where the withstand attack by molten Zr. Once the durable
effects of the parameters were understood. For .thickness is reached, the oxidized cladding will
parameters with a high degree of uncertainty, remain intact until the ZrO2 is heated to the spec-
values were selected to minimize the time to ified failure temperature (2400 K in this analy-
lower head failure. This approach provides the sis). As a result, higher values tend to promote
basis for a conservative evaluation of the poten- earlier relocation. On that basis, the ZrO2 was
tial for HPME, since time is minimized for gen- assumed to be durable only if completely (100%)
eration of an ex-vessel failure by natural oxidized, as indicated in Table 2.
convection beating and for RCS inventory deple-
tion. The resulting parameter set is listed in Ta- SCDAP inputs are required to specify (a) the
ble 2. The following discussion outlines the length of time required for a molten pool to drain
logic used to establish these values, from the core into the lower head, Co) the length

of time required for individual rods to slump, and
A temperature must be input to specify the (c) the lengths of time over which in-core area

cooling required to fragment core components and volume changes occur as a result of core

during a quenching process. The expected range damage. The subject calculations should not be
is from (Tsat+ 100) K to 1273 K. As indicated in sensitive to any of those time intervals. Howev-
Table 2, a core fragmentation temperature of er, results from scoping calculations indicated
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Table 1. Parameters for simulation of RCP seal leaks.

Case

Tune RCP seal parameters 1 2 3 4 5 6

From TMLB' initia- Leak flo_ area = 0.0 x x

tion to lower head (Basis: no RCP seal leakage)
failure

From TMLB' initia- Leak flow area = 8.77E-6 m2 x x x x

tion to RCP samra- (Basis: 21 gpm per RCP at 561 K, 15.5 MPaa)
tion

9 X XFrom RCP saturation Leak flow area = 1.50E-4 m-

to lower head failure (Basis: 250 per RCP of saturated liquid
at 16.0 MPa_ _m

From RCP saturation Leak flow area = 2.88E-4 m2 x x

to lower head failure (Basis: 480 gpm per RCP of saturated liquid
at 16.0 MPac)

a. For intactRCP seals at operatingtemperaturescorrespondingto theloss of seal cooling at TMLB'initiation.6

b. HighestprobabilityleakrateS at theaveragepressureduringPORVcycling.

c. Maximumleakrate,correslxmdingIo failureof all threeseal stages6's at theaverage pressureduringPORV
cycling.

Table 2. SCDAP severe core damage parameters

Case

SCDAP severe core damage parameter 1 2 3 4 5 6

Fragmentation temperature during quenching: 1273 K x x x x x x

Minimum cohesive debris flow area: 11% of nominal x x x x x x

ZrO2 failure temperature: 2400 K x x x x x x

ZrO2 durable thickness: 100% x x x x x x

Molten pool relocation time interval: 68 s x x x x x x

Debris to vessel thermal resistance: 0.0001 m2-K/W x x x x x x

Cladding rapture strain: 2% na na x x x

Cladding rapture strain: 15% na na x

Threshold strain for double-sided oxidation: I% na na x x x x

Intact stream of liquefied debris during relocation to lower head x x x x x
(resulting in minimum debris/coolant heat transfer)

Breakup of stream of liquefied debris during relocation to lower head x
(resulting in maximum debris/coolant heat transfer)
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that the default molten pool relocation time inter- SCDAP input is required to define the cladding
val (10 seconds) can lead to code execution prob- deformation associated with ballooning.
lems, especially when debris breakup is

assumed. For that reason, the length of time for Cladding deformation is a function of the ox-
molten pool relocation was set to 68 seconds in

ide thickness relative to the onset of ballooning.all cases, as indicated in Table 2. This time value
was based on an estimate that the entire core in If ballooning begins before the cladding is heated

to !200 K, any oxide layer will be negligible.Westinghouse NPPs could be relocated to the
lower head in as little as 425 seconds, a The esti- According to the SCDAP code development

mate was made by accounting for the gravity staff, significant ballooning can occur before rup-
ture in unoxidized cladding. However, a signifi-head of the molten pool and the size of passages

through lower head structures. In these calcula- cant oxide layer will be established if the beatup
tions, individual channel relocation times could rate is slow (< 1 K/s), and ballooning does not

vary from 68 to 260 seconds based on simple begin before the cladding reaches 1300 K. Un-
sealing by the number of assemblies per channel, der those conditions, deformation is controlled
The minimum relocation time interval was se- by the oxide layer because it is stronger than the
lected consistent with the effort to minimize the underly'_ng zircaloy. Because the oxide layer is
time to lower head failure, relatively brittle, however, rupture will occur at

relatively small deformations of 2% (or less).

A thermal contact resistance must be input to

characterize heat transfer between relocated core Results from scoping calculations indicated
materials and the lower head vessel wall. Near- that the small deformation criteria should apply
perfect (conduction-limited) thermal contact for seal leak rates of 250 gpm per RCP. On that
might be possible at the time molten core materi- basis, a cladding rupture strain of 2% was as-
als first make contact with the lower head. How- sumed in Cases 3 and 5 (see Tables 1 and 2).
ever, considerable resistance could be postulated More significant ballooning could be expected,
between solidified debris and the lower head. based on scoping calculations, for Cases 4 and 6
Because the possible range is large, variable, and

(with seal leaks of 480 gpm per RCP). However,
not easily quantified, the thermal contact resis-

Case 4 calculations were also performed with atance between relocated materials and the lower
rupture strain of 2%. This allows a direct corn-

head was set to 0.0001 m2-K/W in all cases, as
indicated in Table 2. This value should be small parison with Case 3 to assess the effects associat-

ed with seal leak rates only. In Case 6, a ruptureenough to approximate molten contact. In addi-
strain corresponding to cladding deformation oftion, application of the value for all other condi-

tions is consistent with the effort to minimize the 15% was assumed, with the understanding that
time to lower head failure, extensive ballooning could occur in localized ar-

eas of the core. As discussed in Appendix B,
however, the total number of fuel pins in the Sur-Ballooning of the fuel rod cladding can occur

if the internal pin pressure exceeds the external ry NPP was divided into three groups. All fuel
(RCS) pressure. Ballooning does not occur in pins within each group are assumed to respond
the Base Case or in Case 2 because the RCS similarly in SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3. Accord-

pressure is controlled throughout the transient ing to the SCDAP code development staff, it
between the opening and closing set points of the would be unreasonable to expect the average de-
PORVs, which are well above the internal pin formation (over a large number of fuel pins) to
pressures. However, ballooning can occur in exceed 15%. The selected value is assumed to be
Cases 3 through 6 following RCS depressuriza- near the upper limit of the average deformation
tion through RCP seal leaks. For these cases, that could be expected. (As previously ex-

plained, neither of these inputs apply to the Base
a. Unpublishedresearchby J. L. Rempeon light Case or Case 2 because high RCS pressures pre-
waterreactorlowerhead failureanalysis, elude ballooning.)
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If the cladding balloons and _ the in- ther _ary or sectmdaP:"feed-and-bleed opera-
her cladding surfaces may be oxidized (along tions).
with outer cladding surfaces) as a n_mlt of expo-
sure to high-temperature steam. SCDAP re- An independent analysis is planned to deter-
quires input to define the threshold deformation mine the risk impact associated with intentional
for onset of this double-sided oxidation. As indi- depressurization of the Suny NPP. The analysis
cated in Table 2, double-sided oxidation is not is needed to support an NRC Accident Manage-
applicable in the Base Case or in Case 2 (since men"Program. PRA techniques will be used to
high RCS pressure p_events ballooning). For determine the impact by comparing the risks of
Cases 3 through 6, however, double-sided oxida- intentional depressudzation with the risks that
tion was assumed following cladding rapture at could be expected if plant operators take no ac-
all rod locations with deformations of at least tiorL Specifically, the risk analysis will be based
1%. on the probabilities of issues associated with

both intentional and unintentional RCS depres-

Molten materials may pour from the core to surization. Issue probabilities for intentional and
:he lower head in a coherent stream, or the pour unintentional RCS depressurization will be eval-
may be broken up as a result of interactions with uated in this assessment, as discussed below.
vessel structures and water below the core. In

general, breakup results in quenching the debris, Issues that required evaluation in order to
with a corresponding pressurization that results complete the risk analysis were determined
from associated vapor production. The quenched through examination of the accident progression
debris will then have to reheat before an effective event tree (APET) developed for use in NURF_-

!ower head thermal attack can begin_ Onthe oth- 1150.9 Specifically, the APET was examined to
er hand, heat transfer to the coolant is minimized compile a list of those RCS depressurization-
and thermal attack on the lower head is maxi- related issues that have the largest influence on
mi_ed if the debris remains intact. Consistent the risk results. The list included two issues that
with the effort to minimize the time to lower could be affected by the current SCDAP/RE-
head failure, intact debris relocation was as- LAP5/MOD3 analysis (and other related analy-

sumed in Cases 1 through4 and Case 6, as indi- ses completed after NUREG-II50). These
issues are expressed as followscated in Table 2. Because debris breakup is a

significant possibility and because breakup pro- 1. What is the probability that the surge
duces a pressurization that could affect the line or hot leg will fail and depressurize
HPME potential, debris breakup was the as- the RCS to a low pressure before lower
sumed sensitivity parameter in Case 5. head failure?

2.2 Probability Evaluation 2. What are the probabilities of being at alow, intermediate, and high RCS pres-
sure at the time of reactor vessel breach?

Intentional depressurization of the RCS be-
fore reactor vessel breach has been proposed as (Consistent with NUREG-1150, low, intermedi-
an accident management strategy to mitigate the ate, and high RCS pressures were taken to be
severity of HPME in PWRs. Tlg strategy, where pressures below 1.38 MPa, pressures between
plant operators latch pressurizer PORVs open, is 1.38 and 6.89 MPa, and pressures above 6.89
expected to reduce the risks associated with MPa, respectively.)
PWR operationbecausethepotentialfor contain-
mentfailure as a result of DCH should be mini- Probabilities associated with the two depres-
mized if HPME can be mitigated. The strategy surization issues were originally quantified by a
could be employed in cases where strategies in- NUREG-1150 in-vessel expert panel for Surry
tended to prevent core damage are not possible TMLB' sequences both whh and without RCP
(i.e., where cooling water is unavailable for el- seal leaks. (A third scenario was postulated,

NUREG/CR-5949 8
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consisting of a TMLB' sequence with RCP seal will be conditional on the occunence of the vmi-
leaks and operational auxiliary feedv, ater sy_ ous TMLB' mquemes as descn'bed.)
tems. However, the scenario was e,lminated

from consideration in NUREG-1150 based on The approach used to evaluate the issue
the assumption that the availability of feedwater probabilities was closely paltemed after the ex-
would reduce the probabilities for core melting pen elicitation _ fonowed in completion of
and RCS _on through a surge line or NUREG-1150. In general, the issues _re fnst
hot leg failure.) decomposed (or separated) into parts that were

easier to evaluate; end-point probabilities were

This part of the subject assessmentwas per- established for each part; a distribution was as-
sumed between the end points; and the resulting

formed to update the probabilities associated distributions were recombined to arrive at a

with the identified issues based on cummt analy- probability for the issue. However, establishingses. A better estimate of the risk associated with
the end-point probabilities was the, key to the

intentional depressurization is anticipated whole process. The end points were not simply
through use of the updated results. Like derived from the available calculational results.
NUREG-1150, probabilities for both RCS de- Instead, the results were used as a basis for fur-

pressurization issues will be (re)quantified for ther evaluation. In some cases, engineering
TMLB' sequences with and without RCP seal judgments were made to assess the magnitude of
leaks. In addition, the potential for RCS depres- potential uncertainties in the results. In other
surization during a TMLB' sequence with a cases, potential uncertainties were addressed by
stuck-open or latched-open PORV was recog- completing sensitivity calculations using
nized. Therefore, probabilities for both issues SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3.
will also be quantified for that sequence. Issue

probabilities develow_ for the TMLB' sequence In addition to evaluation of the issue proba-
with the latched-open PORV will be used to de- bilities, timing information from the current
termine risks associated with intentional depres- SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 calculations was also
surizatio_ Risks associated with unintentional needed to UlXlateac recovery probabilities in the
depressurization will be based on issue probabili- APET. The necessary information was directly
ties developed for the remaining TMLB' se- calculated during the SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3 E

quences. (Obviously, the resulting probabilities analysis and is documented in this report.
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Calculation Results

3. CALCULATION RESULTS

A SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 analysis of Sur- The sequence of events from TMLB' initia-
ry Nrpp _havior during a TMLB' sequence with- tion through creep rupture failure of the lower
out operator action and without recovery was head for the Base Case is listed in Table 3. The
completed. Results from that analysis, which table contains quantitative information that
comprised six different cases, are described in should be helpful in understanding the following
this section. Uncertainties and limitations asso- description of the calculation. (Selected core
ciated with the results are also discussed, damage results for this case, and all other cases

considered in this analysis, are tabulated in Ap-
Steady-state initialization of the complete pendix F for reference.)

SCDAP/P.ELAP5/MOD3 model was required

before making any of the transient calculations Following transient initiation, decay heat
described below. Steady-state initialization in- was Wans_rted from the core to the steam gener-
volved bringing the model to stable conditions ator secondaries by full loop natural circulation
represew!ng full-power operation of the Surry in all three primary coolant loops. As the water
NPP, which provided a starting point for each in the steam generator secondaries boiled off, the
case Initialization was considered acceptable energy removed from the RCS by the steam gen-
when conditic_ matched the steady-state results erators dropped below the decay energy being
used in a previous study of the plant. 3 A summa- added in the core; and the RCS began to heat up
ry of the steady-state results is given in Appendix and pressurize. The pressurizer PORVs con-
C. Run-time statistics for all SCDAP/RELAP5/ trolled the RCS pressurization by cycling be-
MOD3 calculations that were performed in this tween the opening and closing set points of 16.2
analysis are compiled in Appendix D. and 15.7 MPa, respectively. Boiling in the core

began at 115.0 minutes. Vapor generated during

3.1 Base Case the boiling collected in the top of the steam gen-
erator U- tubes, terminating full loop natural cir-

The Base Casf calculation included provi- culation at 122.2 minutes. Venting of coolant by
sions for full loop, in-vessel, and hot leg counter- the pressurizer PORVs reduced the RCS liquid
current natural circulation flows with initial and inventory, which uncovered the top of the core at
boundary conditions identical to those used in a 145.0 minutes, initiating core heatup and super-
previous study 3 for a TMLB' sequence without heating of RCS vapor. The core was completely
RCP seal leaks. The Base Case differed from the uncovered by 176.7 minutes, with rapid oxida-
previous study in the code version used tion of the fuel cladding commencing at 180.7
(SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 versus SCDAP/RE- minutes. Cyclic flow through the pressurizer
LAP5/MOD0) and in the end point of the calcu- PORV (to control RCS pressure) and hot leg
lation (lower head failure versus initial fuel rod countercurrent natural circulation removed decay
relocation). Completion of the Base Case was energy from the core, producing a heatup ef the
necessary because of those differences. As dis- hot leg and pressurizer surge line piping. This
cussed in Appendix E, Base Case results were ex-vessel heatup resulted in a predicted creep
compared to the results from the previous study rupture failure of the pressurizer surge line at
to benchmark the code version and model before 237.5 minutes. As previously explained, howev-
completing the other calculations described in or, a blowdown was not modeled following surge
this _ection. In the benchmark calculation, line failure or any other RCS pressure boundary.
MOD3 events were found to occur somewhat failure. Instead, the calculation was allowed to

(but not significantly) earlier than in MOD0. The proceed without RCS depressurization to de_er-
differences appear to be consistent with model mine the timing of all other events. Consistent
improvements that have been implemented in the with that approach, creep rupture failures of the
later code version, hot leg nozzles were predicted between 258.3
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Table 3. Sequence of events for tbe Base Case.

"time

Event (min)

TMLB' initiation 0

Steam generator dryout _zer/nonpressurizer loops) 77.0/78.3

Initial cycle of pressurizer PORV 78.0

Pressurizer filled with liquid 95.8

Core saturation 115.0

Full loop natural circulation of liquid ends 122.2

Reactor vessel liquid level drops below top of fuel rods 145.0

Core exit superhe_ hot leg countercurrent circulation begins 149.8

Reactor vessel liquid level drops below bottom of fuel rods 176.7

Onset of fuel rod oxidation 180.7

Core exit vapor temperature at 922 K 185.2

First fuel cladding failure; cladding temperature > 2400 K 235.5

Surge line creep rupture failure 237.5

Hot leg creep rupturefailures(pressurizer/nonpressurizerloops) 258.3/260.8

First appearance of an in-core molten pool 278.3

Crust failure; molten core relocation to lower head 480.8

Creep rupture failure of lower head 482.0

End of calculation 483.3

and 260.8 minutes. Ceramic melting of core ma- materials led to creep rapture failure of the lower
terial at 278.3 minutes initiated the formation of head at 482.0 minutes.

an in-core molten pool supported by a metallic

crust located at the bottom of the fuel rods. The RCS pressure response during the

Heating by the molten pool thinned the crust to TMLB' transient is shown in Figure 1. The pres-
the point of failure at 480.8 minutes. Approxi- sure initially decreased from the steady-state op-
mately 57,060 kg cf molten UO2 and 9930 kg of erating pressure of 15.5 MPa because the steam
ox,dized cladding were relocated to the lower generators removed more energy than was being
head as a result. Thermal attack by the molten added by the core. The oscillations in the
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Figure 1. Pressurizer pressure for the Base Case.

pressure before steam generator dryout at about the core, the boiloff became more gradual be-
77.0 minutes reflected the cycling of the steam cause heat transfer from the core to the liquid
generator secondary relief valves. Following was through superheated vapor. As indicated in
steam generator dryout, the pressure increased to Figure 2, vessel dryout occurred at about 450
the PORV opening pressure. The pressure then minutes.
cycled between the PORV opening and closing

set point for the remainder of the transient. Since Cladding surface temperatures along the
RCS blowdown was not modeled in response to height of the center fuel channel are shown in
any pressure boundary failures, there was no Figure 3. The heatup progressed from the top
RCS pressure reduction associated with the fail- down as the liquid boiled out of the core. The
ures listed in Table 3. The pressure increase

upper portions of the fuel rods began oxidizing at
above the PORV set point at about 125.0 minutes 180.7 minutes, when the cladding temperature
resulted from the pressurizer becoming liquid- exceeded about 1000 K. When the temperature
filled and the PORV venting liquid with a lower

reached 1850 K, the oxidation kinetics changed
specific energy than vapor, and the heatup became more rapid. When the

temperature reached 2400 K, the cladding failed;
The collapsed liquid level in the reactor ves- al_d unoxidized cladding and dissolved fuel relo-

sel is shown in Figure 2. Following RCS satura- cated downward as a molten Zr-UO2 eutectic,
tion at 115.0 minutes, the vessel water level stopping the oxidation reaction. This relocation
boiled down rapidly to the bottom of the active was reflected in the rapid temperature rise in the
fuel. The flattening of the boiloff at about 130 bottom nodes of the core where the relocated ma-
minutes was caused by the liquid in the coolant terial cooled and resolidified. The relocated Zr-
loops draining into the vessel through the hot and UO 2 combined with previously frozen control
cold leg nozzles. When the level dropped below rod material at the bottom of the core to form a
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Figure 2. Reactorvessel collapsedliquid level forthe Base Case.
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Figure 3. Fuel rodcladdingsurfacetemperaturesin thecenter fuel channelfor the Base Case.
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metallic crust. The core then melted from the Figure 6, control rod housings should have began
crust upwards, as indicated by node temperatures melting by 250 minutes; and one would expect
in excess of 3000 K. A sustained molten pool oxidation of the stainless steel at those tempera-
was formed at 278.3 minutes and grew as fuel tures. However, the current version of SCDAP/
and oxidized cladding above the pool formed RELAPS/MOD3 does not account for the oxida-
rubble debris, broke through the top crust, and tion or melting failure of structures outside the
became part of the pool. Failure of the bottom core. Therefore, none of the subject calculations
crust at 480.8 minutes allowed a molten reloca- predicted changes in plant configuration (outside
tion into the lower head. An associated thermal the core) as a result of melting. Total hydrogen
attack led to creep rupture failure of the lower production should increase if oxidation outside
head at 482.0 minutes, some 244.5 minutes after the core were considered. In addition, the mass
the predicted failure of the surge line. of the in-core molten pool would increase if up-

per plenum structures were allowed to slump into
The mass flow rate in the top of one of the the pool as th_.:ymelted. However, the power

nonpressurizer loop hot legs is shown in Figure density would decrease because the affected
4. After the hot leg countercurrent renodaliza- structures would not contribute to the generation
tion was introduced at 149.8 minutes, a natural of decay heat.
circulation pattem was established, which de-
creased steadily throughout the transient. The Creep rupture of the surge line was the first
cycling of the PORV momentarily reversed the failure of the RCS pressure boundary in this cal-
natural circulation flow, as vapor was drawn to- culation. Failure of the reactor vessel lower head
ward the pressurizer surge line. When the PORV did not occur until 244.5 minutes later. As indi-
closed, however, the natural circulation pattern in cated in Table 3, hot leg creep ruptures were also
the hot leg was rapidly re-established. Vapor well ahead of lower head failure. The RCS pres-
temperatures in the top and bottom of the hot leg sure was high (approximately 16.0 MPa) at the
nozzle for this same loop are shown in Figure 5. time of all failures. However, a previous calcula-
A large sustained temperature gradient across the tion has shown that a moderately sized surge line
hot leg nozzle was maintained from 149.8 min- break can depressurize the Surry RCS from full
utes through the end of the transient. Vapor tern- system pressure, through a complete accumulator
peratures increased rapidly when the cladding dump, to a pressure of 1.38 MPa within several
oxidation rate increased at about 235 minutes, minutes. 3 Based on that calculation and the time

The sustained vapor temperature increase, begin- available for depressurization, the RCS would be
ning at around 320 minutes, resulted from a core- at a low pressure at the time of lower head fail-
wide blockage that was completed when a mol- ure. Therefore, the potential for HPME does not
ten region was established in the outer flow chan- exist in the Surry NPP for the conditions consid-
nel. ered in this calculation.

Temperatures of the hottest structure in the 3.2 Case 2
upper plenum, the pressurizer surge line at the
hot leg connection, the top of the pressurizer loop This calculation was performedto evaluate
hot leg nozzle, and the hottest steam generator the effect of hot leg countercurrent natural circu-
tube are shown in Figure 6. Because of its small- lation on the potential for HPME through com-
er thermal mass, the pressurizer surge line heated parison to the Base Case. In this calculation, the
up faster and was predicted to fail earlier than the flow paths that could allow development of hot
hot leg nozzle. The steam generator tubes re- leg countercurrent natural circulation were elimi-
mained relatively cool because most of the crier- nated. As indicated in Tables 1 and 2, this case
gy in the circulating steam was transferred to the was identical to the Base Case with that excep-

piping upstream of the generators. In fact, there tion. Since countercurrent natural circulation
were large margins before any steam generator will not occur until there is core vapor superheat,
tube failures could be expected. As indicated in the sequence of events from TMLB' initiation to
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Figure 4. Mass flow rate in the top of a nonpressurizer loop hot leg (A) for the Base Case.
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Figure 5. Vapor temperatures in the top and bottom of anonpressurizer loop hot leg (A) for the Base Case.
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Figure6. Volume-averagedtemperaturesof variousstructuresinthepressurizerloop(C) andthe reactor
vesselfortheBaseCase.

149.8 minutes is identical to those listed in Table In Case 2, the cladding reached 2400 K and be-
3 for the Base Case. The sequence of events gan failing at 206.0 minutes, 29.5 minutes earlier
from 149.8 minutes through creep rupture failure than in the Base Case. The resultant relocating
of the lower head for this case is listed in Table4. Zr-UO2 cooled and solidified between 1.10 and

1.4,6m above the bottom of the fuel rods instead
The progression of core damage was faster in of at the core bottom, as observed in the Base

Case 2 than in the Base Case. By eliminating hot Case. The crust in Case 2 solidified at a higher
leg countercurrent flow, the only structuresavail- elevation in the core because molten relocation
able to absorb core decay heat were those in the occurred earlier in the transient, when the reactor
upper plenum and those along the flow path from vessel liquid level was higher. Consequently, the
the upper plenum to the pressurizer PORV (i.e., initial melting of ceramic debris occurred near
the structure in the hot leg between the vessel the core midplane, which produced a molten pool
and pressurizer surge line and the pressurizer with a higher specific heat generation rate than
surge line). The t_astercore heatup produced a the Base Case molten pool. Crust heatup in Case
more rapid increase in vapor temperatures than 2 was significantly faster than in the Base Case,
observed in the Base Case and resulted in creep due to the higher specific heat generation rate
rupture failures of the pressurizer surge line and and the fact that the lower crust surface was ex-
the pressurizer loop hot leg nozzle 22 and 24 posed to a high-temperature core environment, as
minutes earlier than in the Base Case, respective- opposed to the relatively cool lower plenum. As
ly. a result, the bottom crust failed at 257.8 minutes;

and 6850 kg of molten material relocated to the
There was also a major difference between lower head. The relocation resulted in a creep

the two calculations.in core damage progression, rupture failure of the lower head at 260.1
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Table 4. Sequence of events for Case 2.

Time
Event (min)

Core exit superbeat_ calculation begins 149.8

Onset of fuel rod oxidation 177.0

Reactor vessel liquid level drops below botton of fuel rods 177.3

Core exit vapor temperature at 922 K 179.5

First fuel cladding failure; ruptured by melting 206.0

Surge line creep rupture failure 215.5

Hot leg creep rupture failure (pressurizer loop) 234.3

First appearance of an in-core molten pool 253.0

Crust failure: molten core relocation to lower head 257.8

Creep rupture failure of lower head 260.1

Second molten core relocation (through previously failed crust) 266.5

Hot leg creep rupture failures (nonpressurizer loops) 278.8

End of calculation 283.2

minutes, approxin_ately 222 minutes earlier than are shown in Figure 8. Without hot leg counter-
in the Base Case. current natural circulation, the vapor temperature

in the pressurizer loop was always hotter than in

The first fuel cladding failures in Case 2 oc- the nonpressurizer loop. The nonpressurizer

curred in the middle core channel. Fuel rod clad- loop hot leg nozzle did heat up between PORV

ding surface temperatures along the height of the cycles, as the RCS pressurization caused some

middle channel are shown in Figure 7. The up- vapor to flow into all of the coolant loops. How-
per portions of the channel reached the 2400-K ever, the dominant heat transfer mechanism was
failure temperature for oxidized Zr, while the

the PORV cycling, drawing superheated vaporlower portions of the fuel remained relatively
cool. As previousl_y noted, the relocating Zr- into the pressurizer loop. Temperatures repre-
UO 2 eutectic relocated and solidified to form a senting the hottest structure in the upper plenum,
metallic crust in the middle channel about 1.46 m the pressurizer surge line at the hot leg connec-

above the bottom of the fuel rods. The reduction tion, the top .. f the pressurizer loop hot leg noz-
in cooling associated with the crust flow restric- zle, and the hottest tube in the pressurizer loop

tion led to melting above the crusL steam generator are shown in Figure 9. As indi-
cated, upper plenum structures were heated to

The vapor temperatures in the hot leg noz- temperatures above their melting points. How-
zles of the pressurizer and nonpressurizer loops ever team generator tubes did not heat up be-
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Figure 7. Middle channel fuel rod cladding surface temperatures for Case 2.
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Figure 9. Volume-averaged temperatures of various structures in the pressurizer loop (C) and reactor ves-
sel for Case 2.

cause of the absence of hot leg countercurrent pose,ly selected to accelerate lower bead failure.
flow. On that basis, there is no potential for I-IPME in

the Surry NPP for ti_ conditions considered in
this calculation. Taken together, the Base CaseIn Case2, as in the Base Case,creep rapture
and Case 2 results indicate that the potential forfailures in the ex-vessel piping were predicted to

occur before lower head failure. However, the HPME is not affected by hot leg countercurrent
44.6-minute margin between surge line failure natural circulation with the RCS at full system
and lower head failure was considerably smaller pressure.
than the Base Case margin of 244.5 minutes.
Surge line failure times were.comparablein the 3.3 Case3
two cases,but lower beadfailure wassignificant-
ly fasterin Case2. That differenceresultedfrom
the elimination of hot leg countercurrentnatural This calculation was performed to evaluate
circulation. Without countercurrentflow, most theeffectof RCP seal leakage(asspecifiedin Ta-
of the ex-vesselpiping that can act as a sink for ble 1) on thepotential for HPME. Detailsof this
core decay heat is lost, which led to a relatively calculationare describedto facilitate evaluation
fastercore heatupand lower headfailure in Case of other RCP seal leak casesand comparison
2. Although themargin of 44.6 minutesbetween with the Base Case. The sequence of events
surge line andlower head failures is relatively from TMLB' initiation to creeprupturefailure of
small compared to the BaseCase,it is quite large the lower headfor thiscalculationis listedin Ta-
comparedto the time requiredto depressudzethe ble 5. The table contains quantitative informa-
SurryRCS througha surgeline failure.3 In addi- tion that should be helpful in understandingthe
tion, SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 input was pur- following description.
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Table $. Sequence. of events for Case 3.

Tune
Event (min)

TMLB' initiation 0

Steam generator dryout (pn:ssur_r/nonpressut_r loops) 79.0/81.7

Initial cycle of pressurizer PORV 97.3

Core saturation 117.8

Pressurizer filled with fiquid 118.0

RCP saturation;increasedsealleaksto250 gpm perRCP 123.5'

Full loop natural circulation of liquid ends 124.3

Reactor vessel liquid level drops below top of fuel rods 146.8

Core exit superheat; hot leg countercurrem circulation begins 149.8

PressurizerPORV final cycle 161.3

Onset of fuel rod oxidation 184.0

Reactor vessel liquid level drops below bottom of fuel rods 189.3

Core exit vapor temperature at 922 K 195.0

First fuel cladding failure; rapturedby ballooning 220.5

First relocation of molten control rod materials to lower head 233.0

First accumulator injection 238.0

First appearance of an in-core molten pool 241.8

Hot leg creep rupture failures (pressurizer/nonpressurizer loops) 334.8/335.0

Surge line creep rupture failure 337.2

Crust failure, molten core relocation to lower head 403.3

Creep rupture failure of lower head 405.7

End of calculation 430.0
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Seal leaks of 21 gpm per RCP were intro- condensation of vapor produced in the core
duced at TMLB' initiation to account for seal stopped. Thereafter, generated vapor began to
heating caused by the loss of cooling water. Like collect in the top of the steam generator U-tubes,
all calculationsperformed, a sharp reduction in which terminated full loop natural circulation of
RCS pressure of about 1 MPa was predicted at liquid at 124.3 minutes, as shown in Figure 11.
the same time. That pressure reduction occurred

because the reactor power dropped quickly (fol- In-core boiling and discharge through the
lowing reactor scram) relative to RCP coast- PORV and RCP seals reduced the RCS iavento-
down. With relatively low power and high ry, with core uncovery beginning at 146.8 min-
coolant flow, heat removal through the steam utes'. The corresponding reactor vessel collapsed
generators produced the cooling necessary for liquid level is shown in Figure 12. A renodaliza-
pressure reduction. As shown in Figure 10, the tion of the hot legs was incorporated at 149.8
RCS pressure then recovered to about 15.2 MPa. minutes to add flow paths for countercurrent nat-
At that point, RCP coastdown was complete: and ural circulation. _ potentialfor development
full loop natural circulation of subcooled liquid of that flow pattern did not exist until the hot legs
was established, were voided and superheated vapor was avail-

able to provide the required driving potential.)
Natural circulation of liquid provided the At 161.3 minutes, voiding of the cold legs was

mechanism for transferring core decay heat to complete, leaving the RCP seal leaks uncovered.
the steam generator secondaries, resulting in a At that time, energy dissipated by vapor dis-
boiloff of the secondary inventories. At the same charge through the RCP seal leaks plus the heat
time, RCS mass was also discharged through transferred to vessel and ex-vessel structures ex-

RCP seal leaks. Those combined effects resulted ceeded the decay power. As a result, PORV cy-
in a gradual pressure reduction to about 12 MPa cling ended and a second RCS depressurization
at 80 minutes, as shown in Figure 10. At that followed, as shown in Figure 10.
point, RCS heat removal through boiloff of the

secondary inventories was complete. Cladding oxidation began at 184.0 minutes.
However, the initial oxidation rate was moderate,

At steam generator dryout, the sum of the en- with little impact on the heatup. Oxidation be-
ergy removed by superheating vapor in the sec-

came more vigorous as temperatures increased
ondaries and the energy dissipated through the following complete core uncovery at 189.3 min-
RCP seal leaks was less than the decay heat pro- utes. At that time, the exothermic oxidation re-
duced in the core. As a result, temperatures and

action began to drive a core temperature
pressures in the RCS began to increase. At 97.3 increase, which led to fuel rod gas pressurization
minutes, the RCS pressure reached the opening and the first cladding rupture due to ballooning at
set point (16.2 MPa) of the pressurizer PORV. 220.5 minutes. Double-sided oxidation follow-

PORV cycling followed, which controlled the ing cladding rupture produced a very rapid in-
RCS pressure between 15.7 and 16.2 MPa, as in-

crease in core temperatures, as shown in Figure
dicated in Figure 10. 13. a Materials from the highest temperature

Boil:ng in the core began at 117.8 minutes. (highest power) regions near the center of the
The generated vapor was condensed in the hot core began melting and slumping shortly

legs, which were still subcooled. The PORV be- a. Temperaturesplottedin Figure 13 do notrepresent
gan to discharge liquid shortly thereafter, as the any specific cote location. Instead, the maximum
pressurizer filled because of continued RCS heat- cladding surface temperature calculated in the core is
ing. At 123.5 minutes, saturation conditions shown as a function of time. Once fuel melting
were reached at the RCPs; and the seal leak:; occurs, the distinction between the cladding surface
were increased to 250 gpm per RCP to simulate and the rest of the melt is lost. At that point, Figure
failures that could occur with two-phase flow 13 provides an indication of the hottest temperaturein
through the seals. With the loops at saturation, the molten regions.
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Calculation Results

their. The first relocation of molten materi- steps produced the abrupt RCS pressure increase
als to the lower head, which occurred at 233.0 shown in Figure 10. Other perturbations follow-
minutes, consisted of about 1910 kg of control ing subsequent accumulator injections were the
rod mater_al. A metallic crust, approximately result of the same process. However, the effect
0.181 m thick, was also established as mixtures on pressure was smaller because the amount of
of cladding and dissolved fuel were frozen at an. liquid vaporized was smaller. The amount ofliq-
elevation 0.366 m above the bottom of the center uid vaporized was smaller because rubble debri_
channel. Meltdown in the center channel fol- had accumulated at _at point in the transient,
lowed, as a result of the restriction in cooling fol- thus reducing the available liquid volume.
lowing crust formation.

The effects of the code anomaly were only
The RCS pressure was reduced to the initial observed during portions of the accumulator wa-

accumulator pressure at 238.0 minutes, as a re- ter boiloff. Furthermore. these effects did not
suit of continuous leakage through the RCP have any significant or adverse impact on the re-
se',ds. Act,aunulator injection followed in six cy- suits of any of the calculations in this analysis
cles. as clearly indicated in Figures I0 and 12. because the magnitude and duration of the pres-
During each cycle, water injection began when sure spikes were small. Althougk the anomaly
the RCS pressure dropped below the accumula- was reported to the SCDAP/RELAP5 code de-
tot pressure. Injection terminated when the RCS velopers for resolution, repeating the calculations
pressure increased to a point above the accuw:: • wi_, the anomaly corrected was not justified.
lator pressure, as a result of vapor generation as-
socialed with core cooling. (It should be noted The RCS pressure response to accumulator
that accumulator pressure was reduced by each injection was directly related to the liquid level
injection.) Approximately three-c_uarters of the in the reactor core. As indicated in Figure 12, ac-
initial accumulator liquid volume was discharged cumulator water did not reach the bottom of the
into the RCS during the calculation, fuel rods until midway through the third injec-

tion. Up to that point, the added water simply re-
Before describing the balance of the tran- filled the lower head and plenum. Because those

sient, it should be noted that RCS pressure per- vessel areas were relatively cool, only minimal
turb_"ons were observed during the accumulator vaporization (just sufficient to terminate further
injection phase of the calculation. The most visi- injection) occurred, as indicated by file pressure
ble evidence of this behavior appears as a plus- response shown in Figure 10. Accumulator pres-
sure spike in Figure I0 at about 300 minutes, sui'ization was more dramatic once water pene-
(Smaller perturbations are also apparent during mated into the active core region where the fuel
depressurization following the fifth and sixth ac- temperatures were very high.
cumulator injections.) These perturbations are
the result of a SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3 code The liquid level reached an elevation of
anomaly, as discussed below, about 0.73 m above the bottom of the fuel at the

end 3f the third accumulator injection. The asso-
At about 300 minutes, the in-core liquid lev- ciated cooling was sufficient to fragment middle

el was at an elevation of 0.73 m above the but- and outer channel components in the lower levels
tom of the fuel rods, which corresponded to the of the core, which left the center channel molten
top of the second core volume in the model (see pool surrounded by rubble debris approximately
Appendix B). For an unknown reason, heat 1 m deep. In addition to the complete flow
transfer to the liquid phase in this volume was blockage associated with the molten region in the
then incorrectly specified by the code over sever- center channel, middle and outer channel flow ar-
al time steps. The _.eal that was incorrectly add- eas were automatically reduced 89% (cansistent
ed was sufficient to superheat the iiqu.;d, which with Table 2) at all fragmented locations. As in-
led to flashing. The vapor generated by flashing dicated in ,_gure 10, the vapor produced during
all of the liquid in the volume over several time the cooling of the lower levels of the core drove
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the RCS pressure to a leak of approximately 6.5 dation. However, RCS pressurization associated
MPa. A subsequent boiloff then dropped the liq- with accumulator injection did perturb the flow
uid level to about 0.18 m above the bottom of the panems. Tlese effects can be seen in the hot leg
fuel beiore the fourth accumulator injection, flows for a nonpressurizer loop, as shown in Fig-

ure 14. (In Figure 14, flows out of the core are
As indicated in Figure 12, liquid levels positive in the top half of the hot leg and negative

reached during the third and fourth accumulator in the bottom half.) Up to about 250 minutes, the
injections were essentially equal because the mass flow returning to the vessel was noticeably
lower levels of the core were cooled but not higher than the outflow, due to the difference in
quenched by the third injection. In addition, densities between the flow streams. For each cu-
some reheating took place after the water from bic meter of steam flowing into the top half of the
the third injection boiled away. Although the hot leg, a cubic meter of relatively cool and rela-
stored energy in the lower core levels was some- tively dense steam flowed out of the bottom half
what reduced, vaporization was sufficient to ter- of the hot leg and returned to the vessel.
minate liquid penetration during the third and
fourth injections at about the same elevation. Four flow spikes are clearly visible in Figure
The differences in the RCS pressure response 14, ccrresponding to the last four accumulator in-
shown in Figure 10 reflect the differences in jections. (Flow perturbations were minimal for
stored energy (which is the energy available for the first two accumulator injections because the
removal by the accumulator water) at the time of RCS pressure response was minimal.) Specifi-
the two injections, cally, flows were accelerated out of the core as a

result of the RCS pressure increase associated
Core degradation was very extensive at the with vapor generation during the injections. As

time of the fifth accumulator injection. Specifi- shown, flows in the bottom half of the hot leg
cally, the center channel was molten from the were reversed (negative values) so that all hot leg
crust elevation (0.3t,6 m above the bottom of the flow was driven toward the steam generators.
fuel) to the top of the core: and rubble debris
filled most of the lower half of the middle and In some cases, RCP loop seals were cleared
outer channels. Flow area reductions associated during accumulator injection. Loop seal clearing
with that level of damage left _latively little vol- occurred whenever the pressure differentiai -
ume for injected water. Under these conditions, tween the hot leg and cold leg sides of the 1o
relatively small injq_ctionscan result in relatively seal was large enough to push the plug of water
high liquid levels. As indicated in Figure 12, the into the cold leg piping. On subsequent injec-
fifth injection penetrated about halfway into the lions, loop seals were refilled because accumula-
core. A substantial RCS pressurization followed, tot water flowed toward the core and/or the
as shown in Figure 10. The degree of core dam- empty loop seal. The process of loop seal clear-
age was an important factor in that pressure re- ing and refilling was random, depending on the
sponse. The injected liquid level reached the top fluctuating mass of liquid in the seal and the
of the existing rubble debris, which provided a pressure differential. In any case, full loop natu-
relatively large surface area for transferring de- ral circulation of superheated steam was estab-
cay energy to the liquid and produced a rapid va- iished whenever loop seals were cleared. (Full
porization, with a cbrresponding RCS pressure loop flow is shown in Figure 14 whenever the
increase. Cooling associated with the injection outflow is positive and the return flow is nega-
fragmented the balance of the core. At that live.) Hot leg countercurrent natural circulation
poinL rubble extended from the top to the bottom was quickly re-established following loop seal
of the core in the middle and outer flow channels, refilling.

Core decay heat was transferred to the ex- The effects of ex-vessel heating associated
vessel piping by hot leg ceuntercurrent natural with countercurrent natural circulation in the
circulation throughout the period of core degra- pressurizer loop are shown in Figure 15.
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(Heating was similar in the other coolant loops.) Creep rupture failure of the surge line oc-
As indicated, heatup of the hot leg nozzle was curred approximately 3 minutes after failure of
faster than the heatup of the surge line or steam the hot leg nozzles. (As in all other calculations,
generator tubes. This result is consistent with the an RCS blowdown was not modeled following
fact that the nozzle is exposed to the hottest any of those failures.) As indicated in Figure 15,
steam leaving the reactor vessel. As indicated, however, the steam generator tubes remained rel-
the hot leg nozzle temperature steadily increased atively cool. At the end of the calculation, there
until creep rapture failure was predicted at a tern- were still large margins before any steam genera-
perature of approximately 1400 K. The hot leg tor robe failures could be expected. Steam gener-
nozzle failures (at about 335 minutes) also coin- ator tube temperature perturbations shown in

cided with the RCS pressurization associated Figure 15 were the result of relatively large flows
with the fifth accumulator injection, as indicated of high-temperature steam into the loop from ac-
in Figure 10. Obviously, pressurization of the cumulator injection. The temperature response is
RCS influenced thbse failures. However, it can pronounced because the mass of the tubes is

be shown that the RCS pressure effect can be ig- small. In contrast, the massive hot leg nozzle
nored without an adverse impact on the potential showed relatively small temperature perturba-
for HPME. tions only for the last two injections, which pro-

duced the highest transient steam flows.

Creep rupture is a function of both pressure Boiloff following the fifth accumulator injec-
and temperature. Without the effects of RCS tion uncovered the center channel crust at about

pressurization, the hot leg nozzles would have to 375 minutes. Following uncovery, reduced crust
be heated to some higher temperature before they heat transfer led to crust heatup and failure at
would have failed. The additional heating that 403.3 minutes. The sixth and final accumulator

would have been required is not known. Howev- injection happened to coincide with the crust
el', it is known that the cumulative creep rupture failure, as indicated in Figure 10. However, the
damage to the hot legs was high just before the mechanism for crust failure was a thinning pro-
RCS pressurization (indicating that failure was cess driven by heat transfer from the molten
imminent). It is also known that the ultimate pool. Crust failure allowed 10,520 kg of molten
strength of the stainless steel hot leg would have UO 2 at 3630 K to relocate to the lower head. Re-
gone to zero at a temperature of about 1530 K. 2 location was completed in 68 seconds without
Extrapolating from the heatup in Figure 15 be- heat transfer to lower head coolant, based on the

fore the fifth accumulator injection indicates that assumption of an intact stream of liquified debris
hot leg temperatures would have reached 1530 K (see Table 2). Thermal attack by the relocated
within about 20 minutes. (This extrapolation is molten fuel and RCS pressurization by the sixth
appropriate because the flattening of the hot leg accumulator injection resulted in creep rupture
heatup following the failure indicated in Figure failure of the lower head at 405.7 minutes.
15 was the result of relatively cool steam being

forced into the hot legs by the RCS pressuriza- Hot leg creep ruptures were the first failures
tion. The introduction of that steam and the cor- of the RCS pressure boundary. Failure of the re-
responding reduction in the hot leg heatup would actor vessel lower head did not occur until at-
not have occurred without RCS pressurization.) most 71 minutes later. As previously indicated,
Therefore, the delay in hot leg failure would not the sixth accumulator injection coincided with

exceed the 20 minutes required to reach 1530 K, crust failure, which resulted from a thinning pro-
and most likely, failure would have been predict- cess associated with heat transfer on the molten
ed sooner on the basis of accumulated creep rup- pool side of the crusL A slight shift in the timing
ture damage. If the worst-case, 20-minute delay of that injection might have slowed crust thin-
did occur, the potential for HPME would not be ning and failure. In that case, the time interval
adversely impacted because hot leg failure would from hot leg failure to lower head failure would
still be well ahead of lower head failure, increase. Although the calculated RCS pressure
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at the time of lower head failure was approxi- Hot leg failures were predicted before lower
mately 8.56 MPa, this pressure would have been head failure in both cases, even though the RCP
reduced through the hot leg failures. Extrapola- seal leaks diverted some of the core decay heat in
tion from a previous calculation indicates that Case 3. These results indicate that introduction
RCS depres_riza_ion following hot leg failure of the Case3 RCP seal leaks as outlined in Table
would have occurred in a matter of minutes. 3 1 does not impact the potential for HPME com-
Therefore, the potential for HPME does not exist pared to the Base Case. In other words, an ex-
in the Surry NPP for the conditions considered in vessel failure should occur before lower head
this case because RCS pressure should be low at failure with or without seal leaks of 250 gpm per
the time of lower head failure. RCP. Blowdown through the ex-vessel failures

should depressurize the RCS before lower head
Some insight into the effects of the RCP seal failure and eliminate the potential for HPME in

leaks can be obtained by comparison to the Base both cases.
Case. In the Base Case, the RCS pressure was
maintained by continuous cycling of the pressur- _.4 C:_IF_ 4
izer PORV. High-temperature steam flowed
from the core and through the surge line to the This calculation was performed to evaluate
PORV during each cycle. As a result, surge line the effect of depressurization rate on the potew
heating at high pressure produced a surge line tial for HPME through comparison to Case 3.
failure by creep rapture well ahead of lower head This calculation was identical to Case 3 except
failure. In contrast, RCP seal leaks were suffi- that seal leakage was increased from 21 to 480
cient to reduce the RCS pressure below the gpm per RCP at saturation (see Tables 1 and 2).
PORV set point in this calculation. When that Therefore, the sequence of events from TMLB'
occurred, PORV cycling stopped, which elimi- initiation to RCP saturation were identical to
nated the primary mechanism for surge line heat- those listed in Table 5 for Case 3. Events from

ing. As a result of reduced heating at a lower RCP saturation to creep rupture failure of the
pressure, surge line failure in Case 3 was about lower head for this calculation are summarized in
100 minutes later than in the Base Case. (AI- Table 6, which contains detailed quantitative in-
though the surge line failure in Case 3 was later formation to supplement the following case-to-
than in the Base Case, surge line failures oc- case comparison.
cuffed before lower head failures in both cases.)

With respect to Case 3, the sequence of
Hot leg countercurrent natural circulation events in Case 4 was relatively early from RCP

provided another mechanism for transferring saturation to the first accumulator injection and
core decay heat to the ex-vessel piping. In the relatively late thereafter. This relationship is
Base Case, countercurrent natural circulation consistent with the difference in RCP seal leak

was established between PORV cycles. Hot leg rates, as explained below.
creep rupture failures resulted from the com-
bined heating (at high pressure) associated with Events from RCP saturation to the first accu-
hot leg countercurrent natural circulation and the mulator injection occurred earlier in Case 4 be-
cyclic flow of steam toward the PORV. In Case cause the RCS coolant was depleted through
3, the total core decay energy was split between RCP seal leaks at a faster rate. A comparison of
the fraction transferred to the hot leg piping by the RCS pressure in Cases 3 and 4 is shown in
countercurrent flow and the fraction that was dis- Figure 16. As indicated, the last PORV cycle
sipated through RCP seal leaks. As a resulL hot was earlier in Case 4. Since the RCS coolant
leg heating by countercurrent flow was reduced was depleted at a faster rate, seal leaks were ma-
in Case 3, which can be seen by comparing Fig- covered 20.8 minutes earlier in Case 4. At that
ures 6 and 15. Hot leg failures i_l Case 3 were point, energy dissipated by vapor discharge
about 77 minutes later than in the Base Case, as a through the leaks plus the heat transferred to yes-
result of the reduced heatup at lower pressures, sel and ex-vessel structures exceeded the core
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Table 6. Sequence of events for Case 4.

Tune
Event (min)

RCP saturation: increased seal leaks to 480 gpm per RCP 123.5

Full loop natural circulation of liquid ends 124.3

Pressurizer PORV final cycle 140.5

Reactor vessel liquid level drops below top of fuel rods 141.5

Core exit superheat: hot leg countercurrent circulation begins 143.8

Reactor vessel liquid level drops below bottom of fuel rods 167.7

Onset of fuel rod oxidation 179.5

Core exit vapor temperature at 922 K 182.0

First fuel cladding failure: ruptured by ballooning 197.3

First accumulator injection 202.3

First appearance of an in-core molten pool 234.8

Accumulators emptied 336.2

Crust failure; first molten core relocation to lower head 426.0

Creep rupture failure of lower head 433.0

Crust failure: second molten core relocation to lower heat 460.7

End of calculation 463.3

decay power, and a corresponding pressure re- heatup associated with core oxidation was very
duction followed, similar in Cases 3 and 4, as shown in Figure 18.

However, a significant deviation in the Case 4

A comparison of the reactor vessel collapsed heatup occurred following accumulator injec-
liquid level in Cases 3 and 4 is shown in Figure tions, which began at 202.3 minutes.
17. Because of the differences in seal leak rates,

core uncovery began earlier in Case 4 and pro- Accumulator injections began when the RCS
gressed at a faster rate. Specifically, uncovery pressure dropped to the accumulator pressure.
began approximately 5.3 minutes earlier and was As indicated in Figure 16, differences in seal leak

completed about 21.6 minutes earlier in Case 4. rates resulted in a relatively early depressuriza-
As a result,the onset of core damage (oxidation, tion to the accumulator pressure in Case 4. The
ballooning, etc.) in Case 4 was also relatively resulting start of accumulator injections at 202.3
early. Except for the timing difference, the initial minutes was approximately 35.7 minutes earlier
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Figure 18. MaximumcladdingsurfacetemperaturesforCases3 and4.

than the firstinjection in Case 3, as indicatedin lator injection is provided in Figure 19, which
Figures 17 and18. Injectionof cold waterled to shows the total hydrogen generated duringcore
a relatively earlyandextensive fragmentationof oxidationfor the two cases. As indicated, the to-
the healed fuel bundle in Case 4. In the current tal hydrogen generatedin Case 4 was less than
version of SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3, however, half of the amountgenerated in Case 3. Figure
oxidation terminates when rod-like geometry is 19 reflects the fact thatoxidation was basically
lost. Therefore,themaximumcladdingtempera- terminated by extensive corefragmentation fol-
tures in Case 4 droppedas the _.ner_'associated lowing the relatively early accumulator injec-
with the exothermic oxidation reaction was lost tions in Case 4.
(following fragmentation) and as accumulator

watercooled the core. Early accumulator injection in Case 4 had
another importantimpact on the transient pro-

The differences shown in Figure 18 do not gression. Specifically, liquid levels in the core
give a complete indicationof the effects of early were relatively high before core melting, which
accumulatorinjectionbecausethetemperatures providedsomecorecooling. In contrast,fuel
plottedinFigure18donotrepresentanyspecific meltinghadoccurredin Case3 beforeaccumula-
core location. Instead,themaximumcladding torwaterpenetratedinto the core. Althoughthe
surfacetemperaturein thecore is shownasa accumulatorsemptiedin Case4 aftera sixthin-
function of time. Comparingthe maximum tem- jection at 336.2 minutes, theliquidlevels in Case
peraturesin Case3 to the maximumsin Case4 4 wereconsistentlyhigherthanthosein Case3
indicates that early injection caused some tem- up to that time, as indicatedin Figure 17. Further
peraturedifferences,butthosedifferenceswere coredegradation,melting,andlowerheadfailure
basically over by about 300 minutes. An alter- were relatively late in Case 4 comparedto Case
nate wayto comparethe effects of earlyaccumu- 3, as a resultof thosedifferencesin liquid levels.
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Hot leg countercurrentnaturalcirculationof Furthermore,the component temperatures that
superheated vapor developed after the hot legs were plotted represent the pipe components in
drained into the reactorvessel. As in Case 3, thepressurizerloop because they were somewhat
however, thisnaturalcirculationflow pattemwas hotterthanthe correspondingcomponents in the
interruptedby the RCSpressurizationassociated nonpressurizerloops. As indicatedin Figure 21,
with core cooling following accmnulator injec- the hot leg nozzle was generally hotter than the
tions. The effects of the last four injections in surge line and the steam generator tube. This
Case 4 areclearlyvisible as flow spikes in Figure was as expectedbecause thenozzle is exposed to
20. Periodsof hot leg countercurrentflow,where the hottest steam leaving the core andbecause
both hot leg outflow and return flows are posi- the surge line heating was not driven by PORV
rive, were terminated whenever the RCP loop cycling in this case. (The steam deposits some
seals were cleared. Full loop flowof superheated energy in the hot leg piping before reaching the
steam, where the hot leg outflow is positive and surgeline andsteam generator.) The flow spikes
the return flow is negative,was terminated when- associated with accumulator injections caused
ever the loop seal was refilled during a subse- large perturbationsin the steam generator tube
quent accumulatorinjection, temperatureandsmall perturbationsin the more

massive hot leg nozzle.

The effects of ex-vessel heating associated
with the naturalcirculationof superheatedsteam Ex-vessel heating was relatively low in Case
are plotted in Figure 21. Temperatures are 4 as comparedto Case 3 (see Figures 15 and21)•
shown for the hot leg nozzle, the surge line. and In fact. hot leg and surge line temperatures in
the hottest location in the steam generator tube Case 4 were approximately 200 K cooler. In
bundle because those components are the most both cases, the core decay energy was split be-
vulnerable locations for creep rupture failure, tween theamountdeposited in thevessel andex-
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vessel piping and the amount dissipated through RCS, allowing earlier accumulator injection,
RCP seal leaks. In Case 4, seal leaks of 480 gpm which can delay further core degradation and
per RCP left a smaller fraction of the core decay lower head failure. The most important differ-
energy for ex-vessel heating. In addition, the ence associated with RCP seal leak rates, howev-
RCS depressurization rate in Case 4 led to a rela- er, has to do with the effects on ex-vessel
tively early start on accumulator injection, which heating. Comparing results from Cases 3 and 4,
provided some reduction in steam temperatures, seal leaks of 480 gpm per RCP were found to
Therefore, the hot leg and surge line remained dissipate a relatively large fraction of core decay
relatively cool. As a result, creep rupture failures energy, leaving a relatively small fraction for ex-
were not predicted in any ex-vessel piping corn- vessel heating. In fact. the results indicate that
portent in Case 4. ex-vessel failures would occur with seal leaks of

250 gpm per RCP but would not be expected
A boiloff following the last accumulator in- with leaks as high as 480 gpm per RCP. Since

jection led to failure of an in-core crust at 426.0 the potential for HPME is directly related to the
minutes, about 22.7 minutes after crust failure in potential for ex-vessel failures, it appears uhat in-
Case 3 The crust failure allo_ed approximately creasing the RCP seal leak rate (within some rea-

l2,940 kg of molten UO 2 at 3380 K to relocate to sonable bounds,! increases the potential for
the lower head. Like Case 3. relocation was HPME.

completed in 68 seconds without heat transfer to
the lower head coolant. Thermal attack by the 3.5 Case 5
relocated molten fuel resulted in a creep rupture

failure of the lower head at 433.0 minutes, ap- This calculation was performed to evaluate
proximately 27.3 minutes after lower head fail- the effect of debris/coolant interaction during
ure in Case 3. (As indicated in Table 6, a second molten relocation to the lower head on the poten-
crust failure and relocation was predicted at tial for HPME through comparison to Case 3.
460.7 minutes.) Debris/coolant interaction was varied in Case 5

by assuming maximum heat transfer between the
All ex-vessel RCS pressure boundari _s were molten core debris and the reactor coolant during

intact at the time of lower head failure in this cal- relocation to the reactor vessel lower head. This

culation. Furthermore, there were large margins calculation was identical to Case 3 with that ex-

before any component failures could be expected ception (see Tables 1 and 2). Therefore, the se-
according to the results at the time of lower head quence of events from TMLB' initiation up to the
failure. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that first molten core relocation was identical to the
the vessel failure as described would be the first list in Table 5 for Case 3, Case 5 events from the

breach of the RCS pressure boundary under the first relocation to creep rupture failure of the
conditions considered in Case 4. The RCS pres- lower head are summarized in Table 7.
sure at the time of iower head failure was ap-
proximately 1.36 MPa. In NUREG- 1150, the Some heat transfer between molten core ma-
potential for HPME was assumed to be low if the terials and the reactor coolant could occur during
RCS pressure was below 1.38 MPa at vessel relocation to the lower head. A number of fac-
breach. However, the uncertainties in this calcu- tors could affect this heat transfer, including the
lation are larger than that margin. Therefore, it amount of coolant below the core at the time of
appears that a potential for HPME could exist in relocation, the temPerature of the coolant, the
the Surry NPP for the set of conditions consid- quantity and temperature of the molten material
ered in this case. being relocated, the relocation rate, and the influ-

ence of core internal structures. The effects of

Results from Cases 3 and 4 indicate that those factors are not readily quantified for all
higher RCP leak rates can generate conditions possible conditions. For that reason, current vet-
that lead to an early onset of core damage. How- sions of SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 allow user

ever, higher RCP leak rates also depressurize the control for modeling the two possible extremes.
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Table?. Sequen_ of cve_ls for Case 5.

Time

Event (rain)

Oust failure; firstnmlten core relocatkm to lower head 403.3

Accumulators emptied 475.0

Crust failure; second molten core relocation to lower heat 477.7

Creep rupture failure of lower head 479.6

End of calculafica 496.7

In one option, molten core materials are relocat- cussed in Section 3.3, an accumulator injection
ed to the lo-,verheadwithout any heat transfer to coincided with that relocation in Case 3, result-
the re, _.torcoolant. This option provides an up- ing in an increase in the liquid level. In Case 5,
per bound on the temperature of the debris when the vapor generated through debris/coolant heat
it reaches the lower head and a corresponding transfer produced a large RCS pressure increase
upper bound on the severity of the associated at the time of the first relocation, as indicated in

lower head thermal attack. It was used in every Figure 24. This pressure increase prevented ac-
calculation in this analysis except Case 5, provid- cumulator injection in Case 5 at the time of the
ing a conservative approach for evaluating the first relocation. Instead, the lower head coolant

potential for HPME. In Case 5, the second op- was sharply depleted, as shown in Figure 23.
tion was selected where maximum debris/coolant
heat transfer is calculated. This option is imple-
mented by assuming that all relocating debris is Some of the lower head coolant was lost
quenched, up to the obvious limit imposed by the through vaporization associated with debris cool-
quantity of water in the lower head. As a result, ing. The remainder was forced out of the lower
the option provides a lower bound on the debris head into the cold legs by high vapor velocities
temperature as it reaches the lower head and a and the pressure increase. Vaporization _nd the
corresponding lower bound on the severity of the pressure increase were terminated when the

associated lower head thermal attack, availabl_ coolant was depleted. Figure 23 indi-
cates a level of approximately 0.5 m at that time.

The effect on lower head debris temperature However, this value actually represents a dry
is illustrated in Figure 22. Without heat transfer condition because the level was offset by the
to the reactor coolant, a step change in the _,laxi- depth of the lower head debris. When the vapor-
mum lower head debris temperature occurred at ization terminated, water that had been forced
the time of relocation in Case 3. In contrast, heat into the cold legs drained back to the vessel, re-
transfer during the first relocation in Case 5 suiting in a level recovery at about 405 minutes.
cooled the molten debris to about 770 K. The The water was then boiled away by (relatively
lower head coolant was depleted before debris low) heat transfer from an upper crust supported
quenching could be completed, as discussed be- by the underlying molten debris. A continuous
low. level decline followed until the RCS pressure

was reduced to the accumulator pressure. At that
The collapsed liquid level was near the bot- time, a sixth injection in Case 5 emptied the ac-

tom of the core at the time of the firstmolten core cumulators and increased the level, as shown in

relocation, as indicated in Figure 23. As dis- Figure 23.
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Figure 24. RCS pressure for Case 5.

A second molten core relocation occurred tion indicates that the Surly RCS could be de-

shortly after the accumulator injection. Although pressurized through a hot leg failure in a matter

there was ample coolant, the debris from thai re- of minutes) Therefore, the potential for HPME
location could not be quenched in the current

does not exist in the Surry NPP for the conditionsversion of SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3 without a
corresponding drop in the temperature of the de- considered in this case.
bris already in the lower head. Since such a drop

would delay the lower head thermal attack, Lower head failure was delayed 73.9 rain-

debris/coolant heat transfer was turned off just utes (compared to Case 3) by including the ef-
before the relocation. As a result, a step change fects of maximum debris/coolant heat transfer.
in the maximum lower head debris temperature
occurred, as shown in Figure 22. This delay translates into a set of limits, based on

the conditions assumed in this set of calculations.

Those limits occur because one would not expect

Although the second molten relocation in relocation without any heat transfer to the lower
this calculation had some influence, the steady head coolant nor would one expect complete de-
heatup following the first relocation significantly bris quenching during relocation. As a result,
increased the lower headwall temperatures. As a lower head failure could occur in a time window

result, creep rupture failure of the lower head between 405.7 and 479.6 minutes after TMLB'
was predicted to occur at 479.6 minutes. The

initiation in the Surry NPP with seal leaks of 250RCS pressure was 6.48 MPa at the time of fail-
ure. However, depressurization through a hot leg giantper RCP. Since ex-vessel failures occurred
failure could have started almost 145 minutes significantly earlier, there is no potential for
earlier. Extrapolation from a previous calcula- HPME in either case.
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{].6 Ca,se 6 indicat,. I in Table 8. however, the first fuel clad-

ding failure in Case 6 developed when the clad-

This calculation was performed to evaluate ding exceeded the specified failure temperature
the effect of cladding deformation on the poten- of 2400 K. Although deformation of about
tial for HPME through comparison to Case 4. 12.5% had occurred in the center and middle
The only difference between Cases 4 and 6 was channels, oxidation energy drove the cladding
in the _pecification of the cladding strains, as in- temperatures in those channels above the failure
dicatcd in Tables 1 .,,ld 2. Therefore. the se- temperature before reaching the rupture limit.

quence of even_,_from TMLB' initiation to aume Temperatures in the ou_.cr fuel channel were
)tt,;_t_efore the firs_ ft:el cladding failure were somewhat cooler becau,_e of the lower power

)de.ntlcai to tho_,e listed in Table O for Case 4. density. As a result, ballooning continued to the
Ca.,,e 6 event> fronl the first fuel cladding failure, specilied limit. _4th rupture at 2_32._ minutes.
through latiure of the tov,cr head arc summarized

Ip.Table _. which contains detailed quantitative
In the lwo cases, co,.,]ant flow area through_nl_,m_alionto supplement the follov,ing case-to-

case compari_m, the core was reduced aad hvdrauitc resistance
was increased proporlicmal to the deformation.
The effects of those differences can be seen in

Fucl piri pressures increase wi!h core lempcr-
alurc. Ballooning begins when the difference be- ;he reactor vessel collar_:_edliq _id levels shown

in Figure 25. In both case._;,the liquid level pene-t'_een the pin pressure and the RCS pressure
exceeds the cladding streng_. In Case 4, clad- trated the active fuel region dunng the second ac-
ding hoop stresses induced by pin pressure re- cumala_or injection, in Case 6, hov,ever, more
sulted in ballooning It the rupture strain of 2_ ";,:,:z:"_',.J to be injected into the cold legs and
and failure of the fuel cladding at 197.3 minutes, downcomer to overcome the core resistance and
In contrast, ballooning could have continued It a push water to a level where vaporization was suf-
deformation of 15_t before rupture in Case 6. As ficienl to terminate the injeclion.

Table 8. Sequence of events for Case 6.

Time

Event (min)

First fuel cladding failure: ruptured by melting 200.0

First accumulator i,\iection 202.7

Fuel cladding failure: ruptured by ballooning 205.2

First appearance of an in-core molten pool 345.0

First relocation of molten control rod materials to lower head 357.3

Accumulators emptied 363.2

Crust failure: molten core relocation to lower head 383.8

Creep rupture failure of lower head 389.8

End of calculation 396.7
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Figure25. ReactorvesselcollapsedliquidlevelsinCases4 and6.

This process may .be..easier to visualize if one terminated, the excess gravity head in the down-
views the cold legs and downcomer as one side comer continued to feed the core, resulting in a
of a U-tube manometer and the core as the other higher liquid level in Case 6. This process was
side. Accumulator water is injected into the cold even more noticeable during the third injection,
legs, which are approximately 1.4 m above the which reached the mid-core elevation where the
top of the core. The accumulator water flows deformations and corresponding flow resistance
through the downcomer and into the lower head, were larger.
where it encounters the bottom of the core. Wa-

ter is then pushed into the core (by the pressure The differences in reactor vessel liquid levels
of the downcomer column) until it is balanced by produced a sharp contrast in the RCS pressurere-
the head required to force any generated steam sponse in the two cases, as shown in Figure 26.
through the core. In Case4, the flow resistance Asindicated,vaporizationandthe corresponding
in the core was relatively low. Therefore, a rela- RCS pressure increase were significantly higher
lively small head on the downcomerside of the in Case6. The pressureincreaseto approximate-
manometerwas _ufficientto raisetim liquid level ly 8.0 MPa was the result of a high liquid level,
and force the associatedsteam out of the core. which penetrated into hotter areas of the core
Accumulator injection stoppedwhen vaporiza- whereballooning had generatedrelatively large
lion at a given liquid level wassufficientto raise surface areas for heat transfer. Compared to
the RCS pressure above the accumulatorpres- Case4, a relatively longperiodwas thenrequired
sure. In Case 6, however, the core resistance was to vent the excess steam through RCP seal leaks
higher because of the ballooning deformation, in order to reduce the pressure for the fourth ac-
To force water into the core, a corresponding lev- cumulator injection. (Perturbations during the
el increase in the downcomer side of the manom- depressurization were the result of the code
eter was required. After accumulator injection anomaly discussed in Section 3.3.)
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Figure 26. RCS pressures in Cases 4 and6.

The third accumulator injection in Case 6 The core bypass was an important part of the
penetrated far enough into the core to cause ex- reflood in Case 6. In fact, the bypass represented

tensive fragmentation. At the time of the fourlh the path of least resistancefor the stated debris
accumulator injection, rubble debris was core- conditions. Therefore, the liquid level in the by-
wide from an average elevation of about 0.6 m pass readily followed the level in the downcom-
above the bottom of the fuel to the top of the er. As indicated in Figure 27, the bypass filled
core. In addition, relatively thick metallic crusts during the fourth accumulator injection in Case
had solidified in the lower levels of all three flow 6. After filling, the excess water spilled into the

channels, with corresponding flow area reduc- top of the core. At this point, core flooding was
tions of 89% (consistent with the inputs de- driven from both top and bottom. As shown in
scribed in Table 2). In contrast, rubble debris Figure 27, the bypass was never filled in Case 4.
was confined to the central regions of the core in
Case4. Furthermore,thinnermetallic crestshad Themaximum claddingsurfacetemperatures
solidified at significantly higher elevations. As a that were calculated as a function of time are
result, the lower levels of the core were relatively shown in Figure 28. As indicated, the reflood in
open in Case 4. Obviously, the hydraulic resis- Case 6 cooled the entire core (including the ex-
tance during the fourth accumulator injection in isting rubble debris) to a maximum surface tem-
Case 6 was significantly higher than the hydrau- perature of about 700 K. Only limited cooling
lic resistance for either the fourth or fifth injec- occurred in Case 4, where accumulator injections

tion in Case 4. Th_ fourth accumulator injection flooded the core from the bottom. As the liquid
in Case 6 was relatively large, as a result of those penetrated upwards toward hot core regions, va-
differences. In fact, the injection was sufficient porization tended to force the flooding water
to completely cover the core, as indicated in Fig- through core crossflow junctions toward cooler
ure 25. locations. If Figures 25 and 28 are compared,
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one sees that maximum cladding surface temper- RCS pressure boundaries were intact at the time
atures were reduced during the accumulator in- of lower head failure and there was no apparent
jections. However, the core basically remained way to heat those structures to failure, it is rea-
hot in Case 4. In Case 6, reflood from both top sonable to expect that the lower head failure as
and bottom significantly cooled all fuel and de- described will be the first breach of the RCS for
bris in the core region. Crossflow away from the the conditions assumed in this calculation.
hot spots was not effective because all core loca-
tions were liquid-filled. (It should be noted that The RCS pressure at the time of lower head
the erratic behavior shown in Figure 28 occurs failure was approximately 1.37 MPa. Consistent
not only during accumulator injections but also with NUREG-II50, the potential for HPME is
when core materials heat and slump into an exist- assumed to be low if the RCS pressure is below
ing molten pool, which temporarily drops the 1.38 MPa at vessel breach. However, the uncer-
pool temperature.) tainties in the calculation are much larger than

that margin. Therefore, it appears that a potential

A complete reheating of the core, including for HPME could exist in the Surry NPP for the
the initial formation of a molten pool at 345.0 set of conditions considered in Case 6.
minutes, followed the core reflood in Case 6.

There were no accumulator injections during the Results from Cases 4 and 6 indicate that the

reheat because a substantial period of time was amount of deformation associated with balloon-
required to vent the excess steam generated dur- ing can significantly impact the core damage pro-
ing the fourth injection. A fifth and final accu- gression. In Case 4, accumulator injections
mulator injection did occur at 363.2 minutes, provided only partial cooling; and the total relo-
However, the injection was small and ineffective cation was limited to approximately 12,940 kg of
because most of the accumulator water had been molten UO 2. In Case 6, the core was reflooded

discharged by that time. Without accumulator and had to reheat before a molten relocation of
injections, the core heatup continued, including a about 44370 kg of UO 2. In addition, the results
thermal attack on the crust supporting the in-core indicate that the time to lower head failure de-
molten pool. As a result, crust failure occurred at creases as ballooning deformation increases.
383.8 minutes, 42.'_ minutes earlier than in Case However, in spite of the observed differences,

4. The crust in Case 4 remained intact longer the potential for HPME remained unaltered be-
than in Case 6 because of the differences in cool- cause lower head failures occurred before ex-

ing associated with accumulator injection. As in- vessel failures in both cases.
dicated in Figure 25, at approximately 360
minutes, the core liquid level resulting from the 3.7 Uncertainties
final accumulator injection was significantly
higher in Case4. Sincemostof the accumulator The SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 calculations
water was depleted during core reflood, the final were reviewed to identify uncertainties that
injection in Case 6 was relatively small and inef- could affect the RCS response and the timing of
fective in terms of crust cooling. Approximately events during transient progression. These un-
44,370 kg of molten UO 2 were relocated to the certainties, which were separated into either
lower head following crust failure in Case 6. thermal-hydraulic or core damage progression
Lower head failure followed at 389.8 minutes, categories, are discussed in the following sec-
about 43.2 minutes earlier than in Case 4. tions. The discussion is focused on how the un-

certainties could affect the timing of the RCS
The core reflood in Case 6 reduced the tem- pressure boundary failures because those failures

perature of the steam circulating in the ex-vessel are critical in this assessment of the potential for
structures. As indicated in Figure 29, ex-vessel HPME.
heatup was effectively terminated. As a result,
ex-vessel failures were not predicted before low- 3.7.1 Thermal-Hydraulic Uncertainties.
er head failure in Case 6. Since all ex-vessel The initial conditions used in this analysis were
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Figure 29. Volume-averagedex-vesselpipingtemperaturesin'the pressurizerloop (C) in Case6.

based on best estimates, as established in a previ- heatup and failure in the ex-vessel piping. In
ous study.2 It should be noted, however, that other words, a higher decay power level or a low-
some of the initial conditions have the potential er steam generator secondary liquid inventory
to significantly change the timing of the transient Would tend to accelerate both lower head and ex-
progression. The decay power level and the vessel failures. Therefore, changes in the initial
steam generator secondaryliquid inventory at the decay power level or steam generator secondary
time of transient initiation are two of the more liquid inventory will change the absolute timing
important parmneters, of transient events. Effects on the relative timing

between lower head and ex-vessel failures asso-

A higher decay power level at the time of ciated with changes in either parameter are un-
transient initiation would accelerate core heatup, known.
melting, and lower head failure. A lower steam
generator secondary liquid inventory would have The hot leg countercurrent natural circula-
a similar effect. Specifically, a lower liquid in- tion model was developed to match calculated
ventory would decrease the time to steam gener- extrapolations of low-pressure, low-temperature
ator dryout and the start of core heatup, experimental data.2 The same model has also
Decreasing the time tocoreheatupis equivalent been shown to adequately match data from an
to increasing the power level because less time is experiment that was scaled to represent high-
allowed for decay. In addition, higher steam pressure conditions? Although the model was
temperatures would be generated earlier in the developed to match the overall heatup, there is
transient during an accelerated core heatup asso- some uncertainty in the ex-vessel temperature
ciated with either a higher decay power level or a distribution as a result of the way hot leg coun-
lower liquid inventory. Natural circulation of the tercurrent natural circulation was represented.
higher-temperature steam would lead to earlier Specifically, heat and mass transfer were pre-
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cluded by a physical separation of the counter- degradation of insulation is similar at all bound-
current flows. If flow interactions were modeled, aries.

the temperature di(ference between the hot leg
outflow and return flow could decrease, which SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 calculates creep
could affect the temperature distribution in the rupture failures using a one-d._mensional temper-
ex-vessel piping. Results indicate that the uncer- ature profile at user-specified locations. The one-
tainty is unimportant if the RCS remains at full dimensional assumption simplifies the coding
system pressure because ex-vessel failures oc- and is reasonably accurate for moderately sized
curred before lower head failure with and with- pipes (i.e., the surge line, hot leg, and steam gen-
out hot leg countercurrent natural circulation, erator tubes) over the range of conditions consid-
The effects of the hot leg countercurrent natural ered in this analysis. However, the assumption is
circulation model in cases with RCP seal leaks more conservative as the ratio of radius to wall

were not investigated, thickness increases (i.e., the lower head). Scop-
ing calculations, based on two-dimensional

Accumulators are passive devices that re- structural analyses of lower head geometries, in-
spond only to the RCS pressure. The RCS pres- dicate that the SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3 predic-
sure, however, is strongly influenced by the tion of the time between molten relocation and
vaporization that occurs as accumulator water lower head creep rupture in this analysis could be
cools the core. Based on the maturity of thermal- underpredicted by a factor of two to four?
hydraulic portions of SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3,
it was assumed that in-core heat transfer was tea- Steam generator tubes were assumed to be

sonably predicted for rod-like geometries. Un- defect- and degradation-free in all calculations.
certainties increase, however, with the level of Based on that assumption, creep rupture failures

core degradation. As discussed in Appendix G, of the tubes were not predicted in any of the cas-
an attempt was made to account for those uncer- es considered. A detailed structural analysis
tainties in the process of developing probabilities would be required to determine if any specific
for RCS pressure boundary failures, defect could contribute to the potential for a tube

failure during a station blackout transient. If

All external RCS pressure boundaries were steam generator tube failure occurred before
assumed to be adiabatic in this analysis. It is rec- lower head failure, the severity of HPME would
ognized that some heat loss to the containment be minimized by RCS pressure reduction. How-
atmosphere would occur, especially as tempera- ever, the obvious problem of containment bypass
tures increase, with a possible degradation of in- would be introduced in such a case.
sulation performance. Allowing for heat losses
from the ex-vessel piping has beenshownto re- 3.7.2 Core Damage Progression Uncer-
duce piping tem_ratures and delay their failure laintles. There are a number of uncertainties in
by a few minutes. 2 Although it was not investi- the calculation of core damage progression. In
gated, a similar delay in the time to vessel failure most cases, these uncertainties result from the
would be expected if heat losses from the lower fact that there are relatively little experimental
head were accounted for. Therefore, the adiabat- data to clearly define all processes involved.

ic assumption does affect the absolute timing of Furthermore, the information that is available is
all RCS pressure boundary failures but should generally limited to one-dimensional experimen-
not have a significant affect on the relative tim- tal data, which may or may not be completely ad-
ing between those failures, assuming that the equate for representation of a large PWR core.

For those reasons, this analysis was performed
a. D.J. Paffotd et al., Natural Circulation Flow in the with core damage inputs that should produce a
Westinghouse High Pressure SF6 Experiments using
RELAPS/MOD3, EG&G Idaho, Inc., June 1992, tech- a. Private communication, S. A. Chavez and J. L.

nical report transmitted through D. J. Hanson letter to Rempe, EG&G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls, ID, Decem-
C. R. Troutman, DJH-12-92, June 11, 1992. ber 1991.
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conservative assessment of the potential for failure of the crust supporting an in-core molten
HPME. Specifically, best estimates were used if pool. Crust failure is a function of the heat ab-
data and current understanding support sudt in- sorbed from the molten pool and the heat that can
put. For all other parameters (with higher de- be rejected from the crust surface. Uncertainty in

grees of uncertainty), inlmt was selected to calculating heat transfer from the molten pool j
accelerate core damage progression and the time arises from the fact that the pool characteristics
to lower head failure. This approach provides for either laminar or turbulent free convection
the basis for a conservative evaluation of the po- are not completely understood. Heat rejected
tential for HPME because time is minimized for from the outside surface of the crust is limited by
generation of an ex-vessel failure by natural con- the code to convection and radiation to the sur-
vcction heating and for RCS inventory depletion, rounding coolant. Direct radiation to nearby
The following uncertainties should be considered structures (i.e., the lower core support plate) is
with respect to these conservative aspects of this not considered, although the coolant ultimately
analysis, transfers the energy to those structures by con-

vection. A probabilistic assessment of the effects
Oxidation of the Zr cladding of in-core corn- of these uncertainties was included in Appendix

ponents is calculated in the current version of G because the timing of lower head failure is di-
SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3. However, oxidation fectly related to crust heatup and failure.
is terminated when rod-like geometry is lost,
while oxidation of any component outside the An RCS pressure reduction can occur in the
core is not considered at all. As a result, hydro- subject transient through leak paths (i.e., the RCP
gen production could be underpredicted in the seals) or as a result of a temperature or pressure-
current calculations. With respect to the poten- induced failure of the pressure boundary. With
tial for HPME, however, it is more important to respect to the potential for HPME, there are three
note that the code-calculated heatup may be slow modes for repressurization of the RCS: (a) the
because all of the pertinent oxidation reactions vaporization that occurs as accumulator water
are exothermic. Therefore, if oxidation is under- cools the core; Co)the vaporization that occurs as
predicted, core temperatures will be underpre- the RCS coolant absorbs heat from debris during
dieted. In that case, the calculated times for core relocation to or while in the lower head; and (c)
melting, relocation, and lower head failure could the effects associated with an energetic fuel/cool-
be late. If the core temperatures are underpre- ant interaction (i.e., a steam explosion). The el-
dieted, the calculated time of ex-vessel failures fects of the first two modes were considered in

could also be late because the circulating steam this analysis. The potential for a fuel/coolant in-
temperatures that drive the ex-vessel heating teraction and its impact on the potential for
would be low. In other words, the timing of both HPME was not investigated.
lower head and ex-vessel failures could be de-

layed by the current treatment of oxidation in the As described in Appendix B, the Surry NPP
code. A more detailed treatment of oxidation core was divided into three flow channels. All of

would be expected to accelerate both lower head the fuel bundles in each channel were simulated
and ex-vessel failure times. A significant change by a single fuel rod component and a single con-
in the relative timing between the events would trol rod component. When these components
not be expected because an oxidation-driven in- reached a certain temperature or damage state,
crease in core heatup would be accompanied by a that condition was assumed to apply to all fuel
corresponding increase in the steam temperatures bundles represented by the componenL A sensi-
that generate ex-vessel failures, tivity study was not performed to determine if

any adverse effects were introduced by this no-
Vessel failure can occur following relocation dalization.

of molten materials from the core into the lower

head. In the current version of SCDAP/RE- SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 has the capability
LAP5/MOD3, relocation typically results from a to model fission product transport following fuel
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cladding failures. However. this feature was not as long as the surge line and hot leg piping re-
exercised in this analysis. Although it was not mained _ (Thereafter, the steam generators
investigated, heating as a result of fission product would be effectively isolated from the source of
deposition would not be expected to significantly fission products by the break.) The potential for
alter the time to a surge line or hot leg failure, steam generator tube failure before failures in the
However, fission product heating could be a surge line and hot leg piping could be increased
more significant concern with respect to the rela- by the addition of fission product heating. As in-
tively thin steam generator tubes, particularly if dicated, however, fission product transpo_ calcu-
tube defects are considered. Fission products iationswere not performed to allow assessment
could be deposited in the steamgenerator tubes of this potential.
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4. DEPRESSURIZATION PROBABILITIES

Intentional depressurization of the RCS be- ing sections are conditional on the occurrence of
fore reactor vessel breach has been proposed as the specific scenarios in the Surry NPP.
an accident management strategy to mitigate the

severity of HPME in PWRs. An independent 4.1 Surge Line/Hot Leg Failure
analysis (supporting an NRC Accident Manage- Issue
ment Program) is planned to determine the risk

impact associated with implementing this strate-
gy in the Sun3' NPE Probabilities for the RCS The surge line/hot leg failure issue relates the
depressurization issues of (a) a surge line/hot leg potential failure of ex-vessel piping and the RCS
failure ant] (b) the RCS pressure at reactor vessel pressure response to failure of the reactor vessel
breach are summarized in this section for use in lower head. Consistent with NUREG-1150, the

the risk analysis, issue can be stated as follows:

What is the probability that the surge
Probabilities for both of the stated RCS de- line or hot leg will fail and depressurize

pressurization issues were generally based on the the RCS to a low pressure before lower
results from current SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 head failure?

analyses. However, the code results were not

used directly. Instead. engineering judgment and As was done in NUREG-II50, a low pres-
sensitivity calculations were applied to evaluate sure was assumed to be any pressure at or below
the effects of potential uncertainties. A complete 1.38 MPa. If the issue probability is high, the
description of the assumptions and methods used potential for HPME and the associated potential
to develop the resulting probabilities is provided for DCH is low. Conversely, if the issue proba-
in Appendix G. bility is low, the RCS pressure at the time of low--

er head failure could result in an HPME. Under

Probabilities for each RCS depressurization those conditions, the potential impact of DCH in
issue were developed for four different Surry the Surry NPP may require further analysis.
NPP scenarios: (a) TMLB' sequences without Probabilities for the surge line/hot leg failure is-
RCP seal leaks (at full system pressure), (b) sue, applicable to the previously identified sce-
TMLB' sequences with seal leaks of 250 gpm per narios, are listed in Table 9.
RCP, (c) TMLB' sequences with seal leaks of
480 gpm per RCP, and (d) TMLB' sequences , The RCS pressure is maintained at the PORV
with either stuck- or latched-open PORVs. set point through continuous cycling of the relief

Therefore, probabilities presented in the follow- valves in TMLB' sequences without RCP seal

Table 9. Probabilities of the surge line/hot leg failure issue given me occurrence of the specific scenarios
in the Surry NPP.

Scenario Probability

TMLB"sequences without RCP seal leaks 0.98

TMLB" sequences with seal leaks of 250 gpm per RCP 0.98

TMLB" sequences with seal leaks of 450 gpm per RCP 0.0

TMLB" sequences with stuck-open/latched-openPORVs 1.0
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leaks. Steam flow associated with the PORV cy- were assumed to be equivalent. Those assump-
cli_tgheated the surge line at high pressure. Cal- tions were developed as follows.
culated results indicated that creep rupture
failure of the surge line would occur well ahead SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 results for imple-
of lower head failure. After accounting for un- mentation of the late depressurization strategy in
certainties in the results, it was concluded that the Surry NPP2 were used as the basis for evalua-
there was a small fraction of the time where low- uon of the surge fine/hot leg failure issue. In the
er head failure could occur before RCS depres- late depressurization strategy, PORV cycling
surization through the surge line. On that basis, a controls the RCS pressure until plant operators
probability of 0.98 was assigned, as indicated in latch the PORVs open at the time core exit tern-
the Table 9. peratures reach 922 K. It was determined that

the surge line would fail before failure of the

Surge line heating was similar in TMLB' se- lower head in that calculation. Results from pre-
quences with either stuck-open or latched-open vious analyses indicated the same result with re-
PORVs. In that scenario,however,flow through spect to the surgeline/hot leg failure issue if the
the surge line was continuous, which significant- PORVs were latched open at an earlier time.
ly reduced the RCS pressure. By the time high Specifically, if the PORVs are latched open at the
surge line temperatures were reached (and before time of steam generator dryout, surge line fail-
there was any potential for lower head failure), ures are predicted to occur before lower head
the RCS pressure was near the containment pres- failure.] (It should be noted that there are sub-
sure. Because creep rupture is a function of both stantial differences in terms of core damage as a
temperature and differential pressure and be- function of the time at which the PORVs are
cause the differential pressure was low, surge latched open. However, the level of core damage
line failure occurred relatively late in the tran- is of no concern in this particular issue.) Based
sient, a After uncertainties were considered, it on current understanding and the available calcu-
was concluded that there was only a very small lations, there is no reason to expect any differ-
fraction of the time where the lower head could ence in results applicable to this issue if any
fail before the surge line. The fraction was small other relatively early times were selected. In oth-
enough to justify a probability of 1.0, as listed in er words, the PORVs could be latched open be-
Table 9. Those results clearly indicate that the fore the time core exit temperatures reach 922 K
potential for HPME in the Surry NPP is very low without impacting the probability given in Table
for TMLB" sequences without RCP seal leaks 9.
and for TMLB' sequences with stuck-open/
latched-open PORVs. ."fthe PORVs are latched open at some time

a after core exit temperatures reach 922 K, RCS

It should be recognized that the PORVs pressure control through PORV cycling would be
could be latched open or could stick open at vir- extended. Results from the Base Case (docu-
tually any tin,,- during a TMLB' sequence. In mented in this assessment) indicate that PORV
this assessment, however, it was assumed that the cycling subjects the surge line to heating at high-

probabilities for the surge line/hot leg failure is- pressure conditions. If the heating is allowed to
sue would not be significantly altered by the continue (i.e., if it is not interrupted by latching
PORV opening time. Furthermore, probabilities the PORVs open), surge line failure would occur
for both latched-open and stuck-open conditions more than 240 minutes ahead of the lower head

failure. If the PORVs are latched open before

a. From a practical standpoint, the time of surge line surge line failure (i.e., before sufficient heating at
failure was unimportant because the RCS pressure high pressure has transpired), some creep rupture
was low. However, timing was important within the damage will be accumulated. The subsequent
context of this issue. The fact that the RCS pressure RCS pressure reduction would result in cladding
was low before vessel breach was directly accounted ruptures and the injection of accumulator ,water.
for within the second depressurization issue. High-temperature steam from the subsequent
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boiloff and the energy associated with oxidation fore lower head failure. Uncertainties in hot leg
of the inner surfaces of the ruptured cladding heating and the lower head failure time were not
would be deposited in the surge line. Surge line large enough to alter that result. Therefore, a
failure, as a result of the heating associated with probability of 0.0 was assigned to the scenario
boiloff and oxidation, would be expected well with seal leaks of 480 gpm, as indicated in Table
ahead of lower head failure. That expectation is 9.
based on the fact that some surge line creep dam-
age will have accumulated and the fact that the 4.2 RCS Pressure at Vessel
surge line response to the subsequentboiloff Breach Issue
would not be substantially different than the re-

sponse associated with late depressurization Consistent with NUREG-II50, the issue of
(where the surge line failed before the lower

RCS pressure at vessel breach can be simply stab
head). Therefore, based on current understand- ed as follows:
ing and the available calculation;, the probabi!ity
given in Table 9 would not be significantly al- What are the probabilities of being at a
tered by the time at which the PORVs are latched low (< 1.38 MPa), intermediate (1.38 to
open. 6.89 MPa), and high (> 6.89 MPa) RCS

_ressure at the time of reactor vessel
Similar reasoning applies to the time at breach?

which the PORVs could stick open. In fact, there
is no basis to differentiate between a latched- There was a single caveat that is not reflected
open condition and a stuck-open condition, given in the issue statement. Specifically, probabilities
that the operators could latch the PORVs open at were required without taking credit for RCS de-
any given time. Therefore, the probabilities for pressurization following any potential ex-vessel
both latched-open and stuck-open conditions are piping failure. That exception was necessary be-
assumed to be equivalent, cause the RCS pressure response associated with

ex-vessel failures was addressed in the surge
In both RCP seal leak scenario_,, the total line/hot leg failure issue. It is important to note

core decay energy was split between heat that that the SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 calculations
was transferred to the hot leg piping by counter- that were used to evaluate this issue were per-
current natural circulation and the energy dissi- formed consistent with that requirement. As pre-
pared through the RCP seal leaks. With seal viously discussed, ex-vessel failures were
leaks of 250 gpm per RCP, hot leg coumercurrent recorded as predicted by the code: but a corre-
natural circulation was sufficient to heat the hot sponding RCS blowdown was not modeled.
legs to a failure condition before lower head fail-
ure. After accounting for uncertainties in the cal- Probabilities for the RCS pressure at vessel
culated results, it was concluded tha! there was a breach issue are given in Table 10. The listed
small fraction of the time where lower head fail- values are conditional on the occurrence of the

ure could occur before RCS depressurization previously defined scenarios in the Surly NPP
through the hot leg. On that basis, a probability given that ex-vessel failures do not occur.
of 0.98 was assigned. When the seal leaks were
increased to 480 gpm per RCP, however, hot leg For TMLB' sequences without RCP seal
heating was reduced because a larger fraction of leaks, the RCS pressure was controlled through
the decay energy was lost through the RCP seal the time of lower head failure by continuous
leaks. A comparison of Figures 15 and 21 pro- PORV cycling between the opening and closing
rides an indication of the reduction in hot leg set points of 16.2 and 15.7 MPa, respectively.
heating that occurred. Hot leg (and surge line) The RCS pressure at vessel breach was obvious-
temperatures were significantly cooler with a ly in the high-pressure range, and probabilities
seal leak of 480 gpm per RCP. As a result, the were assigned as appropriate. Those results were
hot legs were not heated to a failure condition be- reversed by the continuous flow associated with
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Table 10. _ities of the RCS pressure at vessel breach issue given the occurrence of the specific sce-
narios without ex-vessel failures in the Surry NPP.

Probability. at vessel breach, for

High RCS Intermediate Low RCS
Scenario pressure RCS pressure pressure

(> 6.89 MPa) (1.38 - 6.89 MPa) (<1.38 MPa)

TMLB"sequences withoutRCP seal leaks 1.0 0.0 0.0

TMLB"sequences with seal leaks of 250 gpm 0.21 0.75 0.04
per RCP

0.13 0.40 0.47TMLB" sequences with seal leaks of 450 gpm
per RCP

TMLB"sequences with stuck-open/latched- 0.0 0.0 1.0
open PORVs

TMLB' sequences with either stuck-open or tively early, the RCS would be depressurized. If
latched-open PORVs. Specifically, it was con- the PORVs were opened near the time of crust
eluded that continuous flow through the Surry failure, accumulator injections would cool the in-
PORVs was sufficient to depressurize the RCS to core crust, which would delay crust failure and
1.38 MPa (or less) well ahead of the time of low- molten, elocation. After the accumulator water

er head failure. Uncertainties in the failure time was boiled away (and vented through the open
and the potential for repressurization (through PORVs), crust heatup and failure would occur at
accumulator injection and/or debris/coolant heat a low RCS pressure.
transfer) were considered before assigning a

probability of 1.0 to the low-pressure range. If the PORVs were opened at the time of
crust failure, accumulator injections may or may

As discussed in Section 4.1, the PORVs not effectively cool molten materials as they re-
could be latched open or they could stick open at locate to the lower head. As a result,lower head

virtually any time during a TMLB' sequence, failure could occur at a high RCS pressure.
However, the time at which the PORVs are However, the probabilities of the operator latch-
opened is of little consequence with respect to ing the PORVs open and the PORVs sticking
this issue, based on the following logic, open within this small time window were as-I

sumed to be negligible. This assumption was

The RCS would depressurize to 1.38 MPa based on the idea that if an operator were going
(or less) through the PORVs if the valves were to open the PORVs to depressurize, that action

opened at any time before failure of the in-core would take place well ahead of any molten relo-
crust. This was verified by SCDAP/RELAP5 cation. In other words, if the operator decided to
calculations for the relatively early PORV open- depressurize, a reasonable amount of time would
ing times associated with implementation of both be allotted to do so. The conditions that would
the early and late depressurization strategies in cause the PORVs to stick open are primarily as-
the Surry NPP. 1,2 Results from the RCP seal sociated with operation of the valves at tempera-
leak cases (documented in this assessment) indi- tures well above design conditions. The PORVs
cate that accumulator injections can cool the in- would see many cycles at elevated temperatures
core crust and effectively delay molten reloca- before the time of crust failure. If the PORVs

tion. Therefore, if the PORVs were opened rela- were going to stick open as a result of the ad-
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verse conditions, it would seem most likely for Uncertainties in the seal leak calculations
that failure to occur during one of the many cy- were evaluated to establish the period over which
cles long before failure of the crust. Therefore, lower head failures could have occurred. RCS
the time at which the PORVs are opened would pressures during rite lower head failure periods
not significantly impact the probabilities listed in were estimated based on the calculated remits
Table 10 because the probability of the PORVs and the potentials for repressurization. The RCS
opening at the time of crust failure was assumed pressure at vessel breach issue w-as then quami-
to be small, fled by assuming that the probabilities were pro-

portional to the fraction of each lowe/head
Seal leaks of 2_0 and 480 gpm per RCP were failure period that corresponded to the specified

sufficient to reduce the Surry RCS pressure well pressure ranges.
below the PORV set point to pressures that al-
lowed accumulator injection. An RCS repressur-

For seal leaks of 250 gpm per RCP, lower
ization followed each injection, as the water was
vaporized during core cooling. A period of time head failures could have occurred at high, inter-
elapsed between the injections while the excess mediate, and low RCS pressures 21 c_, 75%. and
vapor was di_harged through RCP seal leaks. 4_ of the time, respectively. On that basis, prob-
RCS repressunzation could al_ occur during re- abilities of 0.21.0.75, and 0.04 were assigned to
location to the lower head, as a result of heat the high. intemaediate, and low pressure ranges.
transfer between the molten debris and coolant, respectively, as indicated in Table 10. Probabili-

Those mechanisms for repressurization provided ties of 0.13, 0.40, and 0.47 were estimated for

the potential for intermediate and high pressures high-, intermediate-, and low-pressure ranges, re-
in the seal leak scenarios, spectively, for seal leaks of 480 gl_rn per RCP.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A detailed SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 analy- cool.) Although the calculation was not
sis of the Surry NPP response to a TMLB' tran- performed, previous studies indicate that
sient without operator actions has been the RCS could be depressurized from the
performed. The analysis was designed to assess PORV set point pressure before lower
the potential for HPME through calculation of head failure through either a surge line
(a) the time and location of the initial RCS pres- or hot leg breach.
sure boundary failure, (b) the associated RCS

2. If the RCS is not depressurized by leaks,
conditions at the time of the initial pressure
boundary failure, and (c) the RCS conditions at surge line and hot leg failures can be
the time of reactor vessel lower head failure, expected before failure of the lower head

even if hot leg countercurrent naturalThese results were then used to evaluate (a) the
circulation does not occur.

probability that an ex-vessel failure will occur
before failure of the lower head and (b) the prob-
ability of being at a low RCS pressure at the time Hot leg countercurrent natural circula-

tion does provide an effective mecha-of lower head failure. Conclusions and recom-

mendations pertinent to this work are presented nism for the transfer of core decay heat
below, to the ex-vessel piping. If that heat

transfer is eliminated, heatup of the core

1. if the RCS is not depressurized by leaks, and in-vessel structures will accelerate,
with corresponding increases in steamnatural circulation of steam and steam

flo_, through the pressurizer PORVs can temperatures. Under these conditions,
be expected to #wluce creep rupture fail- however, the surge line and hot leg will
ures in the surge line and hot leg piping also be exposed to higher temperatures
before failure of the lower head. during each PORV cycle. As a result,

both surge line and hot leg creep rup-
tures should be induced before failure of

Under these conditions, the RCS pres- tile lower head. Without hot leg counter-
sure will be maintained by pressurizer current natural circulation, heating of the
PORV cycling. During each valve cycle, steam generator tubes is minimal.
energy will be transferred from the core

to the surge line and hot leg piping. Hot 3. Surge line and hot leg failures can be
leg countercurrent natural circulation expected before failure of the lower head
will be established between PORV cy- if the RCS pressure is reduced below the
cles, which will also transfer core decay pressurizer PORV setpoint by seal leaks

heat to the hot legs. As a result, both the of 250 gpm per RCP.
surge line and the hot legs would be ex-
pected to fah before failure of the lower The flow area introduced into the calcu-
head. However, the surge line will be lations to provide an initial seal leak rate
heated to a failure condition before the of 250 gpm per RCP is sufficient to drop
hot legs because it is relatively thin. the RCS pressure below the PORV set
(The steam generator tubes were as- point. Surge line heating decreases
sumed to be free of defects in all calcula- when the RCS pressure drops, since
tions performed. Given that assumption, PORV cycling stops. However, ex-
failure of the steam generator tubes vessel heating continues as a result of
would not be expected because the circu- hot leg countercurrent flow. Although

lating steam loses a significant amount the hot leg is relatively massive, results
of energy before reaching the steam gen- from the calculations indicate that it
erators, leaving the tubes relatively would be heated to a failure condition
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before the surge line because it is ex- thermal attack. With the maximum op-
posed to the highest temperature steam tion, it is assumed that the debris will
leaving the reactor vessel and because break up as a result of impact with water
surge line heating decreases without in the lower head and/or interaction with
PORV cycling. Given that the steam lower plenum structures. The code then
generator tubes are free of defects, fail- calculates a complete quench of the de-
ure of the tubes would not be expected bris, up to the limit imposed by the
because they remain relatively cool. amount of coolant available. A large

RCS pressurization can result during the
4. A lower head failure would be the first quench; however, lower head thermal at-

breach of the RCS pressure boundary if tack is delayed until the debris reheats.
the RCP seals leak 480 gpm per pump. Results from the calculations indicate

that the delay could be more than 1 hour.The flow area introduced into the calcu-
Because the expected result lies between

lations to provide an initial seal leak rate those extremes, refinements in relocation

of 480 gpm per RCP led to relatively modeling could be useful in future anal-
early core uncovery and degradation.
However, the high RCP leak rates also yses.

depressurize the RCS relatively early, al- 6. Changes in deformation associated with
lowing earlier accumulator injection ballooning of the fuel rod cladding can
that provides some delay in further core significantly change core damage pro-
degradation. The most important aspect gression and the time to lower head fail-
associated with RCP seal leak rates, ure.
however, has to do with the effects on

ex-vessel heating. "l_,e total core decay Relatively large restrictions in core flow
energy is split into the portion that is (a)

areas were predicted when the allowable
deposited in the vessel and ex-vessei

ballooning deformation was set at i5%.
structures by circulating steam and (b) As a result, water injected from the accu-
dissipated through RCP seal leaks. The

mulators did not effectively penetrateresults indicate that seal leaks of 480
into the bottom of the core. However, a

gpm per RCP dissipate a relatively large relatively large volume of accumulator
fraction of core decay energy, leaving a

water was forced through the core by-
relatively small fraction for ex-vessel pass (between the core barrel and the
heating. In fact, the results indicate that former plates) because of the core flowex-vessel failures would occur before

area restrictions. The bypass flow waslower head tailure with seal leaks of 250
sufficient to reflood the core from the top

gpm per RCP but would not be expected down before formation of a molten pool.
with leaks as high as 480 gpm per RCP.

The accumulators were essentially emp-

5. Debriscoolant heat transfer during mol- tied during the core reflood, which elimi-
ten relocation to the lower head can sig- nated the possibility of effective cooling
ni_ficantlydelay failure of the lower head. during the subsequent reheating. A rela-

tively large relocation of approximately
Minimum and maximum debris/coolant 44,370 kg of molten UO 2 occurred as a

heat transfer options are the only heat result. With an allowable deformation of
transfer options currently available in 2%, periodic accumulator injection pro-
SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3. With the vided only partial cooling of the core hot

minimum option, it is assumed that de- spots. However, the partial cooling oc-
bris relocates from the core to the lower curred over a prolonged period and was
head in a coherent stream without heat sufficient to delay relocation, which con-
transfer, resulting in a rapid lower head sisted of about 12,940 kg of molten UO 2.
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The delay in relocation resulted in a cor- below 1.38 MPa at the time of lower
responding delay in lower head failure, head failure without an ex-vessel failure

Specificaliy, lower head failure was cal- was estimated to be 0.47. In addition,

culated to be 43.2 minutes later than in the probability of seal leaks as large as

the case with allowable cladding defor- 480 gpm per RCP is very small. 8 In oth-
mation of I5%. er words, the results associated with sec-

T. There is a low probability for an HPME nario (c) would be relatively unlikely.
in the Surry NPP during a TMLB" tran- Therefore, there is a low probability for
sient without operator actions, an HPME in the Surry NPP based on the

scenarios considered.

Four separate scenarios were considered,
based on current SCDAP/RELAP/ 8. The conclusions of this assessment of the

MOD3 calculations and an assessment potential for HPME are specific to the
of the potential uncertainties in the asso- Surry NPP.
ciated results. Those scenarios included

(a) TMLB' sequences without RCP seal This assessment was based on a detailed
leaks (at full system pressure), (b)
TMLB' sequences with seal leaks of 250 SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 analysis of

the Surry NPP to determine the responsegpm per RCE (c) TMLB' sequences with
seal leaks of 480 gpm per RCP, and (d) of the plant during a TMLB' transient
TMLB' sequences with stuck-open/ without operator actions and the corre-
latched-open PORVs. sponding potential for HPME. An eval-

uation of the applicability of these

In (a), (b), and (d), natural circulation results to other plants was outside the
and flow through the PORVs led to surge scope of this program. However, some
line and/or hot leg failures before failure of the factors that would have to be con-
of the lower head without any required sidered include pressurizer PORV capac-
operator action. After accounting for un- ity; decay heat level; accumulator

certainties in the calculated results, it capacity and initial pressure; steam gen-
was concluded that RCS pressure reduc- erator size, type, and :,r_tial liquid inven-
tion below 1.38 MPa would occur tory; and hot leg, surge line, and reactor
through the ex-vessel breach before low- vessel geometries. These factors are

er head failure with a high probability, considered important because they could
Specifically, probabilities for a surge line influence the core damage progression
or hot leg failure with RCS depressuriza- and :he natural circulation of steam
tion below 1.38 MPa before lower head

failure were assigned values of 0.98, throughout the plant. Without operator
0.98, and 1.0 given the occurrence of actions, natural circulation provides the
scenarios (a), (b), and (d), respectively, required mechanism for generating ex-

vessel failures. The timing of the ex-

In (c), an ex-vessel failure was not calcu- vessel failures relative to core damage
lated before lower head failure. For that progression determines the potential for

reason, the probability of a surge line or HPME. Therefore, a plant-specific un-
hot leg failure with RCS depressuriza- derstanding of natural circulation and its
tion below 1.38 MPa before lower head relationship to core damage progression
failure was assigned a value of 0.0. would be required to extend the resultsr

However, the probability of being at or to other NPPs.
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APPENDTX A

SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 CODE DESCRIPTION

SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3is a light water reactor(LWR) transientanalysis
computercode that is currentlybeing developed.AI It can be used to
simulatea wide'varietyof system transientsof interestin LWR safety,but it
is specificallydesignedto calculatethe behaviorof the reactorcoolant
system during severe accidents. The core, reactorcoolant system, secondary
system includingfeedwaterand steam/turbinetrains,and system controlscan
be simulated. The code models have been designedto permit simulationof
_evere accidentsup to the point of reactorvessel failure.

SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3was produced by incorporatingmodels from the SCDAP,A-2
TRAP-MELT,TM and COUPLEA_ codes into the RELAP5/MOD3A6 code. SCDAP models
providecoding for simulationof the reactorcore. TRAP-MELTmodels serve as
the basis for simulationof fission producttransportand deposition. COUPLE
models provide coding to allow two-dimensional,finite-elementheat
conduction/convectioncalculationsat user-specifiedlocations. (Detailed
thermalsimulation is typicallyused to representmolten regions in the core
or lower head.) And finally,RELAPS/MOD3models allow simulationof the fluid
behavior throughoutthe system,as well as the thermalbehavior of structures
outside the core. Feedbacksbetweenthe variousparts of the code were
developedto provide an integralanalysis capability. For example, changes in
coolant flow area associatedwith ballooningof fuel cladding or relocation
are taken into considerationin the hydrodynamics.

SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3uses a one-dimensional,two-fluid,nonequilibrium,six-
equation hydrodynamicmodel with a simplifiedcapabilityto treat
multidimensionalflows. This model provides continuity,momentum, and energy
equationsfor both the liquid and vapor phaseswithin a control volume. The
energy equation containssource terms that couple the hydrodynamicmodel to
the heat structureconductionmodel by a convectiveheat transfer formulation.
The code contains specialprocessmodels for critical flow, abrupt area
changes,branching,crossflowjunctions,pumps, accumulators,valves, core
neutronics,and controlsystems. A floodingmodel can be applied at vertical
junctions. A generalizedcreep rupturemodel,which accounts for the
cumulativeeffects of pressureand temperatureinducedstresses, is also
includedfor predictionof pressure boundaryfailures. The creep rupture
model can be appliedto any RELAP5/MOD3heat structureor to any structure
representedby a finite-elementCOUPLE mesh.

SCDAP componentssimulatecore disruptionby modeling heatup,geometry
changes,and material relocation. Detailedmodelingof cylindricaland slab
heat structures is allowed. Thus, fuel rods, controlrods and blades,
instrumenttubes, and flow shroudscan be represented. All structuresof the
same type, geometry,and power in a coolant channelare grouped together;and
one set of input parametersis used for each of these groupingsor components.
Code input identifiesthe number of rods or tubes in each componentand their
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relativepositions for the purposeof radiationheat transfercalculations.
Models in SCDAP calculatefuel and claddingtemperatures,zircaloy oxidation,
hydrogengeneration,claddingballooningand rupture,fuel and cladding
liquefaction,flow and freezingof the liquifiedmaterials,and releaseof
fissionproducts. Fragmentationof fuel rods'during reflood is calculated.
Oxidationof the inside surfaceof the fuel rod is calculatedfor ballooned
and ruptured cladding. The code does not calculateoxidationof material
(zircaloy)during or followingrelocation. Interactionsbetween molten core
materialand the fluid below the core are explicitlymodeled. Debris
formationand behavior in the reactorvessel lower head and resultant thermal
attackon the vessel lower head structureby the relocatedcore material are
also treated.

The fission productbehaviorincludes aerosolagglomeration,aerosol
deposition,evaporationand condensation,and chemisorptionof vapors by
stainlesssteel. Fissionproductsare assumedto be releasedequally over the
entire length of the fuel rods. The released fissionproducts enter the
coolantas aerosols,being put in the smallestsize bin and allowed to
agglomerateor evaporateas conditionsdictate. The number of aerosolbins
used, as well as the fissionproductspecies tracked,is selected by the user.
The chemical form of the fissionproducts is fixed. All of the iodine is
assumedto be in the form of Csl, with the remainingcesium being transported
as CsOH. Fission productsdo not interactwith the surfacesof SCDAP
components(fuel rods, controlrods, control blades,and flow shrouds).

Version 7s of SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3.with updates,was used to complete all
calculationsdescribed in this report. The updatesincludederror corrections
that have been added to subsequentversions and model changes to improvethe
predictivecapabilitiesof the code. The most significantmodel changes
included(a) logic to direct heat transfer from an in-corecrust to the
coolantin the volume immediatelybelow the crust and (b) logic to improvethe
representationof debris quenchingduring molten relocationfrom the core to
the lower reactor vessel head.
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APPENDIX B

SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 HODEL DESCRIPTION

SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3_1 is an integrated computer code package designed fori

nuclear reactor accident analysis. Modules for simulation of therlnal-
hydraulics, heat transfer, severe core damage, and fission product transport
are included, as discussed in Appendix A. The code user is allowed to select
those modules necessary to simulate the problem of interest. In this
assessment of the Surry nuclear power plant (NPP) during a THLB' sequence (the
complete loss of all ac power and auxiliary feedwater without subsequent
recovery or operator action), an appropriate SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3model required
use of (a) the RELAP5module for simulation of plant thermal-hydraulics and
heat transfer affecting the plant structural mass; (b) the SCDAPmodule for
simulation of core componentsduring degradation, melt, and relocation to the
lower reactor vessel head; and (c) the COUPLEmodule for simulation of the
lower head to the time of creep rupture failure resulting from thermal attack
by relocated core materials.

A SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3model was not developedfrom scratch for use in this
assessment. Instead,modificationswere made to the inputs of an existing
SCDAP/RELAP5/MODOmodel. The existingmodel, as developedby Bayless,_2 has
been the subjectof critical internalreviewsand at least one independent
externalreview,a The existingmodel is believedto be a very good starting
point for this assessmenton that basis. All inputnlodificationsto the
existingmodel are describedseparatelyin the followingsections for RELAPS,
SCDAP, and COUPLE modules. In addition,basic informationis provided as
needed to understandthe inputmodificationsand some of the general features
of the model with respectto the current assessment. Other model detailsare
adequatelydescribedby Bayless.

Before the input modificationsare described,it should be noted that all
calculationsin this assessmentwere made using a code executionoption known
as MOD2.5 time smoothing. This option invokesa numericalmethod designedto
improvecalculationalstability,as implementedas a default feature in
SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD2.5. It is particularlyhelpfulduring shifts betweenflow
regimes,heat transfercorrelations,etc., where those shifts introduce
functionaldiscontinuities. The use of MOD2.5 time smoothingwas justifiedin
this assessmentsince (a) it producesonly minor differencesin scoping
resultsout to the onset of core heatup, (b) it reducesthe magnitude of
integratedmass errors,and (c) it allows the code to run faster with fewer
calculationalproblems.

a. G. M. Martinez et al., IndependentReview of SCDAP/RELAP5Natural
CirculationCalculations,SAND91-2089(to be published).
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B-1 RELAP5 INPUT

The RELAP5 module was used to simulate the thermal-hydraulics of the
reactor vessel, the piping in all three primary coolant loops, the
pressurizer, all three steam generators, and selected parts of the secondary
systems. Reactor vessel nodalization, as developed by Bayless,_2 is shown in
Figure B-]. As indicated, three parallel flow channels extend from the lower
plenum through;the core to the upper reactor vessel head. If the appropriate
conditions exist, this arrangement will allow development of in-vessel natural
circulation. Heat structures, which are shown as shaded areas, represent the
structural mass of the reactor vessel walls, the core barrel and baffle, the

, thermal shield, the upper and lower core support plates, and structures in the
upper and lower plena. External surfaces of all heat structures were assumed
to be adiabatic.

A junction connecting the top of the downcomer (Volume ]02) to the upper
plenum (Volume ]72) at the hot leg elevation is shown in Figure B-]. This
junction represents a small leak path associated with clearances between the
hot leg nozzles_(which are welded to the reactor vessel wall) and the internal
hot leg piping (which is welded to the core barrel). The resulting gap in the
hot leg piping, which allows flow to bypass the core, is a design requirement
for removal of core internals.

Nodalizations of the primary coolant loop containing the pressurizer, as
developed by Bayless, are shown in Figures B-2 and B-3. With the exception of
the pressurizer and associated surge line piping, similar nodalizations were
included in the model to separately represent the other two primary coolant
loops in the Surry NPP.

The nodalization shown in Figure B-2 was used in conjunction with the
reactor vessel nodalization from TMLB' initiation to core heatup. (In this
assessment, it was assumed that the onset of core heatup coincided with a core
exit vapor superheat of 2.78 K.) During this portion of the transient, full
loop natural circulation of subcooled and _aturated liquid can develop. As
the core heats the primary coolant toward saturation, however, voids begin to
form and collect at the top of the steam generator U-tubes. Once that occurs,
full loop natural circulation of liquid is interrupted.

At the onset of core heatup_ Figure B-2 nodalization was replaced by
Figure B-3 nodalization in all calculations except those associated with Case
2. This substitution provided the flow paths needed to represent hot leg
countercurrent natural circulation. (Figure B-3 nodalization was never used
in Case 2, which was performed to evaluate conditions with minimum ex-vessel
heat transfer.) Hot leg countercurrent natural circulation became possible
after saturated liquid in the hot legs drained to the vessel and/or flashed.
At that time, temperature gradients from the core to the steam generator U-
tubes can drive steam flow along the top half of the hot leg (represented by
components 400, 402, and 404), through a portion of the steam generator U-
tubes (represented by component 408), and back to the vessel through a cooler
portion of the steam generator U-tubes and the lower half of the hot leg
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(representedby components409 and 430). (Note that if reactorcoolant pump
(RCP) loop seals clear, both Figure B-2 and B-3 nodalizationswill also allow
full loop naturalcirculationof superheatedsteam.) Flow areas and loss
coefficientsin the split hot leyz, split U-tubes,and associatedcomponents
were establishedto match experir_entalcountercurrentflow data as _×plained
by Bayless.

As indicatedin FiguresB-2 and B-3, both fluid volumesand heat
i structureswere includedto representthe primarycoolant loop piping,the

pressurizerand associatedsurge line, and the steam generatorwith associated
relief valves. Withoutac power, the accumulatoris the only emergencycore
coolingsystem that required simulation. The steam generatormain feedwater
system and associatedpiping were only neededto establishsteady-state
conditionsprior to transientinitiation. Auxiliaryfeedwatersystemswere
not modeled, since they are not oDerationalin a TMLB' sequence. The external
surfacesof all heat structureswere assumedto be adiabatic.

A singlevalve was used to representboth power-operatedrelief valves
_PORVs)connectedto the pressurizer. The valve was appropriatelysized to
representthe flow capacityof both PORVs in the Surry NPP. Similarly,a
single valve was used to representall three safety relief valves. It was
assumedthat there was sufficientp%ant air and battery power to allow

i operationof the valves throughoutall transients. Other (potential)valve
failuremodes were not considered.

Trip valveswere added to the existingmodel to representpotential
leakagefrom RCP seals. As indicatedin FiguresB-2 and B-3, the leak was
modeled at the dischargeelevationof each RCP. (SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3allows
only one connectionto a pump outlet. However,the inlet of the connected
pipe is hydraulicallyequivalentto the ','.CPoutlet in SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3.)The
relationshipbetweentransienttime and valve flow areas used to model seal
leakagein this assessmentis describedin the body of this report.

RCP seal leaks (anddischargesfrom the pressurizer)were directed into a
single volume representingthe Surry NPP containment,as indicatedin Figures
B-2 and B-3. However,there was no attemptto model containmentin detail
based on the assumptionthat flows from the reactorcoolant system (RCS) to
containmentshouldbe choked. Containmentpressureresponsewas then
monitoredduring all calculationsto check the validityof that assumption.
In Cases 4, 5, and 6, it was found that RCP seal leak flows did come unchoked
late in the transients. For those cases, a more accurate representationof
containmentpressurewas obtained by restartingthe affectedcalculationswith
heat structuresrepresentingthe contaihment:massesof concreteand carbon
steel. The resultingheat sinks reducedcontainmentpressureby condensing
RCS flows. Furtherrefinementof the containment'modelwas unnecessary,since
the pressure reductionwas more than enough to producechokingof all flows
from the RCS.

An interphasefrictioncorrelationfor _i_w past rodded geometrieswas
added to SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3.Based on recomm_/_tions from the code
developmentstaff, input was added to the model to use that correlationin the
core and steam'generatorsecondaryvolumes. .'._an associatedinput addition,
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the minimumtube-to-tubespacingwas used in place of the heated equivalent
diameter for the secondaryside of U-tube heat structures. (A corresponding
rod-to-rodspacing input for the core could not be made, since SCDAP
components,not REI.AP5heat structures,were used to representthe fuel.)

Severalother RELAP5 inputswere added and/or altered in the transition
from SCDAP/RELAP5/MODOto SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3(the additionof junction
hydraulicdiameter input,the alterationof the heated equivalentdiameter
input for heat structures,and so on). To the extent possible,all necessary
input additions/alterationswere implemeptedto retain comparabilitywith the
Baylessmodel.

B-2 SCDAP INPUT

The three core flow channelsshown in Figure B-I were selected so that
similarlypowered fuel assemblieswould be grouped together. A cross-section
of the resultingthree channelmodel is shown in Figure B-4. The number of
fuel assembliesin each channeland their relativepower is indicated.

A typical 15x15 fuel assemblyused in the Surry NPP consistsof fuel
rods, control rods, and instrumenttubes, as shown in Figure B-5. Therefore,
separateSCDAP componentsrepresentingfuel rods, controlrods, and empty
controlrod guide tubes and instrumenttubes were used by Baylessto model
each channel.B2 As a result,a total of nine SCDAP componentswas required.

Scopingcalculationswere performedto determineif SCDAP components
representingthe controlrods could be combinedwith SCDAP components
representingthe empty controlrod guide tubes and instrumenttubes (by ,
channel). In those calculations,a one-channelmodel was developed using the
three-componentapproach. In a second one-channelmodel, control rods, empty
controlrod guide tubes, and instrumenttube.swere combined into a single
SCDAP control rod component. In that case, the total number of rods plus
tubes was not altered. However,a control rod of'reducedsize had to be used
to conservethe masses of controlrod materials and the cladding.
Calculationsusing both models were allowedto proceed throughcore
degradation,melt, and relocation. Results from the two models were found to
be virtuallyidentical.

Based on the resultsof the scopingcalculations,control rods were
combinedwith empty controlrod guide tubes and instrumenttubes in each flow
channelof the SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3model. Comparedto the Baylessmodel, this
simplificationreduced the numberof SCDAP componentsfrom nine to six.

SCDAP fuel rod componentswere linked to.a table to provide an
appropriatedecay power curve for the Surry NPP followingthe loss of ac power
(and associatedreactor scram). The decay power curve was based on an ORIGEN2
calculationfrom scram to 20,000 s (333.3min) as used in the sensitivity
calculationsdescribed by Bayless. As indicatedin Table B-], however, the
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on Table B-1 Decay power curve, oo

:o Center Channel Middle Channel Outer Chanoel
(MW) (MW) (MW)

Time Fission Fission Fission
(s) Prompt Product Actinide Prompt Product Actinide Prompt Product ActInide

0.0 426.75 25.804 1.4094 1470.1 89.974 4.3161 398.42 25.198 1.0112
0.7 426.75 25.804 1.4094 1470.1 89.974 4.3161 398.42 25.198 1.0112
1.0 382.11 25.804 1.4094 !316.3 89.974 4.3161 356.74 25.198 1.0112
1.5 323.73 24.634 1.4092 1115.3 85.803 4.3152 302.23 23.991 1.0112
2.0 275.83 23.872 1.4092 950.24 83.13] 4.3]52 257.52 23.2]7 1.0112
3.0 61.178 22.820 1.4087 410.75 79.444 4.3132 57.117 22.164 1.0109
6.0 8.87]3 20.987 1.4077 30.561 73.022 4.3]04 8.2822 20.332 1.0102

P_

]l.O 5.5405 19.328 1.4060 19.087 67.2]3 4.3056 5.1726 18.679 1.0087
16.0 4.1075 ]8.267 1.40_3 14.150 63.52l 4.2998 3.8347 17.641 1.0077
21.0 3.2849 17.491 1.4025 11.316 60.810 4.294l 3.0669 16.883 1.0062
31.0 2.3029 16.378 1.3987 7.9338 56.949 4.2826 2.1501 15.797 1.0037
51.0 1.2969 14.956 1.3919 4.4680 52.016 4.2615 1.2108 14.428 0.9987

lOl.O 0.3965 13.031 1.3750 1.3660 45.365 4.2088 0.3702 12.585 0.9861
201.0 0.0679 11.270 1.3421 0.2338 39.252 4.]072 0.0634 ]0.888 0.9620

501.0 0.0013 9.3085 1.2525 0.0046 32.400 3.8312 0.0012 8.9838 0.8962
1001.0 0.0 7.9034 1.1297 b.O 27.531 3.4518 0.0 7.6400 0.8057
2501.0 0.0 6.015; 0.8979 0.0 20.986 2.7359 0.0 5.8287 0.6357
5001.0 0.0 4.74bb 0.7429 0.0 _6.521 2.2586 0.0 4.5747 0.5225
10001.0 0.0 3.7534,- 0.6738 0.0 12.966 2.0479 0.0 3.5601 0.4729
20001.0 0.0 3.2092 0.6448 0.0 11.087 ].9616 0.0 3.0214 0.4535
36000.0 0.0 2.7]97 0.5548 0.0 9.4023 1.6836 0.0 2.5731 0.3877
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decay power curve was extendedto 36,000 seconds (600.0minutes) to
accommodatethe anticipatedduration of calculationsin this assessment. The
accuracyof the extension,which was made with a least-squaresfit of the last
seven data points in the originaltable, shouldnot adversely impact results.
In addition,the Baylessdata was scaled by a factorof 0.998 to obtain a
match between MODO and MOD3 steady-statepower levels.

t

SCDAP input is requiredto define certainparametersthat control severe
core damage progression. In general,best-estimateparameterswere selected
where there were data or some basic understandingof the associatedprocess.
For parameterswith higherdegreesof uncertainty,values were selectedto
min_,,iizethe time to lower head failure. This approachprovides the basis for
a conservativeevaluationof the potentialfor high pressure _elt ejection and
the associatedproblemof direct containmentheating,since the time available
for generationof an ex-vesselfailure by naturalconvectionheating is
minimizedand since the system pressure at the time of failure shouldbe
maximized (at least for RCP seal leak cases). The resultingparameterset,
including_ full discussionof the logic used to establisheach value, is
describedin the body of this report.

Several other SCDAP inputswere added and/or alteredin the transition
from SCDAP/RELAP5/MODOto SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3(theaddition of fuel rod gap
conductance,the alterationin the number of radialnodes requiredto define a
controlrod component,and so _n). To the extent possible,all necessary
input additions/alterationswere implementedto retain comparabilitywith the
Baylessmodt_l.

B-3 COUPLE INPUT

SCDAP/RELAP5/MODOcalculationsby Baylesswere terminatedwhen fuel
B2

relocationbegan. For that reason,detailedmodeling of the lower reactor
vessel head was not performed. In this assessment,however,determiningthe
time of lower head failurewas a primaryobjectivethat required COUPLE input.

The COUPLE mesh used to representthe lower reactorvessel head is shown
in Figure B-6. The axisymetricmesh includesa total of 320 nodes with 285
elements. Two elementswere used to representthe thicknessof the carbon
steel portion of the lower head, with an adjoiningsingle element representing
the stainlesssteel liner. (Becausethe liner is relativelythin, the
elements representingit appear to be a heavy line in the figure.)

A layer of zero-widthgap elements coincidedwith the inner surfaceof
the liner. The gap elementsprovided a way to model contactresistance
betweenthe debris and liner. In this assessment,a large conductancewas
used to simulateperfectdebris/linercontact. (This approach is consistent
with the effort to minimizethe time to lower head failure.) The remaining
elements are initiallyfilledwith primary coolant. During molten relocation,
the coolant can beil off and/or be displacedby debris.
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Convectionand radiationheat transferwere modeled at all interfaces
between the coolant and debris. In addition,convectionand radiationheat
transferwere modeled along the vesselwall at all nodes that are not
submergedby debris (those nodes exposedto primarycoolant/steam). The
external surfaceof the lower headwas assumedto be adiabatic.
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APPENDIX C

STEADY-STATE CALCULATIONS

Steady-stateinitializationof the completeSCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3model was
requiredbefore making transientcalculations. The initializationinvolved
bringingthe model to stableconditionsrepresentingfull power operationof
the Surry nuclear power plant. Initializationwas consideredacceptablewhen
conditionsmatched the steady state calculatedby Bayless.c_ A comparison
with Bayless results is providedin Table C-].

Table C-I. Comparisonof steady-stateresultswith sensitivitystudy values
C-1

computedby Bayless.

SCDAP/RELAP5_MODO SCDAP/RELAPB/MOD3
Parameter result_- result

Core thermal power, MW 2443 2443

Pressurizerpressure,MPa 15.5 15.5

Pressurizerliquid level,m 6.62 6.62

Hot leg temperature,K 59].7 59].8

Cold leg temperature,K 557.0 557.0

Coolantflow per loop, kg/s 4230 4229

S'.:amgeneratorpressure,MPa 5.7] 5.72

Liquidmass per steam generator,kg 44000 43997

Feedwaterflow per steam generator,kg/s 444.6 442.9

Xenon mass, kg 258.3 258.0

Kryptonmass, kg 29.10 29.06

Cesiummass, kg ]86.7 149.4

Iodinemass, kg 10.42 10.41

Telluriummass, kg 23.98 23.97
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As indicated in the table, the only significant deviation is in cesium
inventory. However, a separate ORIGEN2calculation predicted an inventory of
125.5 kg of cesium, c1 Therefore, the value calculated with SCDAP/RELAP5/HOD3
appears to be a better estimate, since it is closer to the ORIGEN2 i
calculation, which is presumedto be more accurate.
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APPENDIX D

CALCULATION STATISTICS

All calculations in this assessment were performed on a DEC (Digital
Equipment Corporation) 5000/200 workstation running Version 4.2, Revision 96,
of the ULTRIX operating system. The SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3source was compiled and
executed using ULTRIX Version 3.X of the NIPS FORTRAN77compiler. Other
statistics for each calculation are summarized in Table D-].

Table D-1. Calculation statistics."

Numberof Number of Number of
RELAP5 RELAP5heat Number of COUPLE Problem CPU

volumes/ structures/ SCDAP nodes/ time time
Case junctions mesh points components elements (s) (s)

Steady- 255/307 263/]208 6 320/285 200 5820
state

Base 25]/304 260/]199 6 320/285 29000 239600

2 255/307 263/1208 6 320/285 17000 135000

3 25]/304 260/]199 6 320/285 25800 394400

4 251/304 263/1206b 6 320/285 27800 563900

5 25]/304 263/1206b 6 320/285 29800 594500

6 251/304 263/]206b 6 320/285 23800 408900

a. RELAP5 inputsrepresentingthe piping and heat structuresneeded for
simulationof hot leg countercurrentnaturalcirculationwere included in all
calculations. Trip valveswere used to isolatethat piping and preventhot
leg countercurrentnaturalcirculationduring Steady-stateand Case 2
calculations. However,a11RELAP5 volumes and heat structuresare reflected
in the data given above, since even isolatedcomponentsimpactCPU
requirements.

b. This number includescontainmentheat structuresadded late in the
calculation,as discussedin Appendix B.
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APPENDIX E

SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3MODELBENCHMARK

The Base Case calculation in this analysis used initial and boundary
conditions from a previous study. E_ However, the Base Case differed from the
previous study in the code version used and in the desired endpoint of the
calculation (lower head failure versus initial fuel rod relocation). The Base
Case had to be performed because of those differences and because it served as
a starting point for the other calculations'in this analysis. Base Case
results were used to benchmark the code and model before completing those
calculations.

Base Case results are listed in Table E-I, along with those taken from
the previous study. As indicated, event timing was consistently early in the
Base Case. The main reason for this difference appears to be in the transfer
of fuel stored energy. In the previous study, the code allowed contact
between the fvel and cladding. Removal of fuel stored energy before core
uncovery was _elatively effective because of the associated thermal
conductivity. In the Base Case, a new model was used to represent a gas gap
conductivity based on best-estimate values for LWRfuel. As a result, more
energy was left in the fuel following uncovery, which could have led to a
faster progression of events. The results compare well given that difference
and the fact that numerouschanges have been made to the code since the
previous study.

Table E-1. Comparison of results from the Base Case and a previous study.

Time (s)

Event Base case Previous study _1

TMLB' initiation 0 0

Steam generatordryout (loopsC/A & B) 4620/4700 5120/5420

Initialcycle of pressurizerPORV 4680 4970

Hot legs saturate 6900 7250

Full loop naturalcirculationends 7330 7790

Onset of fuel rod oxidation 10840 11120

Creep rupturefailureof surge line 14250 14780

Initialfuel/claddingrelocation 14500 14880
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APPENDTX F

SELECTED CORE DAMAGE RESULTS

Selectedcore damage resultsfor the six differentSCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3
calculationsperformedin this assessmentare given in the followingtables.
Each table has two columns. Each column containsa list of plant conditions
and a list of debris characteristics. Plant conditionsare given at the time
of the first relocationof molten fuel into the lower head and at the time of
lower head failure. Debrischaracteristicsin the first column representthe
materialsthat were actuallyrelocatedat the indicatedtime, while debris
characteristicsin the secondcolumn representall materials in the lower head
at the time of lower head failure.
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Table F-I. Selected core damage results for the Base Case.

Plant conditions/ At relocation At lower head failure
debris characteristics (480.8min) (482.0min)

RCS pressure (MPa) 16.0 ]6.0

Lower plenum RCS temperature(K) 930 842

Total H2 generated (kg) 319 3]9

Fractionof total Zr oxidized 0.449 0.449

Containmentpress (MPa)a 0.]93 0.]94

Containmenttemp (K)a 416 414

Ag mass (kg) 0 0

Stainlesssteel mass (kg) 0 0

U02 mass (kg) 57060 57060

Zr mass (kg) 0 0

ZrO2 mass (kg) 9930 9930

Maximum temperature(K)b 3450 2860

Estimatedmolten fractionc ].0 < 0.01

a. This value is based on containmentconditionsat relocationand lower head
failure,as calculated in Case 4.

b. This value representsthe temperatureof the melt at the time of core
relocationand the maximum debristemperaturein the lower head at the time of
failure.

c. This value representsthe fractionof the listeddebris that was molten'at
the specifiedtimes. The fractionis always 1.0 at the time of relocation
since all relocatingdebris must be molten. At lower head failure, the value
was estimatedby the fractionof the listed lower head debris that was above
2850 K at the time of failure. The eutectic melt temperatureof 2850 K was
selected,since it is applicableto a very wide range of ZrOJU02 mixtures.
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Table F-2. Selectedcore damage resultsfor Case 2.

Plant conditions/ At relocation At lower head failure
debris characteristics (257.8min) (260.]min)°

RCS pressure (MPa) 16.0 ]6.0

Lower plenum RCS temperature(K) 678 666

Total H2 generated(kg) 220 228

Fraction of total Zr oxidized 0.310 0.321

Containmentpress (MPa)b 0.193 0.]94

Containmenttemp (K)b 4]6 414

Ag mass (kg) 0 0

Stainless steelmass (kg) 0 0

UO2 mass (kg) 5800 5800

Zr mass (kg) 0 0

ZrO2 mass (kg) 1050 1050

Maximum temperature(K)c 3190 2690

Estimatedmolten fractiond 1.0 0.0

a. A secondmolten core relocationof 170 kg of Ag, 9090 kg of UO2, and 2900

kg Zr at 3190 K occurred at 266.5 min, 6.4 min after lower head failure.

b. This value is based on containmentconditionsat relocationand lower head
failure, as calculatedin Case 4.

c. This value representsthe temperatureof the melt at the time of core
relocationand the maximum debris temperaturein the lower head at the time of
failure.

d. This value representsthe fractionof the listed debris that was molten at
the specifiedtimes. The fractionis always 1.0 at the time of relocation,
since all relocatingdebris must be molten. At lower head failure,the value
was estimatedby the fraction of the listed lower head debris that was above
2850 K at the time of failure. The eutecticmelt temperatureof 2850 K was
selected,singe it is applicableto a very wide range of ZrO2/U02mixtures.
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Table F-3. Selected core damage results for Case 3.

Plant conditions/ At relocation At lower head failure
debris characteristics (403.3min) (405.7min)°

RCS pressure (MPa) 2.08 8.56

Lower plenum RCS temperature(K) 489 573

Total H2 generated(kg) 415 415

Fraction of total Zr oxidized 0.585 0.585

Containmentpress (MPa)b 0.164 0.164

Containmenttemp (K)b 396 396

Ag mass (kg) 0 ]840

Stainless steel mass (kg) 0 20

UO2 mass (kg) 10520 10520

Zr mass (kg) 0 50

ZrO2 mass (kg) 1850 1850

Maximum temperature(K)c 3630 3050

Estimatedmolten fraction_ 1.0 0.22

a. This includescontrolrod materialsthat began relocatingat 233.0 min.

b. This value is based on containmentconditionsat relocationand lower head
failure as calculatedin Case 5.

c. This value representsthe temperatureof the melt at the time of core
relocationand the maximumdebris temperaturein the lower head at the time of
faiIure.

d. This value representsthe fractionof the listed debris that was molten at
the specifiedtimes. The fraction is always 1.0 at the time of relocation,
since all relocatingdebris must be molten. At lower head failure,the value
was estimated by the fraction of the listed lower head debris that was above
2850 K at the time of failure. The eutecticmelt temperatureof 2850 K was
selected,since it is applicableto a very wide range of ZrO2/UO2 mixtures.
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Table F-4. Selected core damageresults for Case 4.

Plant conditions/ At relocation At lower head failure
debris characteristics (426.0 min) (433.0 min) °

RCSpressure (HPa) ].41 1.36

Lower plenum RCStemperature (K) 468 466

Total H2 generated (kg) ]88 1C9

Fraction of total Zr oxidized 0.265 0.266

Containment press (HPa) 0.]93 0.]94

Containment temp (K) 4]6 414

Ag mass (kg) 0 0

Stainless steel mass (kg) 0 0

U02mass (kg) ]2940 ]2940

Zr mass (kg) 0 0

Zr02 mass (kg) 2]80 2]80

Maximumtemperature (K)b 3380 30]0

Estimated molten fraction = ].0 0.]5

t

a. A second molten core relocation of 9780 kg of U02 and ]460 kg of Zr02 at
3640 K occurred at 460.7 min, 27.7 min after lower head failure.

b. This value represents the temperature of the melt at the time of core
relocation and the maximumdebris temperature in the lower head at the time of
failure.

c. This value represents the fraction of the listed debris that was molten at
the specified times. The fraction is always 1.0 at the time of relocation,
since all relocating debris must be molten. At lower head failure, the value
was estimated b3 the fraction of the listed lower head debris that was above
2850 K at the bime of failure. The eutectic melt temperature of 2850 K was
selected, since it is applicable to a very wide range of ZrO2/UO2 mixtures.
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Table F-5. Selected core damageresults for Case 5.

Plant conditions/ At relocation At lower head failure
debris characteristics (403.3 min) (479.6 min) °

RCS pressure (MPa) 2.08 6.48

Lower plenum RCS temperature(K) 489 543

Total H2 generated (kg) 415 419

Fractionof total Zr oxidized 0.585 0.590

Containmentpress (MPa) 0.164 0.164

Containmenttemp (K) 396 396

Ag mass (kg) 0 2010

Stainlesssteel mass (kg) 0 60

U02 mass (kg)_ ]0520 54940

Zr mass (kg) 0 130

Zr02 mass (kg) ]850 10120

Maximumtemperature (K)b 3630 2880

Estimated molten fraction ¢ 1.0 < 0.01

a. This includesdebris from controlrod relocationstartingat 233.0 min and
a secondmolten core relocationat 3110 K at 477.7 min.

b. This value representsthe temperatureof the melt at the time of core
relocationand the maximumdebris temperaturein the lower head at the time of
failure.

c. This value representsthe fractionof the listed debris that was molten at
the specifiedtimes. The fractionis always !.0 at the time of relocation,
since all relocatingdebris must be molten. At lower head failure,the value
was estimatedby the fractionof the listed lower head debris that was above
2850 K at the time of failure. The eutecticmelt temperatureof 2850 K was
selected,since it is applicableto a very wide range of ZrOJU02 mixtures.
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Table F-6. Selected core damageresults for Case 6.
z

Plant conditions/ At relocation At lower head failure
debris characteristics (480.8min) (482.0min)

RCS pressure (MPa) 1.26 1.37

Lower plenum RCS temperature(K) 456 461

Total H2 genenated(kg) 197 198
!

Fractionof total Zr oxidized 0.277 0.279

Containmentpress (MPa) 0.246 0.247

Containmenttemp (K) 399 399

AU m_ss (kg) 0 1680

Stainlesssteel mass (kg) 0 8

UO_ mass (kg) 44370 44370

Zr mass (kg) 0 80

ZrO2 mass (kg) j 7980 /980

Maximum temperature(K)b 3120 2980

Estimatedmolten fractionc 1.0 0.06

a. This includescontrol rod materialsthat began relocatingat 357.3 min.

b. This value representsthe temperatureof the melt at the time of core
relocationand the maximumdebris temperaturein the lower head at the time of
failure.

c. This value representsthe fractionof the listed debris that was molten at
the specifiedtimes. The fraction is always 1.0 at the time of relocation,
since all relocatingdebris must be molten. At lower head failure,the value
was e_timatedby the fraction of the listedlower head debris that was above
2850 K at the time of failure. The eutecticmelt temperatureof 2850 K was
selected,since it is applicableto a very wide range of ZrO2/UO2 mixtures.
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APPENDTX G

PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT ISSUES

An independentanalysisis planned to determinethe risk impact
associatedwith intentionaldepressurizationof the reactor coolantsystem
(RCS) in the Surry nuclearpower plant (NPP). The analysisis needed to
supportan Accident ManagementProgram sponsoredby the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission(NRC). Probabilisticrisk assessment(PRA)techniqueswill be used
to determinethe impactby comparingthe risks of intentionalRCS
depressurization,where plant operatorslatch pressurizer'power-operated
relief valves (PORVs)open, with the risks that could be expected if plant
operatorstake no action.

RCS depressurizationissuesthat requiredevaluationin order to complete
the risk analysiswere identifiedthrough examinationof the accident
progressionevent tree (APET)developed for use in NUREG-1150.GI
Specifically,the APET was reviewedto compile a list of those RCS
depressurizationissuesthat have the largestinfluenceon the risk results.
The list includedtwo issuesthat could be affectedby the current
SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3G2 analysis(and other relatedanalysescompletedafter
NUREG-]]50):(a) surge line/hotleg failure and (b) RCS pre,sure at reactor
vessel breach.

Probabilitiesassociatedwith both RCS depressurizationissueswere
originallyquantifiedby a NUREG-]]50in-vesselexpert panel for Surry TMLB'
(stationblackout)sequenceswith and without reactorcoolant pump (RCP) seal
leaks. It was assumedthat quantificationfor the two scenarioswould produce
a reasonableestimateof the issue probabilitiesfor all other conditi,ons.
(It should be.noted that anotherscenario,consistingof a TMLB' sequencewith
RCP seal leaks and operationalauxiliaryfeedwatersystems,was postulated.
However, that scenariowas eliminatedfrom considerationin NUREG-]]50based
on the assumptionthat the availabilityof feedwaterwould minimize the
probabilityfor RCS depressurizationthrough a surge line or hot leg failure.)

The _valuationcontainedin Appendix G representsan effort to update
probah!Jitiesassociatedwith both identifiedRCS depressurizationissues

based on current analyses. _ike NUREG-]]50,probabilitiesfor both issues
were (re)quantifiedfor TMLB sequenceswith and withoutRCP seal leaks. The
potentialfor RCS depressurizationduring a TMLB' sequencewith a stuck-open
or latched-openPORVwas recognized. Therefore,as a step beyond NUREG-]]50,
probabilitiesfor both identifieddepressurizationissueswere also quantified
for that scenario. The resultswill be providedfor use in the independent
risk analysis. A better estimateof the risk associatedwith intentional
depressurizationis anticipatedthrough use of the updated results.

Evaluationof the surge line/hotleg failureissue is given in Section
G-I, and the issue of RCS pressureat vessel,breach is evaluatedin SectionG-
2. Probabilitiesare quantifiedfor (a) TMLB' sequenceswithout RCP seal
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leaks, (b) TMLB' sequenceswith RCP seal leaks, and (c) TMLB' sequenceswith
stuck-open/latched-openPORVS in both sections. It shouldbe clear that all
of the resultingprobabilitiesare conditionalon the occurrenceof the
specificTMLB' scenarioin the Surry NPP.

Before the probabilityevaluationsare presented,it should be emphasized
that the analysisdescribedin this reportwas developedto representthe
Surry NPP. Furthermore,relatedanalysescompletedafter NUREG-1150and cited
here were also Surry-specific. Results from those analysesform the basis for
the evaluation. Therefore,any applicationof informationfrom this report,
includingthat containedin Appendix G, should appropriatelyaccount for that
limitation.

Although'theevaluationpresentedhere is based on results from current
analyses,it is also importantto note that numerousassumptionsand the
applicationof engineeringjudgmentwere requiredto quantifythe
probabilities. That approach is unavoidablebecauseof limitationsin the
current state of knowledge(stemmingfrom a sparsityof experimentaldata) as
well as limitationsassociatedwith implementingthat knowledgein computer
codes. However, every effortwas made to providea completedescriptionof
the approachused to allow refinementof the probabilitiesas the state of
knowledgedevelops.

G-1 SURGE LINE/HOT LEG FAI:LURE ISSUE

The surge line/hotleg failure issue relatesthe potentialfailureof ex-
vesselpiping and the RCS pressureresponseto failureof the reactor vessel
lower head. Consistentwith NUREG-1150,the issue can be stated as follows:

What is the probability,thatthe surge line or hot leg will fail and
depressurizethe RCS to a low pressure beforelower head failure?

As was done in NUREG-]I50,a low pressurewas taken to be 1.38 MPa in
this evaluation. If the probabilityof the statedsurge line/hot leg failure
issue is high, the potentialfor high pressuremelt ejection (HPME) and the
associatedpotentialfor direct containmentheating(DCH) is low. Conversely,
if the probabilityof the stated issue is low, the RCS pressure at the time of
lower head failurecould result in a HPME. Under those conditions,the
potentialimpact of DCH in the Surry NPP may requirea detailedcontainment
analysis.

To facilitatequantification,the stated surge line/hot leg failure issue
was decomposed into four separateprobabilities. Those probabilities,which
are also conditionalon the occurrenceof the specificTMLB' scenario in the
Surry NPP, are

PI: The probabilityof surge line failureas a functionof time

P2: The orobabilityof hot leg failureas a functionof time
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P3: The probabilitythat RCS pressure is low as a functionof time
followingsurge line/hotleg failure

P4: The probabilityof lower head failureas a functionof time

SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3was used to calculatecreep rupturefailuresof the
surge line, hot leg, and lower head for a varietyof conditions,as described
in this report and in relatedreports (whichwill be cited). The RCS'pressure
at the time Qf lower head failurewas also calculated. Those code results,
along with engineeringjudgment to assess potentialuncertainties,were used
to quantifyprobabilitiesPI throughP4.

The probabilityof the stated surge |ine/hotleg failure issue was then
determinedthrougha recombinationof probabilitiesP] throughP4.
Recombinationrequiredthat quantificationbe performedwith respectto a
common referencetime. In this evaluation,the common referencewas taken to
be the time of lower head failureas calculatedby SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3.

Recombinationbegan with a simplecomparisonof the probabilityof surge
line failureas a functionof time (PI)to the probabilityof hot leg failure
as a functionof time (P2). Since RCS depressurizationcould occur following
either ex-vesselfailure,it was assumedthat the potentialfor
depressurizationwould be effectivelycontrolledby the Failurethat had the
highestprobabilityof occurringfirst. The probabilityassociatedwith the
controllingex-vesselfailure (eitherP] or P2) was then used to establishthe
probabilityfor a low RCS pressureas a functionof time (P3). The
probabilityP3 was establishedthroughthe use of availablecalculationsand
engineeringjudgment to determinehow depressurizationcould proceed as a
result of the controllingex-vesselfailure,

The final step in recombinationinvolvedcomparisonof the probability
for a low RCS pressureas a functionof time (P3)with the probabilityof
lower head failureas a functionof time (P4). If probabilitiesP3 and P4 did
not overlap,the resultingprobabilityof the stated surge line/hot leg
failure issuewas determinedby inspection. In other words, if the
probabilityfor a low RCS pressurefollowingsurge line/hot leg failure (P3)
reaches ].0 before there is a probabilityfor lower head failure(P4), the
probabilityof the stated surge line/herleg failure issue is clearly 1.0.
Conversely,the probabilityof the stated surge line/hotleg failure issue is
0.0 if the probabilityfor lower head failurereaches 1.0 before there is a
probabilityfor RCS depressurizationfollowingthe controllingex-vessel
failure. If probabilitiesP3 and P4 overlap,a statisticalconvolutionof the
probabilitieswas computedwith

where

P = the probabilityof the stated surge line/hotleg failure issue
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PLP.I = the probabilitydensityfunction (PDF); i.e., the derivativeof
the probabilitywith respectto time, representingthe
probabilityof depressurizingthe RCS followinga surge
line/hot leg failureintegratedwith respectto time tl

PLHo2 = the PDF representingthe probabilityof lower head failure
integratedwith respectto time t2.

The integralof PLH.2over the range of tl to oorepresentsthe probability
that vessel failureoccurs after surge line/hotleg failureat the particular
time t1. The probabilityof the stated surge line/hotleg failureissue is
then given by the integral (from <_tooo) of the productof PLP.I and the PLH,2

integral.

It is recognizedthat Equation (G-l) is strictlyvalid only if
probabilitiesP3 and P4 are statisticallyindependent. Independencerequires
that an increase/decreasein the probabilityof one event does not
increase/decreasethe probabilityof the other. The potentialfor dependency
betweenthe subjectprobabilities(P3 and P4) is also recognized. However, P?
and P4 may not be stronglydependent,as discussedbelow.

There are numerous uncertaintiesin the resultsof currentanalysesthat
would tend to increaseand decreaseboth probabilities. Oxidationof zircaloy
during core degradationis a good example. If oxidationis underpredictedin
currentanalyses,the calculationtemperatureof the steam circulatingthrough
the core and eventuallyheatingthe ex-vesselpiping could be lower than
expected. As a result,the probabilityof an ex-vesselfailurecould be
reduced (or at least delayed). At the same time, underpredictionof oxidation
could also result in slower core heatupand melting,which could reduce (or
delay) the probabilityfor relocationand lower head failure. There are also
uncertaintiesiinthe current analysesthat would tend to increasethe
probabilityof one event while decreasingthe probabilityof the other. In-
core heat transfer is a good example. If in-coreheat transferis
overpredictedin current analyses,the temperatureof the steam that heats the
ex-vesselpiping could be higher than expected,which could increasethe
probabilityof (or at least accelerate)ex-vesselfailure. At the same time,
overpredictionof in-coreheat transfercould also result in lower core
temperatures,which could reduce the probabilityof (or at least delay)
relocationand lower head failure. Since some uncertaintiescould drive both
probabilitiesin the same direction,while other uncertaintiescould drive
them in oppositedirections,it is possiblethat there is not a strong
statisticaldeRendencebetweenprobabilitiesP3 and P4.

!

The decisionto use Equation(G-]) is justifiedsince (a) there are
insufficientdata to definitivelyestablishthe relationshipbetween the
subjectprobabilities(P3 and P4), (b) a strong statisticaldependence is not
supportedwhen uncertaintiesin currentanalysesare considered,and (c) _ny
compromiseincurredthrough the use of the equation is assumedto be
insignificantcomparedto other limitationsin representingcore melt
progressionwith the currentgenerationof computercodes.
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It is possibleto derive Equation (G-I) intuitivelyor througha more
rigoroustransformation-of-variablesapproach. Both derivationsfollow.

!

Derivation I" Let TLpbe a random variablemodelingthe time of RCS
depressurizationfollowingsurge line/hotleg failureand TLH be a random
variablemodeling the time of lower head failure. What must be calculatedis
the probabilitythat TLH is greater than TLp, which will be denoted as
P(TLH > TLp). (It is assumedthat TLp and TLH are statisticallyindependent.)
Let TLH have probabilitydensity functionPLH,2(t2), and TLp have probability
density function PLp,1(t_).At any given value of TLp,say TLp= tI, one can
write

oo

P(TLH> TLpITLp = tl) = IPLH.2(tz)Prp._(t_)dt2
0 1 (G-2)

Integratingover all values of t_ is necessaryto find the probabilitythat
TLH > TLp. The resultingequation,which is equivalentto Equation (G-]), is
given by

oo oD

P(TLH> TLp)= [[PLH.2(t2)PLp1(tl)dt2dtl (G-3)

Derivation 2" Let Z = TLH - TLp where P(Z > 0) is needed. Define the
transformationT as

T" Z = TLH --TLp

W = TLH (G-4)

This is a one-to-onetransformationwith inverseTI given by

T-_-TLH = W c

Tip = W - Z (G-5)

The absolutevalue of the determinantof the Jacobian of T_ is 1. If TLH and
TLp are statisticallyindependent,,the joint densityfunction is

h(z,w) = PLH.2(w)PLp.I(W - Z) . (G-6)

Integratingover W gives the marginaldensityof Z as
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h(z) = I h(z,w)dw = _ e,,.2(w)P,e.1(w-z)dw. (G-l)

The probabilitythat Z > 0 is given by
|

Interchangingthe order of integrationg'ives

Using the fact that the determinant of the dacobian of T1 has an absolute
value l, we can rewrite this in terms of the original variables. The
resulting equation, which is equivalent to Fquation (g-l), is given by

P(TLH_TL_I_)-,-'a_iPLHo2(t2)PLp,_(tl)dt2dtl._ (G-lO).

The quantificationapproachas describedwas used to evaluate
probabilitiesof the surge line/hQtleg failureissue for each of the
scenariosconsidered. Specifically,the probabilityassociatedwith TMLB'
sequenceswithout RCP seal leaks is evaluatedin SectionG-1.I, the
probabilityassociatedwith TMLB' sequenceswith RCP seal leaks is evaluated
in Section G-].2, and the probabilityassociatedwith TMLB' sequenceswith
stuck-open/latched-openPORVs is evaluatedin SectionG-1.3. As previously
indicated,the resultingprobabilitiesare conditionalon the occurrenceof
the specific scenariosin the Surry NPP.

G-I.I Issue Probabilityfor TMLB' Sequenceswithout RCP Seal Leaks

This sectioncontainsthe probabilityquantificationfor the surge
line/hotleg failure issuegiven the occurrenceof TMLB' sequenceswithout RCP
seal leaks in the Surry NPP. As discussed in SectionG-l, the surge line/hot
leg failure issue was decomposedinto four separateprobabilities,denoted PI
throughP4. SectionsG-1.I.1through G-I.1.4containevaluationsof the
separateprobabilitiesPI throughP4, which are also conditionalon the
occurrenceof TMLB' sequenceswithout RCP seal leaks in the Surry NPP. The
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surge line/hot leg failure issue probability for this scenario was then
obtained through recombination of the separate probabilities. That
recombination is outlined in Section G-].].5.

The Following quantification was primarily based on TMLB' Base Case
results and TMLB' Case 2 results as calculated with SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3 and
described elsewhere in this report. As,explained throughout this section,
however, weighting fractions of 0.95 and 0.05 were applied to all
interpretations of TMLB' Base Case and TMLB' Case 2 results, respectively.
Those weighting fractions were selected to reflect the assumption that the
TMLB' Base Case conditions (i.e., hot leg countercurrent natural circulation)
would be expected based on Westinghouse natural circulation experiments.

G-I.I.I Pl--Probability of Surge Line Failure as a Function of Time.
SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 calculates pressure boundary failures using a Larson-Miller
parameter to accumulate creep rupture damage associated with the time a

G-3
specified boundary is subjected to calculated pressures and temperatures.
Therefore, the calculated failure of the surge line is a fu,lctionof pressure
and temperature. In this scenario, surge line (and all other RCS) pressures
are well defined by periodic cycling of the PORVs. As a result, there is
relatively 3ittle uncertainty in the pressure aspect of surge line creep
rupture. However, there are potential uncertainties in the calculated surge
line temperatures, which could affect the timing of surge line failures. It
was assumed that the probability of surge line failure could be inferred from
the variation in failure times resulting from those temperature uncertainties.

Temperature uncertainties could be introduced into the code calculations
in a variety of ways. For example, oxidation may be underpredicted, since
only intact fuel rods are allowed to oxidize in the current version of
SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3. If oxidation is underpredicted, the temperature of the
vapor transported from the core through the surge line with each PORV cycle
may be low. On the other hand, SCDAP surfaces representing the core
components radiate to each other and to the surrounding vapor. However,
radiation from SCDAP surfaces to heat structures representing the reactor
vessel internals is not calculated. Since some of those internals

(particularly the lower core support plat_ and other structures in the lower
plenum) could be relatively cool, temperatures of the SCDAP surfaces and the
surrounding vapor may be high. These examples indicate a potential for both
higher and lower surge line temperatures than were actually predicted.

A simple one-volume SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 model was developed to calculate
the response of the stainless steel surge line subjected to potential
temperature variations. The simple one-volume model had to be benchmarked
before those calculations could be made. Surge line vapor temperature
histories were extracted from the SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 results for the TMLB' Base
Case and TMLB' Case 2 as a first step in benchmarking. A constant pressure of
15.96 Mpa (representing the midpoint between the opening and closing pressures
of the cycling PORVs) and the extracted vapor temperatures were used as surge
line boundary conditions. Heat transfer coefficients from the vapor to the
surge line were then adjusted until surge line failure times using the simple
one-volume model matched failure times predicted in the TMLB' cases. That
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approach effectively simulated the pressure and temperature conditions leading
to the surge Tine failures and provided reasonable heat transfer coefficients
for use in subsequent calculations with the one-volume model.

The extracted temperature histories were then altered by ±20%with
respect to the calculated vapor temperatures at the beginning of RCS heatup in
the TMLB' cases. The resulting surge line vapor temperature histories for the
Base Case are shown with respect to the nominal history in Figure G-] as an
example. As indicated, surge line temperatures were varied by ±20% relative
to the temperature at the start of heatup (at about ]50 min). (Vapor
temperatures prior to heatup were of no interest, since they remain near the
saturation temperature and do not contribute to the cumulative creep damage of
the surge line at those levels.) The resulting variations represent possible
heatup rates if the surge line temperatures are either under- or
overpredicted.

Based on the potential uncertainties affecting surge line temperatures
(including oxidation and radiation as previously discussed), it was assumed
that surge line vapor temperatures increased by 20% should not be exceeded
more than about 5% of the time. It was also assumed that surge line vapor
ten,peraturesdecreased by 20% should be exceeded about 95% of the time. Those
assumptions were intended to represent the range of uncertainty associated
with surge line heating. It is not possible to more definitively establish
the range of uncertainty within the scope of this project. However, the
assumptions could be easily modified at some future date if warranted.

2000..,n . , , , , , ,
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nomtemp
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_ 1500.0
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v- 1000.0
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Time (min)

Figure G-I. TMLB' Base Case surge line vapor temperature histories for
estimation of surge line failure probabilities.
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Surge line failure times were then calculated using the simple one-volume
model with a fixed pressure (15.96 Mpa) and the altered vapor temperature
histories as boundary conditions. Heat transfer coefficients previously
established to match TMLB' Base Case and TMLB' Case 2 predicted failure3 _ere
used, as appropriate. Since higher temperatures accelerate failure by creep
rupture, surge line failures earlier than those associated with the increased
vapor temperatures were assumed to occur 5% of the time. Conversely, since
lower temperatures delay failure by creep rupture, surge line failures earlier
than those associated _ith the decreased vapor temperatures were assumed to
occur 95% of the time. Those results are summarized in Table G-]. Failure

times at the endpoint probabilities of 0.0 and 1.0 are also included in T_ble
G-I. Those values were extrapolated by assuming a linear distribution of
failure times between probabilities of 0.05 and 0.95. The linear assumption
was made for simplicity, since there was no apparent basis'for any other
distribution shape. (Note that lower head failure times for the TMLB' cases
were subtracted frem the surge line failure times so that all results are
expressed in terms of a common reference.)

Results listed in Table G-] are depicted in Figure G-2. A combined
probability distribution for surge line failure is also shown. The combined
distribution was determined by applying weighting fractions of 0.95 and 0.05
to results for the TMLB' Base Case and TMLB' Case 2, respectively.
Specifically, the distribution for the TMLB' Base Case was multiplied by 0.95,
producing a peak probability of 0.95 at 234.2 minutes before lower head
failure. The combined distribution then remained flat until the distribution
for TMLB' Case 2 became non-zero at 49.] minutes befor_ lower head failure.

At that point, the distribution for TMLB' Case 2 was multiplied by 0.05; and
the resulting cont ibution was added to reach a probability of ].0 at 36.4
minutes before lower head failure. That method of combination was used in

order to capture the range established by TMLB' Base Case and TMLB' Case 2
results.

The combined distribution shown in Figure G-2 indicates that surge line
failures earlier than 255.5 minutes before lower head failure and surge line
failures later than 36.4 minutes before lower head failure are not expected
for TMLB' sequences without RCP seal leaks in the Surry NPP. In addition,
surge line failures earlier than 234.2 minutes before lower head failure are
expected 95% of the time.

G-I.1.2 P2--Probability of Hot Leg Failure as a Function of Time. Hot
leg creep rupture calculations with SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 are subject to the same
uncertainties as described for the surge line creep rupture calculations (see
Section G-].].i). Specifically, RCS pressures affecting the hot leg are well
defined by PORV cycling, while potential uncertainties in the calculated hot
leg temperatures could exist. Because of the similarities, the approach used
to evaluate the probability of surge line failure as a function of time was
used to evaluate the probability of hot leg failure. Specifically, it was
assumed that the probability of hot leg failure could be inferred from the
variation in failure times resulting from temperature uncertainties.
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Table 6-1. Surge line failure probabiiities as a function of time given the
occurrence of TMLB' sequences without RCP seal leaks in the Surry NPP.

TRLB' case Surge line,failure time (rain)" Probability

!

Base -255.5 b 0.00
-254.4 0.05
-235.3 0.95
-234.2 b I.O0

2 -49.1 b 0.00
-48.5 0.05
-3/.0 0.95
-36.4 b' 1.00

a. Lower head failure times were subtracted from surge line failure times to
produce the listed results in terms of a commonreference. (Base Case and
Case 2 lower head failures were calculated to occur 482.0 and 260.] minutes
after TMLB' initiation, respectively. Note that a negative result indicates
surge line failure before the calculated time of lower head failure.)

b. Failure times at endpoint probabilities of 0.0 and ].0 were extrapolated
by assuming a linear distribution between probabilities of 0.05 and 0.95.

1.0

0.8 i

__ 0.6

/ i0.2 le-- -e BaseCase I

i ! I
Combineddistr_utioni I

0.0 . ... , , I , , , , , , . _.,_, I

-300.0 -200.0 -100.0 0.0

Time prior to calculated lower head failure (min)

Figure G-2. Surge line failure probabilities as a function of time given the
occurrence of TMLB' sequences without RCP seal leaks in the Surry NPP.
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A simple one-volume SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3model was developed to calculate
the response of the hot leg subjected to potential temperature variations.
Comparedto the simple one-volume model of the surge line, the one-volume hot
leg model was refined to accommodateboth carbon and stainless steel material
properties. That refinement was based on the configuration of the hot leg
nozzle and piping in the area of interest, depicted in Figure G-3.

As shown in Figure G-3, stainless steel hot leg piping is welded to a
carbon steel hot leg nozzle in the Surry NPP. The nozzle itself is clad with
stainless steel, which was assumedto be negligible from a creep rupture
perspective. The most vulnerable areas for failure were assumedto be in the
necked-down section of the carbon steel nozzle just upstream of the weld, in
the areas immediately adjacent to the weld (which could be weakened as a
result of the welding process), and in the stainless hot leg just downstream
of the weld. (It should be noted that the thickened portions of the nozzle
were not modeled based on the assumption that those sections would not be as
vulnerable to failure as the areas described.)

l Fieldweld
Nozzle Forging _ --Reactor Coolant Piping

(A-508, Class _/ (316 S. S.)

_-S. S. Clad

"_ ....) .... ..:i:i:i:!:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:!:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:!:i:!:i:_:i:i:i:i:i:!::::.i_

_ f J _Safe_end T 2"5 in"

x,
\

Reactor Vessel Wall
(A-508, Class 2 and A-533, Grade B, Class 1)f.,,,,,..

FigureG-3. Configurationof the hot leg nozzle and hot leg piping in the
Surry NPP.
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Carbon and stainless steel material properties were incorporated into the
simple one-volume model so that associated,creep rupture data for both
materials could be used to represent the areas of concern. However, the areas
immediately adjacent to the weld could not be addressed, since creep rupture
data for materials adversely affected by welding are not available in
SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3. Furthermore, gathering such data for incorporation into
the code was beyond the scope of this project. (It should be noted that
stainless steel properties were used exclbsively in the erie-volumesurge line
model, since the stainless steel surge line is welded to stainless steel hot
leg piping.)

The simple one-volume model had to be benchmarked before hot leg failures
resulting from potential temperature variations could be calculated. Hot leg
vapor temperature histories were extracted from the SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 results
for the TMLB' Base Case and TMLB' Case 2 as a first step in benchmarking. A
constant pressure of 15.96 Mpa (representing the midpoint between the opening
and closing pressures of the cycling PORVs) and the extracted vapor
tempe-atures were used as hot leg boundary conditions. Heat transfer
coefficients from the vapor to the hot leg were then adjusted until hot leg
failure times using the simple one-volume model matched f_ilure times
predicted in the TMLB' cases. Stainless steel material properties were used
in the benchmarking process, consistent with the modeling used in the TMLB'
cases. That approach effectively simulated the pressure and temperature
conditions leading to the hot leg failures and provided reasonable heat
transfer coefficients for use in subsequent calculations with the one-volume
model.

The extracted temperature histories were then altered by ±20%with
respect to the calculated vapor temperatures at the beginning of RCS heatup in
the TMLB' cases. The resulting hot leg vapor temperature histories for Case 2
are shown with respect to the nominal history in Figure G-4 as an example. As
indicated, hot leg temperatures were varied by ±20% relative to the
temperature at the start of heatup (at about 150 min). (Vapor temperatures
prior to heatup were of no interest, since they remain near the saturation
temperature and do not contribute to the cumulative creep damage of the hot
leg at those levels.) The resulting variations represent possible heatup
rates if the hot leg vapor temperatures are either under- or overpredicted.

Based on the potential uncertainties affecting hot leg temperatures
(including oxidation and radiation, as discussed in Section G-1.1.I), it was
assumed that hot leg vapor temperatures increased by 20% should not be
exceeded more than about 5% of the time. It was also assumed that hot leg
vapor temperatures decreased by 20% should be exceeded about 95% of the time.
Those assumptions were intended to represent the range of uncertainty
associated with hot leg heating. It is not possible to more definitively
establish the range of uncertainty within the scope of this project. However,
the assumptions could be easily modified at some future date if warranted.

Hot leg failure times were then calculated using the simple one-volume
model with a fixed pressure (15.96 Mpa) and 'the altered vapor temperature
histories as boundary conditions. Heat transfer coefficients previously
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Figure 6-4. TNLB' Case 2hot leg vapor temperature histories for estimation
of hot leg failure probabilities.

established to match TMLB' Base Case and TMLB' Case 2 predicted failures were
used as appropriate.

In an attempt to estimate the possibility of an early hot leg failure,
carbon steel properties were used in conjunction with vapor temperatures that
had been increased by Z0%. Since higher temperatures accelerate failure by
creep rupture and since a given temperature will induce a carbon steel failure
before a stainless steel fai]ure, hot leg failures earlier than the
corresponding failures were assumed to occur 5%of the time. Stainless steel
properties were used in conjunction with vapor temperatures that had been
decreased by 20% to estimate the possibility of a late hot leg failure. Since
lower temperatures delay failure by creep rupture and since stainless steel
wi]] fail later than carbon steel at a given temperature, hot leg failures
earlier than the corresponding failures were assumedto occur 95% of the time.
Those results are summarized in Table G-2. Failure times at the endpoint
probabilities of 0.0 and 1.0 are also included in Table G-2. Those values
were extrapolated by assuming a linear distribution of failure times between
probabilities of 0.05 and 0.95. As previously discussed, the linear
assumption was made for simplicity, since there was no apparent basis for any
other distribution shape. (Note that lower head failure times for the TNLB'
cases were subtracted from the hot leg failure times so that all results are
expressed in terms of a commonreference.)

Results listed in Table G-2 are depicted in Figure G-5. A combined
probability distribution for hot leg failure is also shown. The combined
distribution was determined by applying weighting fractions of 0.95 and 0.05
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Table G-2. Hot leg failure probabilities as a function of time given the
occurrence of TMLB' sequences without RCP seal leaks in the Surry NPP.

TMLB' case Hot leg failure time (min)° Probability

Base -246.7b 0.00
-244.2 0.05
-199.2 0.95
-]96.7b ].00

2 -43.3b 0.00
-41.7 0.05
-13.3 0.95
-1].7 b 1.00

a. Lower head failure times were subtracted from hot leg failure times to
produce the listed results in terms of a common reference. (Base Case and
Case 2 lower head failures were calculated to occur 482.0 and 260.1 minutes
after TMLB' initiation, respectively. Note that a negative result irldicates
hot leg failure before the calculated time of lower head failure.)

b. Failure times at endpoint probabilities of 0.0 and 1.0 were extrapolated
by assuming a linear distribution between probabilities of 0.05 and 0.95.
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Figure G-5. Hot leg failure probabilities as a function of time given the
occurrence of TMLB' sequences without RCP seal leaks in the Surry NPP.
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to results for the TMLB' Base Case and TMLB' Case 2, respectively.
Specifically, the distribution for the TMLB' Base Case was multiplied by 0.95,
producing a peak probability of 0.95 at ]96.7 minutes before lower head
failure. The combined distribution then remained flat until the distribution
for TMLB' Case 2 became non-zero at 43.3 minutes before lower head failure.
At that point, the distribution for TMLB' Case 2 was multiplied by 0.05; and
the resulting contribution was added to reach a probability of 1.0 at 11.7
minutes before lower head failure. That method of combination was used in

order to capture the range established by TMLB' Base Case and TMLB' Case 2
results.

The combined distribution shown in Figure G-5 indicates that hot leg
failures earlier than 246.7 minutes before lower head failure and hot leg
Failures later than 11.7 minutes before lower head failure are not expected
for TMLB' sequences without RCP seal leaks in the Surry NPP. In addition, hot
leg failures earlier than ]96.7 minutes before lower head failure are expected
95% of the time.

G-I.1.3 P3--Probability that the RCS Pressure is Low as a Function of
Time. The probability of reaching low pressure (< 1.38 MPa) in the RCS is
controlled by a surge line break for TMLB' sequences without RCP seal leaks,
since the probability for surge line failure is higher than the probability of
hot leg failure as a function of time (see combined probability distributions
shown in Figures G-2 and G-5).

Although the break size that could result from a surge line creep rupture
is unknown, results from a previous calculation indicate that a break equal to
32% of the surge line flow area should depressurize the Surry NPP from full
system pressure to 1.38 MPa in about 5 minutes.G4 Furthermore, a break as
small as 5% of the surge line was estimated to be sufficient to achieve the
specified pressure reduction before lower head failure in either the TMLB'
Base Case or TMLB' Case 2. On that basis, break size does not appear to be
critical in establishing this probability distribution if it is assumed that a
break of at least 5% would result if creep rupture of the surge line occurred.
(A 5% break is sufficient to depressurize, and larger breaks would only
provide additional margin between reaching the specified pressure and lower
head failure.) Therefore, a depressurization time of lO minutes was assumed
to allow for uncertainties in the depressurization rate without the need to
directly determine and use a potential break size.

The resulting probability distribution for reaching a low RCS pressure is
given in Tabl# G-3 and depicted in Figure G-6. The distribution was
calculated by shifting the combined distribution in Figure G-2 by 10 minutes.
Based on Table G-3 data and the distribution shown in Figure G-6,
depressurization to 1.38 MPa earlier than 245.5 minutes before lower head
failure and depressurization to 1.38 MPa later than 26.4 minutes before lower
head failure would not be expected if TMLB' sequences without RCP seal leaks
occur in the Surry NPP. In addition, the RCS should be depressurized 224.2
minutes before lower head failure about 95% of the time.
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Table G-3. Probabilityof reachinga low RCS pressureas a functionof time
given the occurrenceof TMLB' sequenceswithout RCP seal leaks in the Surry
NPP.

Time to reach a low RCS pressure (min)° Probability

-245.5 0.00
-224.2 0.95
-39.1 0.95
-26.4 1.00

a. Resultsare listedwith respectto a common referenceof zero at the
calculatedlower head failuretime. Note that a negative result indicatesRCS
depressurizationbeforethe calculatedtime of lower head failure.
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Figure 6-6. Probabilitydistributionfor reachinga low RCS pressure as a
functionof time given the occurrenceof TMLB' sequenceswithout RCP seal
leaks in the Surry NPP.
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G-1.l.4 P4--Probability of Lower Head Failure as a Function of Time.
The SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3calculation of lower head creep rupture is primarily
affected by (a) debris/coolant heat transfer during molten relocation to the
lower head, (b) melt/lower head contact resistance, (c) uncertainties in the
creep rupture analysis for large radii, and (d) in-core crust heat transfer.
Items (a) and (b) are controlled by user input. Both inputs were selected to
accelerate lower head failure in the TMLB' Base Case and TMLB' Case 2. (As
discussed in the body of this report, other core damageprogression inputs of
lesser impact were also modeled to accelerate lower head failure.) Items (c)
and (d) are controlled by models implemented in SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3,as
discussed below.

Code creep rupture calculations are based on one-dimensional temperature
profiles through a specified wall. The calculations are reasonably accurate
For moderately sized pipes (i.e., the surge line and hot legs). However,
accuracy decreases as the radii associated with the wall increases, since the
one-dimensional nature of the model does not allow for transmittal of
temperaturepressure-induced stresses along the wall. Scoping calculations
based on detailed two-dimensional structural analyses of lower head geometries
indicate that the SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3prediction of lower head creep rupture
will be early.

Crusts supportingin-coremolten pools are primarilycooled by radiation
to the surroundingvapor. (Radiationto intactfuel rods is calculatedif the
crust forms above the bottom of the core.) However, radiationFrom an in-core
crust to heat structuresrepresentingthe reactorvessel internalsis not
calculated. Since some of those internals(particularlythe lower core
supportplate and other structuresin the lower plenum)could be relatively
cool, crust temperaturesmay be too high, promotingearly crust failure,
relocation,and lower head failure.

Based on the foregoing,it should be clear that all of the primary
effectstreatedby the code tended to acceleraterelocationand lower head
failurein the TMLB' Base Case and TMLB' Case 2. From that perspective,lower
head failuresearlierthan those predictedby the code should have low
probabilities. However,relocation(in the currentversionof the code)
cannotoccur without failureof the crust supportingthe in-coremolten pool.
There are three other potentialrelocationmechanismsthat could lead to
earlierrelocations(and lower head failures),including:(a) the plunger
effect,(b) radial spreadingof molten materialsto the core former plates,
and (c) melt fo.rmationin the reg$onadjacentto the core formerplates.
Attemptingto determinethe earliestpotentialfor relocationand lower head
failure,either through crust failureor any alternatemechanism,providesa
way to begin probabilityquantification,as discussedbelow.

A relativelystablecrucibleof solidifiedmaterialscould retain an in-
core molten pool. If materialssuddenlyslump into the pool from above, some
of the molten materialscould spill over the top of the crucible and relocate
to the lower head as a resultof a plungeraction. After a reviewof TMLB'
Base Case and TMLB' Case 2 results,it was concludedthat relocationdue to
the plungereffect would not be expectedbefore the code calculatedcrust
failure. Material slumping into the molten pool could occur in both cases.
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However, any slumping into the pool would be expected to occur gradually,
consistent with the nature of the heatup in the two cases. Gradual slumping
could result in small spills which would tend to solidify before reaching the
lower head. In other words, relocation and lower head failure as a result of
the plunger effect would not be expected before the code calculated lower head
failure if TMLB' sequences without RCP seal leaks occurred in the Surry NPP.

Some amount of radial spreading could occur as core materials begin to
melt. If the molten region spreads to a point of contact with the core former
plates, the former plates could also melt, resulting in relocation through the
core bypass region with a potential for a subsequent lower head failure. The
time required to melt the former plates was conservatively neglected in
evaluation of this potential. It was also assu:_edthat any relocation that
resulted from radial spreading would be larg_ enough to cause a lower head
failure. In other words, the probability of lower head failure given a core
bypass relocation was conservatively assumed to be 1.0. Based on the first
appearance of molten materials and a spreading rate typical of TMI-2
(estimated to be 0.06 mm/second by the SCDAP development staff), a potential
lower head failure as a result of radial spreading could have occurred ]48.2
minutes earlier than the code prediction in the TMLB' Base Case and 6.8
minutes after the code prediction in TMLB' Case 2.

Melting o£ fuel rods on the core periphery could develop under conditions
of uniform corb heating. Like the process of radial spreading, melting on the
core periphery could result in a core bypass relocation with a potential for a
subsequent lower head failure. Outer channel core melting did not occur
before the calculated crust failure, relocation, and lower head failure in
TMLB' Case 2. However, there was some relatively early outer channel melting
in the TMLB' Base Case. Conservatively neglecting the time required to melt
the core former plates and assuming that the core bypass relocation was large
enough to cause a lower head failure, lower head failure could have occurred
175.5 minutes before the time calculated by the code in the Base Case.

From the foregoing, it should be clear that the lower head could have
failed 175.5 minutes before the code calculated time in the TMLB' Base Case,
while the code calculation was the earliest lower head failure time for TMLB'
Case 2. It was assumed that failures earlier than either of those failures

would not be expected more than ]% of the time. That assumption was based on
the conservative nature of the code calculations (which tend to produce early
lower head failures) and the fact that alternate mechanisms were also
considered to incorporate the potential for even earlier lower head failures.

Probability quantification can be completed using results from TMLB'
Cases 3 and 5. Specifically, those results indicate that debris/coolant heat
transfer, which amounts to debris quenching limited only by the availability
of water in the lower head, can extend lower head survival by 73.9 minutes.
Assuming that debris quenching is not strongly dependent on RCS pressure and
assuming that debris/coolant heat transfer accounts for about half of the
conservatism in the code calculations of lower head failure as previously
discussed, lower head failure could be as late as (2 x 73.9 minutes, or) 147.8
minutes after the code-calculated times. Therefore, it was assumed that lower
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head failures earlierthan the code calculationplus 147.8 minuteswould occur
about 99% of the time in the TMLB' Base Case and TMLB' Case 2.

Resultsof the quantificationfor the probabilityof lower head Failure
are summarized in Table G-4. Failuretimes at the endpoint probabilitiesof
0.0 and 1.0 are also included. Those valueswere extrapolatedby assuminga
linear distributionof failuretimes betweenprobabilitiesof 0.01 and 0.99.
As previouslydiscussed,the linear assumpti:onwas made for simplicity,since
there was no apparentbasis for any other distributionshape. (Notethat
resultsare listedwith respect to a common referenceof zero at the
calculated lower head failuretime.)

Results listed in Table G-4 are depictedin Figure G-7. A combined
probabilitydistributionfor lower head failureis also shown. Th_ combined
distributionwas determinedby applyingweightingfractionsof 0.95 and 0.05
to results for the TMLB' Base Case and TMLB' Case 2, respectively.
Specifically,the distributionfor the TMLB' Base Case was multipliedby 0.95
over the domai,nfrom -178.8to 151.1 minutes;and the distributionfor TMLB'
Case 2 was multipliedby 0.05 over the domain from -1.5 to 149.3 minutes. The
weighted distributionswere then summed in order to capture the range
establishedby TMLB' Base Case and TMLB' Case 2 results. The weighting
fractionswere selectedto reflectthe assumptionthat the TMLB' Base Case
conditions(i.e., hot leg countercurrentnaturalcirculation)are most likely
based on Westinghousenaturalcirculationexperiments.

The combineddistributionshown in Figure G-7 indicatesthat lower head
failuresearlier than 178.8 minutes before the calculatedfailuretime and
lower head failureslater than 151.1 minutesafter the calculatedfailuretime
would not be expectedif TMLB' sequenceswithoutRCP seal leaks occur in the
Surry NPP.

G-I.1.5 Recombinationof ProbabilitiesPl through P4. The combined
distributionshown in FigureG-6 representsthe probabilityof having a surge
line failurethat will depressurizethe RCS to a low pressuregiven the
occurrenceof TMLB' sequenceswithout RCP seal leaks in the Surry NPP. The
probabilityof a lower head failure is representedby the combined
distributionshown in FigureG-7. Those distributionsoverlap, as shown in
Figure G-8. Therefore,derivativesof the distributionswith respectto time
were calculatedto give the correspondingPDFs shown in Figure G-9o Equation
(G-I)was applied to the PDFs, as explainedin SectionG-]. Specifically,the
integrationlimits in Equation (G-I) were reset consistentwith non-zero
values of PLP.Iand PLH.2and evaluatedto give

P J-245.SJ t, PzP'lPtH'2dt2dtl = 0.98 (G-11)

where
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Table (;-4. Lower head failure probabilities as a function of time given the
occurrence of TMLB' sequences without RCP seal leaks in the Surry NPP.

|

TMLB' case Lower head failure time (min)a Probability

Base -178.8b 0.00
-175.5 0.0]
147.8 0.99
151.]b ].00

2 -1.5b O.O0
0.0 0.01

147.8 0.99
149.3b 1.00

a. Results are listed with respect to a common reference of zero at the
calculated lower head Failure time. (Base Case and Case 2 lower head failures
were calculated to occur 482.0 and 260.1 minutes after TMLB' initiation,
respectively. Note that a negative result indicates lower head failure before
the calculated failure time.)

b. Failure times at endpoint probabilities of 0.0 and 1.0 were extrapolated
by assuming a linear distribution between probabilities of 0.01 and 0.99.

1.0 ' I ' I ' I jl_

(_- -0 BaseCase - /i /
13---ElCase2 .._ /
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0.0 _ , i , #'/ , I ,
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Figure G-7. Lower head failure probabilities as a function of time given the
occurrence of TMLB' sequences without RCP seal leaks in the Surry NPP.
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Figure G-8. Probability of the surge line/hot leg failure issue given the
occurrence of TMLB' sequences without RCP seal leaks in the Surry NPP.
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Figure G-9. Probability density functions for the surge line/hot leg failure
issue given the occurrence of TMLB' sequences without RCP seal leaks in the
Surry NPP.
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P = the probability of the surge line/hot leg failure issue given
the occurrence of TMLB' sequences without RCP seal leaks in the
Surry NPP

PLP.I = the PDF representing the probability of depressurizing the RCS
following a surge line failure given the occurrence of TMLB'
sequences without RCP seal leaks in the Surry NPP integrated
with respect to time tl

PLH.2 = the PDF representing the probability of lower head failure
given the occurrence of TMLB' sequences without RCP seal leaks
in the Surry NPP integrated with respect to time t2.

Therefore, the probability of the surge line/hot leg failure issue given the
occurrence of TMLB' sequences without RCP seal leaks in the Surry NPP is 0.98.

G-1.2 Issue Probability for TMLB' Sequences with RCP Seal Leaks

This section contains the probability quantification for the surge
line/hot leg failure issue given the occurrence of TMLB' sequences with RCP
seal leaks in the Surry NPP. As discussed in Section G-l, the surge line/hot
leg failure issue was decomposed into four separate probabilities denoted PI
through P4. Sections G-].2.] through G-].2.4 contain evaluations of the
separate probabilities PI through P4, which are also conditional on the
occurrence of TMLB' sequences with RCP seal leaks in the Surry NPP. The surge
line/hot leg failure issue probability for this scenario was then obtained
through recombination of the separate probabilities. That recombination is
outlined in Section G-1.2.5.

Quantification was primarily based on SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 results for TMLB'
Cases 3 through 6, as described in the body of this report. Weighting factors
applicable to the results from each case were needed to complete the
quantification. The basis for selection of those weighting factors is
explained below.

Seal leak rate probabilities were established for Westinghouse RCPs by a
panel of expertsG5 for use in NUREG-I]50. The leak rate probabilities
covered RCPs with the new o-ring seal materials as well as the RCPs with the
old materials, as is the case for the Surry NPP. Discrete seal leaks ranging
from 21 to 480 gpm per RCP were considered. For the old o-ring materials, the
highest probabilities were assigned to a leak rate of 250 gpm per RCP,
moderate probabilities were assigned to a leak rate of 2] gpm per RCP, and
very low probabilities were assigned to the potential for leaking 480 gpm per
RCP.

Two simplifying assumptions were made regarding the NUREG-1150
probabilities, since the subject calculations were only performed at leak
rates of 250 and 480 gpm per RCP. First, it was assumed that a leak rate of
21 gpm per RCP is small enough to be eliminated from consideration in this
scenario. A combined leak rate of 63 gpm (2] gpm per RCP) represents less
than 1% of the capacity of the Surry PORVs. It is believed that such a leak
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would be too small to reduce RCS pressure below the PORV setpoint before lower
head failure. As a result, the RCS would remain at high pressure controlled
by PORV cycling. (However, the PORV cycles would be somewhat shorter than
those calculated in the TMLB' cases without RCP seal leakage.) The
probability quantification given in Section G-].] should cover those
conditions. And second, it was assumed that seal leak rates of 250 and 480
gpm per RCP should be quantified separately. That assumption was based on the
large differences between the leak rate probabilities according to NUREG-I]50
and the knowledge that the ex-vessel response is also significantly different.
Since the probability of the surge line/hot leg failure issue was quantified
separately for seal leaks of 250 and 480 gpm per RCP, weighting factors were
also developed separately, as outlined below.

A seal leak rate of 250 gpm per RCP was assumed in TMLB' Cases 3 and 5.
The only difference between those cases was in debris/coolant heat transfer
during molten relocation to the lower head. Debris/coolant heat transfer was
not modeled in Case 3, while complete quenching (limited only by the
availability of water in the lower head) was modeled in Case 5. As such, the
cases represent upper and lower bounds on initial debris temperatures driving
lower head thermal attack. It was assumed that results from Cases 3 and 5

should be given equal weight, since the actual debris temperature will fall
between those bounds. Therefore, probability quantification of the surge
line/hot leg failure issue for a seal leak of 250 gpm per RCP was developed
based on an equal weighting of the probabilities P] through P4 as derived from
Case 3 and Case 5 results.

A seal leak rate of 480 gpm per RCP was assumed in TMLB' Cases 4 and 6.
The only difference between those cases was in the user inputs defining the
extent of ballooning (deformation) allowed in the fuel cladding. In Case 4,
deformation was limited to 2%, while rupture deformations up to 15% were used
in Case 6. Those values were selected to cover the expected range based on
experimental data. On that basis, it was assumed that results from Cases 4
and 6 should be given equal weight. Therefore, probability quantification of
the surge line/hot leg failure issue for a seal leak of 480 gpm per RCP was
developed based on an equal weighting of the probabilities PI through P4 as
derived from Case 4 and Case 6 results.

G-I.2.1 P1--Probability of Surge Line Failure as a Function of Time.
Surge lin_ creep rupture calculations for TMLB' Cases 3 through 6 are subject
to potential pressure uncertainties in addition to the temperature
uncertainties previously described (see Section G-].].]). It was assumed that
the probability of surge line failure could be inferred from the variations in
failure times resulting from both temperature and pressure uncertainties. The
potential pressure uncertainties are primarily associated with vaporization
during core degradation. Water addition through accumulator injection and
debris/coolant heat transfer during molten relocation are the fundamental
contributors to vapor production.

Accumulator water is injected into each cold leg of the Surry NPP
whenever the RCS pressure drops below the accumulator pressure. Vaporization
begins as injected water flows from the downcomer and into the core. The
pressure increases as a result of the vaporization until the RCS pressure
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exceeds the accumulator pressure and accumulator injection stops. The excess
vapor must then be discharged through RCP seal leaks to reduce RCS pressure
before accumulator injection can be repeated. RCS pressurization could be
either high or_low, depending on the SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3 prediction of heat
transfer between the accumulator water and the reactor core. Based on the

maturity of the thermal-hydraulics portion of the code, the uncertainty in
heat transfer for an intact core should be relatively low. However, some
uncertainty in the calculations could develop as flow paths and heat transfer
surface areas are altered as a result of ballooning, oxidation, and general
core degradation.

SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 provides an on/off option with rL,pect to
debris/coolant heat transfer during molten relocation to the lower head. With
the option turned on, vaporization is allowed to proceed until all relocating
molten debris is quenched or until the water in the lower reactor vessel head
is depleted. The amount of molten material relocated and the water inventory
in the lower head could be either high or low. On that basis, the RCS
pressure resulting from the associated vapor production could also be either
high or low.

The approach previously used to bound potentia' temperature uncertainties
for TMLB' sequences without RCP seal leaks was used to address potential
temperature and pressure uncertainties in this scenario. Specifically, a
simple one-volume SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 model was developed to calculate the
response of the stainless steel surge line subjected to potential temperature
and pressure variations. The simple one-volume model had to be benchmarked
before those calculations could be made. Surge line vapor temperature and
pressure histories were extracted from the SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 results for TMLB'
Cases 3 through 6 as a first step in benchmarking. The extracted vapor
temperatures and pressures were used as surge line boundary conditions. Heat
transfer coefficients from the vapor to the surge line were then adjusted
until surge line response using the simple one-volume model matched the
response predicted in the TMLB' cases. That approach effectively simulated
the surge line temperature and pressure conditions and provided reasonable
heat transfer coefficients for use in subsequent calculations with the one-
volume model.

The extracted temperature "and pressure histories were then altered in an
attempt to account for potential uncertainties. The extracted temperature
histories were altered by ±20% with respect to the calculated vapor
temperatures at the beginning of RCS heatup in the TMLB' cases (consistent
with the approach described in S_ction G-].|.I). The resulting surge line
vapor temperature histories for Case 3 are shown with respect to the nominal
history in Figure G-]O as an example. As indicated, surge line temperatures
were varied by ±20% relative to the temperature at the start of heatup (at
about ]50 minutes). (Vapor temperatures prior to heatup were of no interest,
since they remain near the saturation temperature and do not contribute to the
cumulative creep damage of the surge line at those levels.) Potential
pressure uncertainties were addressed by varying accumulator injection and
debris quenching pressure peaks by ±20%. Minimum pressures in the extracted
histories were not altered, since they are based on accumulator pressures that
are predicted with relatively little uncertainty. The resulting surge line
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Figure G-t0. TMLB' Case 3 surge line vapor temperature histories for
estimation of surge line failure probabilities.

pressure histories for Case 3 are shown with respect to the nominal history in
Figure G-]I as an example. The variations shown in Figures G-]O and G-]]
represent possible conditions that could occur if the surge line
temperatures/pressures are either under- or overpredicted.

It was assumed that the combined conditions represented by surge line

temperatures and pressures that were increased by 20% should not be exceeded
more than about 5% of the time. It was also assumed that the combined
conditions represented by surge line temperatures and pressures that Were
decreased by 20% should be exceeded about 95% of the time. Those assumptions
were based on the potential uncertainties affecting surge line temperatures

(including oxidation and radiation as discussed in Section G-I.].1) and the
potential uncertainties affecting surge line pressures (including the effects
of accumulator injection and debris/coolant heat transfer as previously
disKussed). The assumptions were intended to represent the range of
uncertainty associated with surge line temperatures and pressures. It is not
possible to more definitively establish the range of uncertainty within the
scope of this project. However, the assumptions could be easily modified at
some future date if warranted.

Surge line failure times were then calculated using the simple one-volume
model with the altered vapor temperature and pressure histories as boundary
conditions. Heat transfer coefficients previously established to match the

surge line response in TMLB' Cases 3 through 6 were used as appropriate.
Since higher temperatures and pressures accelerate failure by creep rupture,
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FigureG-11. TMLB' Case 3 surge line pressurehistoriesfor estimationof
surge line failureprobabilities.

surge line failuresearlierthan the failures associatedwith the combined
conditionsof increasedtemperatureand pressurewere assumedto occur 5% of
the time. Conversely,since lower temperaturesand pressuresdelay failure by
creep rupture,surge line failuresearlierthan the failuresassociatedwith
the combinedconditions of decreasedtemperatureand pressurewere assumed to
occur 95% of the time. Those resultsare summarizedin Table G-5.

As indicatedin Table G-5, creep rupturefailuresof the surge line were
not calculated(for the temperature/pressurevariationsthat were considered)
beforemolten relocationand lower head failure in Cases 4 and 6. Therefore,
the probabilityof surge line failurein those cases was taken to be 0.0.

With respectto Cases 3 and 5, however,a 20% increasein surge line
temperature/pressurehistorieswas sufficientto inducecreep rupture
failures. As indicatedin Table G-5, the correspondingfailuretimes were
assigned a probabilityof 0.05 consistentwith the previouslydiscussed
assumptions. Unfortunately,creep rupturefailureswere not calculatedfor a
20% decrease in the temperature/pressurehistories. Obviously,a probability
distributioncannot be establishedon the basis of a singlepoint (at a
probabilityof 0.05). However, nominaltemperature/pressurehistoriesfor
Cases 3 and 5 did result in calculatedfailures (at adjustedtimes of -68.6
minutesand -142.5minutes, respectively). Probabilitieswere establishedfor
the nominal failuretimes (to allow generationof probabilitydistributions)
as describedbelow.
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Table (;-5. Surge line failure probabilities as a function of time given the
occurrence of THLB' sequences with RCP seal leaks in the Surry NPP.

THLB' case Surge line failure time (min) ° Probability

3 -104.8 0.05

4 NCb

5 -178.7 0.05

6 NCb

a. Lower head failure times were subtracted from surge line failure times to
produce the listed results in terms of a commonreference. (Lower head
failures were calculated to occur 405.7, 432.9, 479.6, and 389.8 minutes after
TMLB' initiation in TMLB' Cases 3 through 6, respectively. Note that a
negative result indicates surge line failure before the calculated time of
lower head failure.)

b. NC means that creep rupture failure was not calculated before molten
relocation and lower head failure.

f

Nominal temperature histories (with a fixed pressure of 15.96 MPa)
resulted in surge line failures at adjusted times of -244.5 and -44.6 minutes
in the TMLB' Base Case and TMLB' Case 2, respectively. Based on TMLB' Base
Case and TMLB' Case 2 surge line failure distributions given in Table G-l,
those failure times correspond to probabilities of 0.52 and 0.34,
respectively. Given the TMLB' Base Case weighting fraction of 0.95 and the
TMLB' Case 2 weighting fraction of 0.05, surge line failures based on nominal
temperature/pressure histories have a probability of approximately 0.5
(0.95*0.52 + 0.05"0.34} given the occurrence of THLB' sequences without RCP
seal leaks in the Surry NPP. Therefore, surge line failure times associated
with nominal temperature/pressure conditions in TMLB' Cases 3 and 5 were
assumed to have probabilities of 0.5.

TMLB' Case 3 and 5 failure times at endpoint probabilities of 0.0 were
extrapolated by assuming a linear distribution of failure times between the
probabilities of 0.05 and 0.5. The linear assumption was made for simplicity,
since there was no apparent basis for any other distribution shape. Failure
times for probabilities greater than 0.5 were not determined. However, it is
known that surge line failure probabilities do not reach unity before lower
head failure. Therefore, the linear probability distributions for Cases 3 and
5 were assumed to be capped at a maximum probability of 0.5. The
corresponding results are summarized in Table G-6. (Note that lower head
failure times for the TMLB' cases were subtracted from the surge line failure
times so that all results are expressed in t_erms of a commonreference.)
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Table G-6. Surge line failure probabilities as a function of time given the
occdrrence of TMLB' sequences with seal leaks of 250 gpm per RCP in the Surry
NPP.

TMLB' case Surge line failure time (min)a Probability

3 -108.8b 0.00
-1_4.8 0.05
-68.6_ 0.50

5 -182.7_ 0.00
-178.7 0.05
-]42.5c 0.50

a. Lower head failure times were subtracted from surge line failure times to
produce the listed results in terms of a common reference. (Lower head
failures were calculated to oc_.ur405.7 a_d 479.6 minutes after TMLB'

initiation in TMLB' Cases 3 and 5, respectively. Note that a negative result
indicates surge line failure before the calculated time of lower head
failure.)

b. Failure times at the endpoint probability of 0.0 were extrapolated by
assuming a linear distribution between probabilities of 0.05 and 0.50.

c. Failure times at a probabi|itv of 0.50 were estimated based on surge line
failure times at nominal pressure/temperature conditions and surge line
results associated with TMLB' sequences without RCP seal leaks in the Surry
NPP.

Although it was not investigated, it is believed that the probability cap
of 0.5 could be higher. Surge line failures in TMLB' Cases 3 and 5 are
predicted for nominal temperature/pressure conditions, while failures are not
predicted if nominal temperature/pressure conditions are decreased by 20%.
Therefore, there must be a point between nominal temperature/pressure
conditions and the decreased temperature/pressure conditions where surge line
failures would still eccur. For example, surge line failures in TMLB' Cases 3
and 5 could reasonably be expected if nominal temperatures/pressures were only
decreased by ]%. Based on the assu_pLions given to establish the probability
cap at 0.5 and the assumption of a linear probability distribution, failures
at nominal temperatures/pressures decreased by 1% should be given a
probability somewhat greater than 0.5. Therefore, without further
investigation, one can conclude that the probability cap of 0.5 is
conservative from an HPME standpoint. Investigation to remove conservatism is
not justified, since (a) hot leg failures occur before surge line failures in
this scenario and (b) th_ issue decomposition requires failure in only one of
the two ex-vessel components in order to miti_dte the potential consequences
of a HPME.
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Results listed in Table G-6 are depicted in Figure G-]2. The combined
probabiiity distribution (as shown) was determined b) applying equal weight to
the results in Table G-6. Specifically, the distribution for TMLB' Case 3 was
multiplied by 0.5 over the domain from -108.8 to -68.6 minutes; and the
distribution for TMLB' Case 5 was multiplied by 0.5 over the domain from
-]82.7 to -]42.5 minutes. The weighted distributions were then summed in
order to capture the range established by the separate results. Based on the
table data and the combined distribution, surge line failures earlier than
]82.7 minutes before lower head failure are not expected for TMLB' sequences
with seal leaks of 250 gpm per RCP in the Surry NPP. In addition, a maximum
probability for surge line failure of 0.5 is expected 68.6 minutes before
lower head failure.

G-I.2.2 P2--Probability of Hot Leg Failure as a F,mction of Time. Hot
leg creep rupture calculations in TMLB' Cases 3 through 6 are subject to the
same temperature and pressure uncertainties previously described for the surge
line creep rupture calculations (see Section G-I.2.1). Because of the
similarities, the approach used to evaluate the probability of surge line
failure as function of time was used to evaluate the probability of hot leg
failure. Specifically, it was assumed that the probability of hot leg failure
could be inferred from the variations in failure times resulting from
temperature and pressure uncertainties.
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Figure G-12. Surge line failure p_-obabilitiesas a function of time given the
occurrence of TMLB' sequences with seal leaks of 250 gpm per RCP in the Surry
NPP.
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A simple one-volume SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 model was developed to calculate
the response of the hot leg subjected to potential temperature and pressure
variations. As discussed in Section G-1.I.2, carbon and stainless steel
material properties were incorporated into the model so that the areas most
vulnerable to creep rupture could be analyzed. The simple one-volume model
had to be benchmarked before hot leg failures resulting from potential
temperature/pressure variations could be calculated. Hot leg vapor
temperature histories were extracted from the SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 results for
TMLB' Cases 3 through 6 as a first step in benchmarking. The extracted vapor
temperatures and pressures were used as hot leg boundary conditions. Heat
transfer coefficients from the vapor to the hot leg were then adjusted until
the hot leg response using the simple one-volume model matched the response
predicted in the TMLB' cases. Stainless steel material properties were used
in the benchmarking process, consistent with the modeling used in the TMLB'
cases. This approach effectively simulated the hot leg pressure and
temperature conditions and provided reasonable heat transfer coefficients for
use in subsequent calculations with the one-volume model.

The extracted temperature and pressure histories were then altered in an
attempt to account for potential uncertainties. The extracted temperature
histories were altered by ±20% with respect to the calculated vapor
temperatures at the beginning of RCS heatup in the TMLB' cases consistent with
the approach described in Section G-l.1.2. The resulting hot leg vapor
temperature histories for Case 4 are shown with respect to the nominal history
in Figure G-13 as an example. As indicated, hot leg temperatures were varied
by ±20% relative to the temperature at the start of heatup (at about 140
minutes). (Vapor temperatures prior to heatup were of no interest, since they
remain near the saturation temperature and do not contribute to the cumulative
creep damage of the hot leg at those levels.) Potential pressure
uncertainties were addressed by varying accumulator injection and debris
quenching pressure peaks by ±20% consistent with the approach described in
Section G-].2.1. Minimum pressures in the extracted histories were not
altered, since they are based on accumulator'pressures that are predicted with
relatively little uncertainty. The resulting hot leg pressure histories for
Case 4 are shown with respect to the nominal history in Figure G-]4 as an
example. The variations shown in Figures G-13 and G-14 represent possible
conditions that could occur if the hot leg temperatures/pressures are either
under- or overpredicted.

It was assumed that the combined conditions represented by hot leg
temperatures and pressures that were increased by 20% should not be exceeded
more than about 5% of the time. It was also assumed that the combined

conditions represented by hot leg temperatures and pressures that were
decreased by 20% should be exceeded about 95% of the time. Those assumptions
were based on the potential uncertainties affecting hot leg temperatures
(including oxidation and radiation as discussed in Section G-].I.]) and the
potential uncertainties affecting hot leg pressures (including the effects of
accumulator injection and debris/coolant heat transfer as discussed in Section
G-1.2.1). The assumptions were intended to represent the range of uncertainty
associated with hot leg temperatures and pressures. It is not possible to
more definitively establish the range of uncertainty within the scope of this
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Figure G-13. TMLB' Case 4 hot leg vapor temperature histories for estimation
of hot leg failure probabilities.
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Figure G-14. TMLB' Case 4 hot leg pressure histories for estimation of hot
leg failure probabilities.
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project. However, the assumptions could be easily modified at some future
date if warranted.

Hot leg failure times were then calculated using the simple one-volume
model with the altered vapor temperature and pressure histories as boundary
conditions. Heat transfer coefficients previously established to match the
hot leg response in TMLB' Cas'es3 through 6 were used as appropriate.

In an attempt to estimate the possibility of an early hot leg failure,
carbon steel properties were used in conjunction with vapor temperatures and
pressures that had been increased by 20%. Since higher temperatures and
pressures accelerate failure by creep rupture and since a given temperature
and pressure will induce a carbon steel failure before a stainless steel
failure, hot leg failures earlier than the failures corresponding to carbon
steel subjected to the combined conditions of increased temperature and
pressure were assumed to occur 5% of the time. Stainless steel properties
were used in conjunction with vapor temperatures and pressures that had been
decreased by 20% to estimate the possibility of a late hot leg failure. Since
lower temperatures and pressures delay failure by creep rupture and since
stainless steel will fail later than carbon steel at a given temperature and
pressure, hot leg failures earlier than the corresponding failures were
assumed to occur 95% of the time. Those results are summarized in Table G-7.

As indicated, creep rupture failures of the hot leg were not calculated
(for the temperature/pressure variations that were considered) before molten
relocation and lower head failure in Cases 4 and 6. Therefore, the
probability of hot leg failure in those cases was taken to be 0.0. With
respect to Cases 3 and 5, however, Failure times were calculated for
probabilities of 0.05 and 0.95 as indicated. In addition, failure times at
endpoint probabilities of 0.0 and 1.0 were extrapolated by assuming a linear
distribution of failure times between probabilities of 0.05 and 0.95. As
previously discussed, the linear assumption was made for simplicity, since
there was no apparent basis for any other distribution shape. (Note that
lower head failure times for the TMLB' cases were subtracted from the hot leg
failure times so that all results are expressed in terms of a common
reference.)

Results listed in Table G-7 are depicted in Figure G-15. The combined
probability distribution (as shown) was determined by applying equal weight to
the results in Table G-7. Specifically, the distribution for TMLB' Case 3 was
multiplied by 0.5 over the domain from -]10.8 to 24.3 minutes; and the
distribution for TMLB' Case 5 was multiplied by 0.5 over the domain from
-184.7 to -49.7 minutes. The weighted distributions were then summed in order
to capture the range established by the separate results. The combined
distribution indicates that hot leg failures earlier than 184.7 minutes before
lower head failure and hot leg failures later than 24.3 minutes after lower
head failure are not expected for TMLB' sequences with 250 gpm RCP seal le'aks
in the Surry NPP.
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Table G-7. Hot leg failure probabilities as a function of time given the
occurrence of TMLB' sequences with RCP seal leaks in the Surry NPP.

TMLB' case Hot leg failure time (min)a Probability

3 -110.g o.00
-104.0 0.05
17.5 0.95
24.3b 1.00

4 NCc

5 -]84.7b 0.00
-177.9 0.05
-56.4 0.95
-49.7b 1.00

6 NC_

a. Lower head failure times were subtracted from hot leg failure times to
produce the listed results in terms of a common reference. (Lower head
failures were calculated to occur 405.7, 432.9, 479.6, and 389.8 minutes after
TMLB' initiation in TMLB' Cases 3 through 6, respectively. Note that a
negative result indicates hot leg failure before the calculated time of lower
head failure.),

b. Failure times at endpoint probabilities of 0.0 and 1.0 were extrapolated
by assuming a linear distribution between probabilities of 0.05 and 0.95.

c. NC means that creep rupture Failure was not calculated before molten
relocation and lower head failure.

G-1.2.3 P3--Probability that the RCS Pressure is Low as a Function of
Time. SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3 results for TMLB' Cases 3 through 6 indicate that the
RCP seal leaks considered are sufficient to reduce the RCS pressure well below
the setpoint of the PORVs. However, the RCP seal leaks may or may not
depressurize the RCS below 1.38 MPa before lower head failure because of the
potential for repressurization associated with accumulator injections and
debris/coolant heat transfer. In other words, failure of the surge line '
and/or hot leg, which should adequate]y relieve any repressurization in most
circumstances, may still be required to avoid an HPME. The probability of
depressurizing through a surge line or hot leg break (given the occurrence of
TMLB' sequences with RCP seal leaks in the Surry NPP) is discussed below.

As described in Sections G-1.2.1 and G-1.2.2, creep rupture failures were
not calculated for either the surge line or the hot leg before molten
relocation and lower head Failure in TMLB' Cases 4 and 6. Obviously, those
results indicate that there is no potential for RCS depressurization through a
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Figure 6-15. Hot leg failureprobabilitiesas,a functionof time given the
occurrenceTMLB' sequenceswith seal leaks of 250 gpm per RCP in the Surry
NPP.

surge line or hot leg failurebefore lower head failure. Therefore,this
probabilitywas taken to be 0.0 given the occurrenceof TMLB' sequenceswith
seal leaks of 480 gpm per RCP in the Surry NPP.

With respectto seal leaks of 250 gpm per RCP, both surge line and hot
leg failureswere predicted. However, the probabilityof reachinglow
pressure in the RCS is controlledby a hot leg break for TMLB' sequenceswith
seal leaks of 250 gpm per RCP, since the probabilityfor hot leg failureis
higher than the probabilityof surge line failureas a function of time (see
combinedprobabilitydistributionsshown in FiguresG-12 and G-]5). Although
the break size resultingfrom hot leg creep ruptureis unknown, one would
expect a hot leg ruptureto be larger than a surge line rupture. It was
establishedin SectionG-].].3that a surge line creep rupture could
depressurizethe RCS from operatingpressureto ].38 MPa in ]0 minutes. With
a larger rupture size expectedand with the RCS pressurereduced by RCP seal
leaks, it is quite conservativeto assume RCS depressurizationto ].38 MPa
within 10 minutes of hot leg creep rupture.

Probabilitydistributionsfor reachinga low RCS pressure are given in
Table G-8 on that basis. Specifically,the distributionswere calculatedby
shiftingthe resultsfor TMLB' Cases 3 and 5 given in Table G-7 by ]0 minutes.
(Obviously,there was no reason to carry resultsfor Cases 4 and 6 forwardto
Table G-8, since hot leg failureswere not calculated.) Results listed in
Table G-8 are depicted in Figure G-16. The combinedprobabilitydistribution
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Table G-8. Probability of reaching a low RCS pressure as a function of time
given the occurrence of TMLB' sequences with seal leaks of 250 gpm per RCP in
the Surry NPP.

TMLB' case Time to reach a low RCS pressure (min)a Probability

3 -100.8b 0.00
-94.0 0.05

' 27.5 0.95
34.3b l.O0

5 -]74.7b 0.00
-167.9 0.05
-46.4 0.95
-39.7b 1.O0

a. Lower head failure times were subtracted from the times required to reach
a low RCS pressure to produce the listed results in terms of a common
reference. (Lower head failures were calculated to occur 405.7 and 479.6
minutes after TNLB' initiation in TMLB' Cases 3 and 5, respectively. Note
that a negative result indicates RCS depressurization before the calculated
time of lower head failure.)

b. Failure times at endpoint probabilities of 0.0 and 1.0 were extrapolated
by assuming a linear distribution between probabilities of 0.05 and 0.95.
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Figure G-16. Probability distribution for reaching a low RES pressure as a
function of time given the occurrence of TMLB' sequences with seal leaks of
250 gpm per RCP in the Surry NPP.
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for reaching a low RCS pressure (as shown} was determined by applying equal
weight to the results of Table G-8. Specifically, the distribution for TMLB'
Case 3 was multiplied by 0.5 over the domain from -]00.8 to 34.3 minutes; and
the distribution for TMLB' Case 5 was multiplied by 0.5 over the domain from
-174.7 to -39.7 minutes. The weighted distributions were then summed in order
to capture the range established by the separate results. Based on the table
data and the combined distribution, RCS depressurization to ].38 MPa earlier
than ]74.7 minutes before lower head failure and RCS depressurization to ].38
MPa later than 34.3 minutes after lower head failure would not be expected,
given the occurrence of TMLB' sequences with seal leaks of 250 gpm per RCP in
the Surry NPP.

G-1.2.4 P4--Probability of Lower Head Failure as a Function of Time. As
discussed in Section G-I.].4, the SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 calculation of lower head
creep rupture is primarily affected by (a) debris/coolant heat transfer during
molten relocation to the lower head, (b) melt/lower head contact resistance,
(c) uncertainties in the creep rupture analysis for large radii, and (d) in-
core crust heat transfer. Although, TMLB' Case 5 was used to investigate the
effects of debris/coolant heat transfer, TMLB' Cases 3, 4, and 6 are similar
to the TMLB' Base Case and TMLB' Case 2 in that all of those items tended to

accelerate relocation and lower head failure. From that perspective, lower
head failures earlier than those predicted by the code should have low
probabilities. However, the potential for earlier relocations (that are not
currently considered by the code} should be evaluated, as discussed below.

A relatively stable crucible of solidified materials could retain an in-
core molten pool. If materials suddenly slump into the pool from above, some
of the molten materials could spill over the top of the crucible and relocate
to the lower head as a result of a plunger action. After reviewing results
from the subject cases, it was concluded that relocations due to the plunger
effect would not be expected before the code calculated crust failures.
Material slumping into the molten pools coOId have occurred; however, any
slumping into the pool would be expected to occur gradually, consistent with
the nature of the predicted heatup in the subject cases. Gradual slumping
could result in small spills, which would tend to solidify before reaching the
lower head. In other words, relocation and lower head failure as a result of
the plunger effect would not be expected before the code calculated lower head
failure in the subject cases.

Some amount of radial spreading could occur as core materials begin to
melt. If the molten region spreads to a point of contact with the core former
plates, the former plates could also melt, resulting in relocation through the
core bypass region with a potential for a subsequent lower head failure. The
time required to melt the former plates was conservatively neglected in
evaluation of this potential. It was also assumed that any relocation that
resulted from radial spreading would be large enough to cause a lower head
failure. In other words, the probability of lower head failure given a core
bypass relocation was conservatively assumed to be ].0. Based on the first
appearance of molten materials and a spreading rate typical of TMI-2
(estimated to be 0.06 mm/second by the SCDAP development staff}, potential
lower head failures as a result of radial spreading could have occurred in a
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range from 98.5 minutes after to 28.3 minutes after the code predictions in
the subject cases.

Melting of fuel rods on the core periphery could develop under conditions
of uniform core heating. Like the process of radial spreading, melting on the
core periphery could result in a core bypass relocation with a potential for a
subsequent lower head failure. With the exception of TPlLB' Case 4, outer
channel core melting did not occur before the calculated crust failure,
relocation, and lower head failure in the subject cases. A decision was made
to disregard thp relatively early outer channel melting in TPlLB' Case 4, since
that result appeared to be an unreasonable anomaly in the calculation.
Therefore, early relocation and lower head failures as a result of melting on
the core periphery would not be expected before the code calculated lower head
failures in the subject cases.

From the foregoing, it should be clear that the code-calculated failures
appear to represent the earliest lower head failures times that could be
expected in TMLB' Cases 3, 4, and 6. (TMLB' Case 5 will be handled
separately, since debris/coolant heat transfer resulted in a delayed lower
head failure.) It was assumed that failures earlier than those calculated
would not be expected more than 1% of the time. That assumption was based on
the conservative nature of the code calculations (which tend to produce early
lower head failures) and the fact that alternate mechanisms were also
considered to incorporate the potential for even earlier lower head failures.

Probability quantification can be completed using results from TMLB'
Cases 3 and 5. Specifically, comparing results from those cases indicates
that debris/coolant heat transfer, which amounts to debris quenching limited
only by the availability of water in the lower head, can extend lower head
survival by 73.9 minutes. Assuming that debris/coolant heat transfer accounts
for about half of the conservatism in the code calculations of lower head
failure as previously discussed, lower head failure could be as late as 147.8
minutes (2 x 73.9 minutes) after the code-calculated times. Therefore, it was
assumed that lower head failures earlier than the code calculation plus 147.8
minutes would occur about 99% of the time.

The calculated lower head failure time from TMLB' Case 3 (with an assumed
probability of 0.01) and the calculated lower head failure time from TMLB'
Case 3 plus ]47.8 minutes (with an assumed probability of 0.99) effectively
provides a range of lower head failure uncertainty for TMLB' sequences with
seal leaks of 250 gpm per RCP in the Surry NPP. That is because results from
both (250 gpm RCP seal leak) Cases 3 _,nd5 were used to establish the
distribution. The calculated lower head failure times from TMLB' Cases 4 and
6 (with an assumed probability of 0.01) and the application of a late failure
uncertainty of 147.8 minutes to the calculated lower head failure times (with
an assumed probability of 0.99) provides separate distributions for those
cases. However, the distributions are equivalent when referenced to the time
of calculated lower head failures (since TMLB' Case 4 and 6 results did not
support failures earlier than calculated and since the late failure adjustment
was the same in both cases). The combined distribution for TPlLB' sequences
with seal leaks of 480 gpm per RCP is equal to the distributions for Tt4LB'
Cases 4 and 6, since the separate distributions are equal.
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Results of the quantification for the probability of lower head failure
are summarized in Table G-9 on that basis. As indicated, combined
distributions are given for seal leaks of 250 gpm per RCP and for seal leaks
of 480 gpm per RCP. Failure times at the endpoint probabilities of 0.0 and
].0 are also included in the table. Those values were extrapolated by
assuming a linear distribution of failure times between probabilities of 0.0]
and 0.99. As previously discussed, the linear assumption was made for
simplicity, since there was no apparent basis for any other distribution
shape.

Results listed in Table G-9 are depicted in Figure G-17. The combined
distribution for seal leaks of 250 gpm per RCP is equivalent to the combined
distribution for seal leaks of 480 gpm per RCP. Therefore, lower head
failures earlier than ].5 minutes before the calculated failure time and lower
head failures later than ]49.3 minutes after those calculated would not be

expected if TMLB' sequences with RCP seal leaks occur in the Surry NPP.

G-1.2.5 Recombination of Probabilities PI through P4. The combined
distribution shown in Figure G-]6 represents the probability of having a hot
leg failure that will depressurize the RCS to a low pressure given the
occurrence of TMLB' sequences with seal le_ks of 250 gpm per RCP in the Surry
NPP. The probability of a lower head failure is represented by the combined
distribution shown in Figure G-17. Those distributions overlap, as shown in
Figure G-]8. Therefore, derivatives of the distributions with respect to time
were calculated to give the corresponding PDFs shown in Figure G-]9. Equation
(G-l) was applied to the PDFs, as explained in Section G-]. Specifically, the
integration limits in Equation (G-l) were reset consistent with non-zero
values of PLP.I and PLH.2 and evaluated to give

34 3 [ 149 3P = PLpiOLH2dt2dtl= 0.98 (G-12)
j-174 7jr, • •

where

P = the probability of the surge line/hot leg failure issue given
the occurrence of TMLB' sequences with seal leaks of 250 gpm
per RCP in the Surry NPP

PLPI = the PDF representing the probability of depressurizing the RCS
following a hot leg failure given the occurrence of TMLB'
sequences with seal leaks of 250 gpm per RCP in the Surry NPP
integrated with respect to time tl

PLH.2 = the PDF representing the probability of lower head failure
given the occurrence of TMLB' sequences with seal leaks of 250
gpm per RCP in the Surry NPP integrated with respect to time
t2.
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Table 6-9. Lower head failureprobabilitiesas a functionof time given the
occurrenceof TMLB' sequenceswith RCP seal leaks in the Surry NPP.

TMLB' Sequence Lower head failuretime (min)8 Probability

With seal leaks of -].5b 0.00

250 gpm per RCP 0.0 0.01
]47.8 0.99
]49.3b 1.O0

With seal leaks of -1.5b 0.00

480 gpm per RCP 0.0 0.0]
]47.8 0.99
]49.3b ].00

a. Resultsare listed with respectto a common referenceof zero at the
calculatedlower head failuretimes. Note that a negativeresult indicates
lower head failure before the calculatedfailuretime.

b. Failuretimes at endpointprobabilitiesof 0.0 and ].0 were extrapolated
by assuminga linear distributionbetweenprobabilitiesof 0.01 and 0.99.
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Figure6-17. Lower head failureprobabilitiesas a functionof time given the
occurrenceof TMLB' sequenceswith RCP seal leaks in the Surry NPP.
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Figure 6-18. Probability of the surge line/hot leg failure issue given the
occurrence of TMLB' sequences with seal leaks of 750 gpm per RCP in the Surry
NPP.
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Figure (;-19. Probability density functions for the surge line/hot leg failure
issue given the occurrence of THLB' sequences with seal leaks of 250 gpmper
RCP in the Surry NPP.
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Therefore, the probability of the surge line/hot leg failure issue given the
occurrence of TMLB' sequences with seal leaks of 250 gpm per RCP in the Surry
NPP is 0.98.

The probability of having a surge line or hot leg failure was 0.0 for
iMLB' Cases 4 and 6 with seal leaks of 480 gpm per RCP (see Sections G-].2.]
and G-].2.2). Obviously, there is no possibility for an associated RCS
depressurization in those cases. Therefore, the probability of the surge
line/hot leg failure issue given the occurrence of TMLB' sequences with seal
leaks of 480 gpm per RCP in the Surry NPP is 0.0.

G-I.3 Issue Probability for TMLB' Sequences with Stuck-Open/Latched-Open
PORVs

This section contains the probability quantification for the surge
line/hot leg failure issue given the occurrence of TMLB' sequences with stuck-
open/latched-open PORVs in the Surry NPP. As discussed in Section G-I, the
surge line/hot leg failure issue was decomposed into four separate
probabilities, denoted P] through P4. Sections G-1.3.1 through G-].3.4
contain evaluations of the separate probabilities P] through P4, which are
also conditional on the occurrence of TMLB' sequences with stuck-open/latched-
open PORVs in the Surry NPP. The surge line/hot leg failure issue probability
for this scenario was then obtained through recombination of the separate
probabilities. That recombination is outlined in Section G-].3.5.

Quantification was primarily based on SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 results for an
intentional depressurization of the Surry NPP.GB A late depressurization
strategy was considered in that analysis, where it was assumed that plant
operators would latch the PORVs open at the time core exit temperatures
reached 922 K. It should be recognized that the PORVs could be latched open
or they could stick open at virtually any time during a TMLB' sequence. In
this evaluation, however, it was assumed that the probabilities for the surge
line/hot leg failure issue would not be significantly altered by the PORV
opening time. Furthermore, probabilities for both latched-open and stuck-open
conditions were assumed to be equivalent. Those assumptions w,,redeveloped as
follows.

It was determined that the surge line would fail before failure of the
lower head if the late depressurization strategy were implemented in the Surry
NPP.Ge Results from previous analyses indicate the same result with respect
to surge line failure if the PORVs are latched open at an earlier time.
Specifically, if the PORVs are latched open at the time of steam generator
dryout, surge line failures are also predicted to occur before lower head

G7 (failure. It should be noted that there are substantial differences in

terms of core damage as a function of the time that the PORVs are latched
open. However, the level of core damage is of no concern in this particular
issue.) Based on current understanding and the available calculations, there
is no reason to expect any difference in results applicable to this issue if
any other relatively early PORV opening times were selected.
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If the PORVs are latched open at some:time after core exit temperatures
reach 922 K, RCS pressure control through PORV cycling would be extended.
Results from the TMLB' Base Case (described in the body of this report)
indicate that PORV cycling subjects the surge line to heating at high pressure
conditions. If allowed to continue (i.e., if it is not interrupted by
latching t_e PORVs open), surge line failure would occur more than 240 minutes
ahead of lower head failure. If the PORVs are latched open before surge line
failure (i.e., before sufficient heating at high pressure has transpired), the
ensuing RCS pressure reduction would result in cladding ruptures and the
injection of accumulator water. High-temperature steam from the subsequent
boiloff and the some of the energy associated with oxidation of the inner
surfaces of the ruptured cladding would be deposited in the surge line. Surge
line failure, as a result of the heating associated with boiloff and
oxidation, would be expected ahead of lower head failure. Based on current
understanding and the available calculations, there is no reason to expect any
difference in results applicable to this issue if relatively late PORV opening
times are selected. Therefore. the probability of the surge line/hot leg
failure issue should not be significa_tly altered by the timF that the PORVs
are latched open.

A similar set of reasoning applies to the time that the PORVs could stick
open. In fact, there is no basis to differentiate between a latched-open
condition and a stuck-open condition, g_vEJ_ that the operators could latch the
PORVs open or the PORVs could stick oper_ _t any given time. Therefore, the
probabilities for both latched-open and stuck-open conditions were assumed to
be equivalent.

G-I.3.1 Pl--Probability of Surge Line Failure as a Function of Time.
Surge line creep rupture calculations during TMLB' sequences with stuck-
open/latched-open PORVs are subject to the temperature and pressure
uncertainties previously described for TMLB' sequences with RCP seal leaks
(see Section G-].2.]). Therefore, the quantification approach used in Section
G-].2.] was used in this evaluation. Specifically, it was assumed that the
probability of surge line failure could be inferred from the variations in
failure times resulting from both temperature and pressure uncertainties.

A simple one-volume SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 model was developed to calculate
the response of the stainless steel surge line subjected to potential
temperature and pressure var<ations. The simple one-volume model had to be
benchmarked before those calculations could be made. Surge line vapor
temperature and pressure histories were extracted from the SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3
intentional depressurization results as a first step in benchmarking. The
extracted vapor temperatures and pressures _ere used as surge line boundary
conditions. Heat transfer coefficients from the vapor to the surge line were
then pdjusted until th_ surge line response using the simple one-volume model
matched the response predicted during the intentional depressurization
calculation. That approach effectively simulated the surge line temperature
and pressure conditions and provided reasonable heat transfer coefficients for
use in subsequent calculations with the one-volume model.
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The extracted temperature and pressure histories were then altered in an
attempt to account for potential uncertainties. The extracted temperature
histories were altered by ±20% with respect to the calculated vapor
temperatures at the beginning of RCS heatup, consistent with the approach
described in Section G-I.I.]. Potential pressure uncertainties were addressed
by varying accumulator injection and debris quenching pressure peaks by ±20%,
consistent with the approach described in Section G-1.2.1. The resulting
surge line vapor temperature and pressure histories are shown with respect to
the nominal histories in Figures G-20 and G-21, respectively. The variations
shown in Figures G-20 and G-2] represent possible conditions that could occur
if the surge line temperatures/pressures are either under- or overpredicted.

It was assumed that the combined conditions represented by surge line
temperatures and pressures that were increased by 20% should not be exceeded
more than about 5% of the time. It was also assumed that the combined

conditions represented by surge line temperatures and pressures that were
decreased by 20% should be exceeded about 95% of the time. Those assumptions
were based on the potential uncertainties affecting surge line temperatures
(including oxidation and radiation, as discussed in Section G-I.I.]) and the
potential uncertainties affectir,g surge line pressures (including the effects
of accumulator injection and debris/coolant heat transfer, as discussed in
Section G-].2.]). The assumptions were intended tc represent the range of
uncertainty associated with surge line temperatures and pressures. It is not
possible to more definitively establish the range of uhcertainty within the
scope of this project. However, the assumptions could be easily modified at
some future date if warranted.

The surge line response was then calculated using the simple one-volume
model with the altered vapor temperature and pressure histories as boundary
conditions. Heat transfer coefficients previously established to match the
surge line response were used as appropriate. Surge line failures were not
calculated prior to relocation and lower head failure within the range of
uncertainties considered. On that basis, one might conclude that the
probability of surge line failure is 0.0. However, such a conclusion would be
premature without some understanding of the code creep rupture calculation
relative to intentional depressurization of the Surry NPP, as discussed below.

SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 calculates creep rupture failures based on the time a
specified component remains at a given temperature and pressure (which induces
a stress). The code calculation then relies on experimental data of failures
that were recorded for a variety of materials subjected to a range of
temperatures and stress levels. However, extrapolatior,is required,
especially for low-stress conditions, since the experimental temperature and
stress range was limited. In contrast with TMLB' sequences with and without
RCP seal leaks, surge line stresses are very low in the intentional
depressurization calculation because the PORV effectively reduces the RCS
pressure. As a result, the extrapolated time to creep rupture failure is well
beyond the time of relocation. Therefore, creep rupture failures of the surge
line were not predicted.

Uncertainties in extrapolation of experimental creep rupture data to low-
stress conditions prompted further evaluation. Specifically, the calculated
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Figure G-20. Surge line vapor temperature histories for estimation of surge
line failure probabilities given the occurrence of TMLB' sequences with stuck-
open/latched-open PORVs in the Surry NPP.
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Figure G-21. Surge line pressure histories fo,r estimation of surge line
failure probabilities given the occurrence of TMLB' sequences with stuck-
open/latched-open PORVs in the Surry NPP.
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surge line stress levels were compared to the ultimate strength of stainless
steel. It was concluded that the ultimate strength of the surge line would be
exceeded by the calculated stresses during intentional depressurization once
the surge line reached approximately 1530 K.G6 Stresses that exceed the
ultimate strength of the stainless steel should be sufficient to result in a
surge line breach. On that basis, it was assumed that failure could be
expected by the time the surge line reached ]530 K.

Volume-averaged temperature histories of the surge line pipe, with
variations predicted through use of the simple one-volume model to account for
potential uncertainties during ex-vessel heatup, are depicted in Figure G-22.
A line was also drawn at the assumed failure temperature as a visualization
aid. Surge line failures at 37].4 and 483.5 minutes are indicated for heatup
variations of ±20%, respectivel_,. Surge line failure at -371.4 minutes was
assigned a probability of 0.05 by assuming that a 20% increase in heatup
should not be exceeded more than about 5% of the time. A probability of 0.95
was assigned to the surge line failure at 483.5 minutes by assuming that a 20%
decrease in surge line heating should be exceeded about 95% of the time.
Those results are summarized in Table G-tO. Failure times at the endpoint
probabilities of 0.0 and 1.0 are also included in the table. Those values
were extrapolated by assuming a linear distribution of failure times between
the probabilities of 0.05 and 0.95. Note that the lower head failure time of
489.1 minutes was subtracted from the surge line failure times so that results
are expressed in terms of a common reference.

Results listed in Table G-tO are depicted in Figure G-23. Based on the
table data and the distribution shown in the figure, surge line failures
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Figure G-22. Surge line volume-averaged temperature histories for estimation
of surge line failure probabilities given the occurrence of TMLB' sequences
with stuck-open/latched-open PORVs in the Surry NPP.
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Table G-tO. Surge line failure probabilities as a function of time given the
occurrence of TMLB' sequences with stuck-open/latched-open PORVs in the Surry
NPP.

Surge line failure time (min)" Probability

-123.9i_ 0.00
-117.7 O.05
-5.6 0.95
0.6b ].00

a. Lower head failure time was subtracted from surge line failure time to
produce the results in terms of a common reference. (Lower head Failure was
calculated to occur 489.1 minutes after TMLB' initiation during the
intentional depressurization calculation. Note that a negative result
indicates surge line failure before the calculated time of lower head
failure.)

b. Failure times at endpoint probabilities of 0.0 and 1.0 were extrapolated
by assuming a linear distribution between probabilities of 0.05 and 0.95.
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Figure G-23. Surge line failure probabilities as a function of time given the
occurrence of TMLB' sequences with stuck-open/latched-open PORVs in the S_rry
NPP.
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earlier than 123.9 minutes before lower head failure and surge line failures
later than 0.6 minutes after lower head failure are not expected given the
occurrence of TMLB' sequences with stuck-open/latched-open PORVs in the Surry
NPP. In addition, surge line failures earlier than 5.6 minutes before lower
head failure are expected 95% of the time.

G-I.3.2 P2--Probability of Hot Leg Failure as a Function of Time. Hot
leg creep rupture calculations during TMLB' sequences with stuck-open/latched-
open PORVs are subject to the temperature and pressure uncertainties
previously described for TMLB' sequences with RCP seal leaks (see Section
G-1.2.2). Therefore, the quantification approach used in Section G-1.2.2 was
used in this evaluation. Specifically, it was assumed that the probability of
hot leg failure could be inferred from the variations in failure times
resulting from both temperature and pressure uncertainties.

A simple one-volume SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 model was developed to calculate
the response of the hot leg subjected to potential temperature and pressure
variations. As discussed in Section G-].1.2, carbon and stainless steel
material properties were incorporated into t'hemodel so that the areas most
vulnerable to creep rupture could be analyzed. The simple one-volume model
had to be benchmarked before hot leg failures resulting from potential
temperature/pressure variations could be calculated. Hot leg vapor
temperature histories were extracted from the SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 intentional
depressurization results as a first step in benchmarking. The extracted vapor
temperatures and pressures were used as hot leg boundary conditions. Heat
transfer coefficients from the vapor to the hot leg were then adjusted until
the hot leg response using the simple one-volume model matched the response
predicted in the intentional depressurization calculation. Stainless steel
material properties were used in the benchmarking process, consistent with the
modeling used in the calculation. That approach effectively simulated the hot
leg pressure and temperature conditions and provided a reasonable heat
transfer coefficient for use in subsequent calculations with the one-volume
model.

The extracted temperature and pressure histories were then altered in an
attempt to account for potential uncertainties. The extracted temperature
histories were altered by ±20% with respect to the calculated vapor
temperatures at the beginning of RCS heatup, consistent with the approach
described in Section G-].I.2. Potential pressure uncertainties were addressed
by varying accumulator injection and debris quenching pressure peaks by ±20%,
consistent with the approach described in Section G-1.2.2. The resulting hot
leg vapor temperature histories are shown with respect to the nominal history
in Figure G-24. The altered hot leg pressure histories are not shown, since
they are essentially equal to the surge line histories depicted in Figure'G-
21. The resulting variations represent possible conditions that could occur
if the hot leg temperatures/pressures are either under- or overpredicted.

It was assumed that the combined conditions represented by hot leg
temperatures and pressures that were increased by 20% should not be exceeded
more than about 5% of the time. It was also assumed that the combined
conditions represented by hot leg temperatures and pressures that were
decreased by 20% should be exceeded about 95% of the time. Those assumptions
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Figure G-24. Hot leg ,apor temperature histories for estimation of hot leg
failure probabilities given the occurrence of TMLB' sequences with stuck-
open/latched-open PORVs in the Surry NPP.

were based on the potential uncertainties affecting hot leg temperatures
(including oxidation and radiation, as discussed in Section G-].].]) and the
potential uncertainties affecting hot leg pressures (including the effects of
accumulator injection and debris/coolant heat transfer, as discussed in
Section G-].2.]). The assumptions were intended to represent the range of
uncertainty associated with hot leg temperatures and pressures. It is not
possible to more definitively establish the range of uncertainty within the
scope of this project. However, the assumptions could be easily modified at
some future date if warranted.

The hot leg response was then calculatedusing the simple one-volume
model with the altered vapor temperature and pressure histories as boundary
conditions. The heat transfer coefficient previously established to match the
hot leg response was used as appropriate. In an attempt to estimate the
possibility of an early hot leg failure, carbon steel properties were used in
conjunction with vapor temperatures and pressures that had been increased by
20%. Since higher temperatures and pressures accelerate failure by creep
rupture and since a given temperature and pressure will induce a carbon steel
failure before a stainless steel failure, hot leg failures earlier than the
failures corresponding to carbon steel subjected to the combined conditions of
increased temperature and pressure were assumed to occur 5% of the time.
Stainless steel properties were used in conjunction with vapor temperatures
and pressures that had been decreased by 20% to estimate the possibility of a
late hot leg failure. Since lower temperatures and pressures delay failure by
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creep rupture and since stainless steel will fail later than carbon steel at a
given temperature and pressure, hot leg failures earlier than the
corresponding failures were assumed to occur 95% of the time. However, hot
leg failures were not calculated prior to relocation and lower head failure
within the range of uncertainties considered. The calculated hot leg stresses
were very low because the RCS was depressurtzed through the open PORVs. As a
result, creep ruptures were not predicted.

As discussed in Section G-].-;.],an evaluation was needed to address
uncertainties in the extrapolation of experimental creep rupture data to low-
stress conditions. As a first step, volume-averaged hot leg piping
temperature histories for all three primary coolant loops were extracted from
the intentional depressurization results and depicted in Figure G-25. As
indicated, the highest hot leg piping temperatures occurred in the loop
containing the pressurizer and PORVs. (The primary coolant loops, including
the pressurizer loop with component numbers in the 400's, were described in
Appendix B of this report.) That result was expected, since a majority of the
core decay energy is transferred through that hot leg and the surge line
before being discharged through the PORVs. However, the highest hot leg
temperatures (reaching approximately 1300 K) are relatively cool compared to
the surge line temperatures (see Figure G-22). Furthermore, the calculated
stresses during intentional depressurization are well below the ultimate
strength of the hot leg, even at 1300 K. If the highest hot leg temperature
history was increased by 20% (with respect to temperatures at the beginning of
heatup) to account for potential uncertainties, a margin of approximately 100
K would still exist between the point where the calculated stress approached
the ultimate strength of the hot leg.
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Figure G-25. Hot leg volume-averaged temperature histories for all three
primary coolant loops during the intentional depressurization of the Surry
NPP.
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Based on the foregoing creep rupture ana]ysis and the temperature-related
stress/strength evaluation, hot leg failures would not be expected before
relocation and lower head failure given the occurrence of TMLB' sequences with
stuck-open/latched-open PORVs in the Surry NPP. Therefore, the probability of
hot leg failure was taken to be 0.0.

G-I.3.3 P3--Probability that the RCS Pressure is Low as a Function of
Time. SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 results indicate that the RCS pressure drops well
below 1.38 Mpa before lower head failure as a result of flow through the
latched-open PDRVs during the intentional depressurization of the Surry NPP.
However, probability P3 was structured to relate RCS depressurization to an
ex-vessel failure. Specifically, it is necessary to quantify the probability
that the RCS pressure is low as a function of time following surge line/hot
leg failure. The following describes quantification of the probability
consistent with that structure.

The probability is controlled by a surge line break for TMLB' sequences
with stuck-open/latched-open PORVs, since hot leg failures were not calculated
(see Sections G-1.3.1 and G-1.3.2). Depressurization following the surge line
break is unnecessary, since the RCS is depressurized below the target level by
the latched-open PORVs. Therefore, there is no need to add a delay time to
a11ow for depressurization following the (controlling) surge line break. On
that basis, the probability distribution for reaching a low RCS pressure
following a surge line/hot leg failure is equal to the distribution for surge
line failure as given in Table G-|O. A graphical representation of the that
distribution is shown in Figure G-23.

G-I.3.4 P4--Probability of Lower Head Failure as a Function of Time. As
discussed in Section G-].|.4, the SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 calculation of lower head
creep rupture is primarily affected by (a) debris/coolant heat transfer during
molten relocation to the lower head, (b) melt/lower head contact resistance,
(c) uncertainties in the creep rupture analysis for large radii, and (d) in-
core crust heat transfer. Debris/coolant heat transfer was included in the
referenced intentional depressurization calculation. However, the debris was
not effectively cooled because the amount of relocated debris was large
relative to the amount of lower head coolant available for quenching. As a
result, lower head creep rupture proceeded without delay as if debris/coolant
heat transfer were not modeled. In additi6n, the remaining items w_re modeled
to accelerate lower head failure. Since the primary effects treated within
the calculation tended to accelerate lower head failure, lower head failures
earlier than those predicted would be expected to have low probabilities.
Before quantification can be completed, however, the potential for earlier
relocations and associated lower head failures (through mechanisms not
currently considered by the code) should be evaluated, as discussed below.

The potential for molten relocations that could result from a plunger
effect were described in Section G-I.] 4. After reviewing results from the
intentional depressurization calculation, it was concluded tilatrelocations
due to the plunger effect would not be expected before the code calculated
crust failures. Material slumping into the molten pool could have occurred;
however, any slumping into the pool would be expected to occur gradually,
consistent with the nature of the predicted heatup. Gradual slumping could
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result in small spills, which would tend to solidify before reaching the lower
head. In other words, relocation and lower head failure as a result of the
plunger effect would not be expected before the code calculated lower head
failure.

The potential for relocations that could result from the radial spreading
of molten materials to the core former plates was also described in Section
G-].].4. The time required to melt the former plates was conservatively
neglected in evaluation of this potential. The probability of lower head
failure given a core bypass relocation was also conservatively assumedto be
].0. Based on the first appearance of molten materials and a spreading rate
typical of TRi-2 (estimated to be 0.06 mm/secondby the SCDAPdevelopment
staff), potential lower head failures as a result of radial spreading could
have occurred 29.3 minutes after the code prediction.

Melting of:fuel rods on the core periphery could develop under conditions
of uniform core heating. Like the process of radial spreading, melting on the
core periphery could result in a core bypass relocation with a potential for a
subsequent lower head failure. However, outer channel core melting did not
occur before the calculated crust failure, relocation, and lower head fail, ure
in the referenced intentional depressurization calculation.

From the foregoing, it should be clear that the code-calculated failure
appears to represent the earliest lower head failure time that could be
expected. It was assumedthat failures earlier than the prediction would not
be expected more than ]% of the time. That assumption was based on the
conservative nature of the code calculation (which tended to produce an early
lower head failure)and the fact that alternatemechanismswere also
consideredto incorporatethe potentialfor an even earlier lower head
failure.

Probabilityquantificationcan be completedusing results from TMLB'
Cases 3 and 5. Specifically,comparingresultsfrom those cases indicates
that debris/coolantheat transfer,which amountsto debris quenchinglimited
only by the availabilityof water in the lower head, can extend lower head
survivalby 73.9 minutes. Although lower head survivalwas not extendedin
the subject calculation,such a result could have occurred if the amountof
material relocatedwas lower and/or if the amountof lower head coolantwas
higher. It could be argued that the necessarydifferencesin the
debris/coolantinteractionare within the uncertaintiesassociatedwith the
current understandingof core damage progression. Assuming that the necessary
differenceswere calculatedand assumingthat debris/coolantheat transfer
accounts for about half of the conservatismin the code calculationsof lower
head failure as previouslydiscussed,lower head failure could be as late as
147.8 minutes (2 x 73.9 minutes) after the code-calculatedtime. Therefore,
it was assumed that lower head failuresearlierthan the code calculationplus
147.8 minutes would occur about 99% of the time.

Results of the quantificationfor the probabilityof lower head failure
are summarized in Table G-I] on that basis. Failuretimes at the endpoint
probabilitiesof 0.0 and 1.0 are also includedin the table. Those values
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Table 6-11. Lower head failure probabilities as a function of time given the
occurrence of TMLB' sequences with stuck-open/latched-open PORVs in the Surry
NPP.

Lower head failure time (rain)a Probability

- 1.5 b O. O0
0.0 0.0]

147.8 0.99
149.3 b ]. O0

a. Results are listed with respect to a common reference of 'zero' at the
calculated lower head failure time. Note that a negative result indicates'
lower head failure before the calculated time.

b. Failure times at endpoint probabilities of 0.0 and ].O'were extrapolated
by assuming a linear distribution between probabilities of 0.01 and 0.99.

were extrapolated by assuming a linear distribution of failure times between
probabilities of 0.0] and 0.99. As previously discussed, the linear
assumption was made for simplicity,since there was no apparent basis for any
other distribution shape.

Results listed in Table G-]] are depicted in Figure G-26. As indicated,
lower head failures earlier than 1.5 minutes before the calculated failure
time and lower head failures later than 149.3 minutes after the calculated

time would not be expected given the occurrence of TMLB' sequences with stuck-
open/latched-open PORVs in the Surry NPP.

6-1.3.5 Recombination of Probabilities P] through P4. The distribution
shown in Figure G-23 represents the probability of having a surge line failure
that will depressurize the RCS to a low pressure given the occurrence of TMLB'
sequences with stuck-open/latched-open PORVs in the Surry NPP. (As discussed
in Section G-].3.3, there was no need to shift the distribution shown in

Figure G-23 to allow time for depressurization, since the pressure was
effectively reduced through the open PORVs.) The probability of a lower head
failure is represented by the distribution shown in Figure G-26. There is a
slight overlap of the distributions, as shown in Figure G-27. Therefore,
derivatives of the distributions with respect to time were calculated to give
the corresponding PDFs shown in Figure G-28. Equation (G-]) was applied to
the PDFs as explained in Section G-]. Specifically, the integration limits in

Equation (G-l) were reset consistent with non-zero values of PLP.Iand PLHo2and
evaluated to give
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Figure G-26. Lower head failureprobabilitiesas a functionof time given the
occurrenceof TMLB' sequenceswith stuck-open/latched-openPORVs in the Surry
NPP.
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Figure G-27. Probabilityof the surge line/hotleg failure issue given the
occurrenceof TMLB' sequenceswith stuck-open/latched-openPORVs in the Surry
NPP.
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Figure G-28. Probabilitydensity functior_ for the surge line/hotleg failure
issue given the occurrenceof TMLB' sequer_eswith stuck-open/latched-open
PORVs in the Surry NPP.

._,[0611493
P j-123.9jt, PLPIPLH2dt2dtl > 0.99 --- ].0 (G-13)

where

P = the probabilityof the surge line/hotleg failure issue given
the occurrenceof TMLB' sequenceswith stuck-open/latched-open
PORVs in the Surry NPP

PLP.I = the PDF representingthe probabilityof depressurizingthe RCS
followinga surge line failuregiven the occurrenceof TMLB'
sequenceswith stuck-open/latched-openPORVs in the Surry NPP
integratedwith respectto time tl

PLH.2 = the PDF representingthe probabilityof lower head failure
given the occurrenceof TMLB' sequenceswith stuck-
open/latched-openPORVs in the Surry NPP integratedwith
respectto time t2.

Therefore,the probabilityof the surge line/hotleg failureissue given the
occurrenceof TMLB' sequenceswith stuck-open/latched-openPORVs in the Surry
NPP is ].0.
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6-2 RCS PRESSURE AT VESSEL BREACH ISSUE

This issue provides a structure for defining the RCS pressure at the time
of vessel breach given that ex-vessel failures do not occur. The issue is an
important aspect of the planned risk assessment in that issue results are
needed for cases where surge line/hot leg failures do not depressurize the RCS
before lower head failure. Consistent with NUREG-1150, the issue was
separated into high-, intermediate-, and low-pressure components to better
characterize the RCS conditions at vessel breach. Those components are

P,,: The probability that the RCS pressure is greater than 6.89 MPa at
the time of vessel breach given that ex-vessel failures do not
occur

P,n,: The probability that the RCS pressure is greater than 1.38 MPa
but less than 6.89 MPa at the time of vessel breach given that
ex-vessel failures do not occur

P,o: The probability that the RCS pressure is less than 1.38 MPa at
the time of vessel breach given that ex-vessel Failures do not
occur

The following sections contain evaluations of the three probability
components for each of the scenarios considered. Specifically, Section G-2.1
contains the evaluation of the three components for TMLB' sequences without
RCP seal leaks, Section G-2.2 contains the evaluation of the three components
for TMLB' sequences with RCP seal leaks, and Section G-2.3 contains the
evaluation of the three components for TMLB' sequences with stuck-
open/latched-open PORVs. It is important to note that the resulting
probabilities are conditional on occurrence of the specific scenarios.

It is also important to note that the SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3 calculations that
were used as a basis for evaluation were performed without accounting for the
effects of potential ex-vessel piping failures. Ex-vessel failures were
recorded as predicted during the code calculations, but a corresponding RCS
blowdown was not modeled. In other words, the calculations that were used in

the following evaluation were performed consistent with the structure of the
issue.

G-2.1 Issue Probabilities for TMLB' Sequences without RCP Seal Leaks

Probability quantification of the RCS pressure at vessel breach issue for
this scenario was based on TMLB' Base Case and TMLB' Case 2 results, as
described in the body of this report. There were no RCS leaks in either
calculation. Therefore, the pressurizer PORVs were the only means for
pressure control during the RCS boiloff that was driven by core decay energy.

The PORVs controlled the RCS pressure by cycling between the opening and
closing set points of 16.2 and 15.7 Mpa, respectively. The results clearly
indicate that the RCS pressures will remain high through the time of lower
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head failure. Furthermore, uncertainties in the calculated lower head failure
time are unimportant, since PORV cycling is continuous. Neglecting potential
depressurization effects associated with the predicted ex-vessel failures
(consistent with the probability definitions given in Section G-2), the
probabilities for this scenario are

Ph,: ] .0

P,R," O. 0

P_o: 0.0 .

G-2.2 Issue Probabilities for TMLB' Sequences with RCP Seal Leaks

Probability quantification of the RCS pressure at vessel breach issue for
this scenario was based SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 results for TMLB' Cases 3 through 6,
as described in the body of this report. All of those cases included RCP seal
leaks that reduce the RCS pressure below the PORV setpoint before lower head
failure. However, quantification of probabilities for this issue must account
for uncertainties in the lower head failure time and the RCS pressure
response. Those uncertainties and their effect on issue probabilities were
evaluated separately for seal leaks of 250 and 480 gpm per RCP, as discussed
below. (The basis for separate evaluation was described in Section G-].2.)

Seal leaks of 250 gpm per RCP were included in TMLB' Cases 3 and 5.
Uncertainties in the lower head failure times for those cases were evaluated
in Section G-I.2.4. As di.scussedin that section, lower head failures in
TMLB' Cases 3 and 5 could occur at any time during a ]50.8-minute window.
Specifically: it was determined th-t lower head failure could occur at any
time within a window extending ] : minutes earlier to 149.3 minutes later than
the calculated failure time in TMLB' Case 3. It was also determined that

lower head failure could occur at any time within a window extending 75.4
minutes earlier to 75.4 minutes later that the calculated failure time in

TMLB' Case 5. Based on the uncertainty evaluation, a failure window extending
from 404.2 to 555.0 minutes is applicable to both cases, given the Case 3 and
5 calculated failure times of 405.7 and 479.6 minutes, respectively. Vertical
lines marking the failure windows are shown with respect to the RCS pressures
for Cases 3 and 5 in Figures G-29 and G-30, respectively. Horizontal lines
are also drawn on the figures to mark the boundaries between high,
intermediate, and low pressure ranges as an aid in quantification.

The probability of lower head failure is uniformly distributed across the
]50.8-minute window, since the failure distributions were assumed to be linear

(see Section G-1.2.4). Therefore, it was assumed that the issue probabilities
(defined in Section G-2) are proportional to the fractions of the failure
windows that correspond to high, intermediate, and low RCS pressures. Since
the calculations were terminated shortly after calculated lower head failures
(before 555.0 minutes), it was necessary to estimate the possible RCS pressure
response within the failure windows so that the appropriate fractions could be
measured. Accumulator injection and debris/coolant heat transfer during
relocation to the lower head are the primary mechanisms that could
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significantly affect the RCS pressure. Those effects are addressed for each
case as discussed below.

Accumulator injection just before molten relocation to the lower head (at
about 400 minutes) drove the RCS pressure well into the high range in TMLB'
Case 3, as shown in Figure G-29. An extrapolation of the subsequent pressure
decay was added as a dashed line. As indicated, the pressure could decay to
the accumulator pressure by about 500 minutes. At that point, another
accumulator injection would be expected. The pressure peak that could result
from the injection was terminated within the intermediate pressure range (as
shown by the dashed line). That estimate was based on the pressure response
that was calculated by the code when accumulators emptied in TMLB' Case 5 and
the fact that the accumulators were nearly empty by 500 minutes. The
subsequent pressure decay was estimated to remain in the intermediate pressure
range before reaching the,end of the lower head failure window at 555.0
minutes. (It was not necessary to include the potential pressure response
associated with maximum debris/coolant heat transfer in this estimate, since
that potential is addressed in TMLB' Case 5.)

The estimated pressure response shown in Figure G-29 indicates that lower
head failures at low RCS pressures would not be expected during TMLB' Case 3.
Simple scaling within the failure window indicates that lower head failures
could be expected to occur at high RCS pressures approximately 29% of the time
and at intermediate pressures about 71% of the time. Therefore, it was
assumed that Ph, = 0.29, P,,,= 0.71, and Pjo= 0.0 for TMLB' Case 3.

Maximum debris/coolant heat transfer at the time of molten relocation
resulted in a relatively high pressure in TMLB' Case 5, as shown in Figure
G-30. The pressure then decayed to the accumulator pressure, which resulted
in an injection that emptied the accumulators at about 480 minutes. An
extrapolation of the subsequent pressure decay was added as a dashed line to
estimate pressure response beyond the end of the calculation. As indicated,
the pressure was estimated to fall into the low pressure range at about 540
minutes. There was no repressurization potential at that time, since
relocation had occurred and the accumulators were empty. Therefore, the
pressure remained in the low range until reaching the end of the lower head
failure window at 555.0 minutes.

The estimated pressure resp)nse shown in Figure G-30 indicates that lower
head failures could have occurred in all of the RCS pressure ranges during
TMLB' Case 5. Simple scaling within the failure window indicates that lower
head failures could be expected to occur at high RCS pressures approximately
13% of the time, at intermediate pressures about 79% of the time, and at low
pressures 8% of the time. Therefore, it was assumed that Ph.= 0.13, P,,,=
0.79, and P,o= 0.08 for TMLB' Case 5.

Assuming that the results from TMLB' Cases 3 and 5 should be given equal
weight as established in Section G-I.2, probabilities (consistent with the
definitions given in Section G-2) for TMLB' sequences with seal leaks of 250
gpm per RCP are
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P,i: O.2]

Pin,: O.75

P_o: O.04.

Seal leaks of 480 gpm per RCP were included in TMLB' Cases 4 and 6.
Uncertainties in the lower head failure times for those cases were evaluated
in Section G-1.2.4. As discussed, lower head failures in TMLB' Cases 4 and 6
could occur at any time during a 150.8-minute window. Specifically, it was
determined that lower head failure could occur at any time within a window
extending 1.5 minutes earlier to 149.3 minutes later than the calculated
failure time in both cases. Based on the uncertainty evaluation, a failure
window extending from 431.5 to 582.3 minutes is applicable to Case 4; and a
failure window extending from 388.3 to 539.1 minutes is applicable to Case 6,
given the Case 4 and 6 calculated failure times of 433.0 and 389.8 minutes,
respectively. Vertical lines marking the failure windows are shown with
respect to the RCS pressures for Cases 4 and 6 in Figures G-31 and G-32,
respectively. Horizontal lines are also drawn on the figures to mark the
boundaries between high, intermediate, and low pressure ranges as an aid in
quantification.

The probability of lower head failure is uniformly distributed across the
150.8-minute window, since the failure distributions were assumed to be linear
(see Section G-1.2.4). Therefore, it was assumed that the issue probabilities
(defined in Section G-2) are proportional to the fractions of the failure
windows that correspond to high, intermediate, and low RCS pressures. Since
the calculations were terminated shortly after calculated lower head failures,
it was necessary to estimate the possible RCS pressure response within the
failure windows so that the appropriate fractions could be measured.
Accumulator injection and debris/coolant heat transfer during relocation to
the lower head are the primary mechanisms that could significantly affect the
RCS pressure. Those effects are addressed for each case, as discussed below.

Accumulators were emptied in TMLB' Case 4 during an injection that began
at about 370 minutes, which was approximately 60 minutes before lower head
failure could be expected. Therefore, accumulator injection cannot effect the
RCS pressure response within the failure window shown in Figure G-31.
Debris/coolant heat transfer is the only remaining mechanism that could
significantly affect the RCS pressure. However, a decision was made to
include that mechanism in the estimated response for TMLB' Case 6. (That
decision was justified, since the results of TMLB' Case 4 will be combined
with results from TMLB' Case 6 to determine the issue probability.) Without
the potential for repressurization due to accumulators and debris/coolant heat
transfer, the RCS pressure would be expected to simply decay with time. That
expectation is reflected in the dashed extrapolation of RCS pressure shown in
Figure G-31.

The estimated pressure response shown indicates that lower head failures
at high RCS pressures would not be expected during TMLB' Case 4. Simple
scaling within the failure window indicates that lower head failures could be
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Figure G-31. RCS pressure for Surry TMLB' Case 4.

Figure G-32. RCS pressure for Surry TMLB' Case 6.
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expected to occur at intermediate RCS pressures approximately 36% of the time
and at low pressures about 64% of the time. Therefore, it was assumed that P,_
= 0.0, P,n,= 0.36, and P,o= 0.64 for TMLB' Case 4.

Accumulators in TMLB' Case 6 were emptied during an injection that began
at about 250 minutes, which was about 140 minutes before lower head failure
could be expected. Therefore, TMLB' Case 6 is similar to TMLB' Case 4 in that
accumulator injection cannot effect the RCS pressure response within the
failure window (which is shown in Figure G-32). As previously indicated,
however, a decision was made to include the potential for repressurization as
a result of maximum debris/coolant heat transfer at the time of molten
relocation in estimated pressure response for this case. The dashed line
shown in Figure G-32 was extended well into the high-pressure range to
represent the possible effects. The estimated response was based on code
calculated results for TMLB' Case 5, as shown in Figure G-30. A subsequent
pressure decay was estimated to drop the RCS pressure into the low range at
about 490 minutes. Without the potential for repressurization due to
accumulators, the RCS pressure would be expected to simply decay with time as
shown in Figure G-32.

The estimated pressure response shown in Figure G-32 indicates that lower
head failures could have occurred in all of the RCS pressure ranges during
TMLB' Case 6. Simple scaling within the failure window indicates that lower
head failures could be expected to occur at high RCS pressures approximately
26% of the time, at intermediate pressures about 44% of the time, andat low
pressures 30% of the time. Therefore, it was assumed that Ph,= 0.26, P_n,=
0.44, and P_o= 0.30 for TMLB' Case 6.

Assuming that the results from TMLB' Cases 4 and 6 should be given equal
weight as established in Section G-1.2, probabilities (consistent with the
definitions given in Section G-2) for TMLB' sequences with seal leaks of 480
gpm per RCP are

Phi: O. ]3

Pin,: O.40

P,o: 0_47

G-2.3 Issue Probabilities for TMLB' Sequences with Stuck-Open/Latched-Open
PORVs

Probability quantification of the RCS pressure at vessel breach issue for
this scenario was based on a SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 calculation of intentional
depressurization of the Surry NPP._6 The results indicate that the RCS
pressure will be below 1.38 Mpa at the calculated lower head failure time of
489.1 minutes. However, uncertainties in the lower head failure time and the
RCS pressure response must be considered in the probability quantification, as
discussed below.
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Uncertainties in the lower head failure time for this scenario were
evaluated in Section G-].3.4. Results from that evaluation indicate that
lower head failures could have occurred within a time window extending ].5
minutes earlier to ]49.3 minutes later than the calculated failure time.
Given the calculated failure time of 489.] minutes after TMLB' initiation, the
failure window extends from 487.6 to 638.4 minutes. Vertical lines marking
the failure window are shown with respect to the RCS pressure in Figure G-33.

Horizontal lines are also drawn on Figure G-33 to mark the boundaries
between high, intermediate, and low pressure ranges as an aid in
quantification. Although low pressures are indicated at the calculated time
of lower head failure (at 489.] minutes), other conditions could have occurred
if other potential failure times (within the vertical lines) were combined
with the potential for repressurization. Accumulator injection and
debris/coolant heat transfer during relocation to the lower head are the
primary mechanisms for RCS repressurization.

SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3 results for the subject calculation indicate that the
accumulators will be emptied relatively early in the transient (at 393.]
minutes), well ahead of the calculated lower head failure time. That result
is consistent,with the pressure reduction associated with the latched_open
PORVs. Although the precise accumulator behavior may not be reflected in the
code results, large shifts (-100 minutes) in the time required to empty the
accumulators are not expected. Therefore, repressurization by accumulator
injection is unlikely, since the accumulatorsshould be empty at all times
within the lower head failure wi,_dow.
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Figure G-33. RCS pressure for intentional depressurization of the Surry NPP
during a TMLB' sequence.
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Debris/coolant heat transfer could be vigorous and could result in a
repressurization during any molten relocation that occurs with standing water
in the lower head. In the subject calculation, however, molten relocation to
the lower head occurred without significant repressurization because the
amount of material relocated was relatively large and the amount of lower head
coolant was relatively low. The low coolant' inventory is consistent with the
prolonged RCS.boiloff and the fact that the accumulators emptied relatively
early. Furthermore, the potential for repressurization is diminished as time
goes on because of the latched-open PORV and because there is no means for
adding coolant to the RCS. Consequently, it unlikely that debris/coolant heat
transfer would result in RCS repressurization.

Based on the foregoing, SCDAP/RELAPS/MOD3 results showing a low RCS
pressure at the calculated time of lower head failure (without accounting for
predicted ex-v_esselfailures) appear to be very reasonable. In addition, any
significant RCS repressurization is unlikely over the range of uncertainty in
the lower head failure time. Therefore, probabilities (consistent with the
definitions given in Section G-2) are

Ph,: 0.0

P,nt: O. 0

P_o: ]. O.
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